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Abstract

The work documented in this thesis has been focused into two main sections. The first part

is centred around Maximum Power Point Tracking (MPPT) techniques for photovoltaic arrays,

optimised for fast-changing environmental conditions, and is described in Chapter 2. The second

part is dedicated to diagnostic functions as an additional tool to maximise the energy yield of

photovoltaic arrays (Chapter 4). Furthermore, mathematical models of PV panels and arrays

have been developed and built (detailed in Chapter 3) for testing MPPT algorithms, and for

diagnostic purposes.

In Chapter 2 an overview of the today’s most popular MPPT algorithms is given, and, con-

sidering their difficulty in tracking under variable conditions, a simple technique is proposed to

overcome this drawback. The method separates the MPPT perturbation effects from environ-

mental changes and provides correct information to the tracker, which is therefore not affected

by the environmental fluctuations. The method has been implemented based on the Perturb

and Observe (P&O), and the experimental results demonstrate that it preserves the advantages

of the existing tracker in being highly efficient during stable conditions, having a simple and

generic nature, and has the benefit of also being efficient in fast-changing conditions. Further-

more, the algorithm has been successfully implemented on a commercial PV inverter, currently

on the market. In Chapter 3, an overview of the existing mathematical models used to describe

the electrical behaviour of PV panels is given, followed by the parameter determination for the

five-parameter single-exponential model based on datasheet values, which has been used for the

implementation of a PV simulator taking in account the shape, size ant intensity of partial

shadow in respect to bypass diodes.

In order to eliminate the iterative calculations for parameter determinations, a simplified

three-parameter model is used throughout Chapter 4, dedicated to diagnostic functions of PV

panels. Simple analytic expressions for the model important parameters, which could reflect

deviations from the normal (e.g. from datasheet or reference measurement) I−V characteristic,

is proposed.

A considerable part of this thesis is dedicated to the diagnostic functions of crystalline

photovoltaic panels, aimed to detect failures related to increased series resistance and partial

shadowing, the two major factors responsible for yield-reduction of residential photovoltaic sys-

tems.
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Combining the model calculations with measurements, a method to detect changes in the

panels’ series resistance based on the slope of the I − V curve in the vicinity of open-circuit

conditions and scaled to Standard Test Conditions (STC) , is proposed. The results confirm

the benefits of the proposed method in terms of robustness to irradiance changes and to partial

shadows.

In order to detect partial shadows on PV panels, a method based on equivalent thermal

voltage (Vt) monitoring is proposed. Vt is calculated using the simplified three-parameter model,

based on experimental curve. The main advantages of the method are the simple expression for

Vt, high sensitivity to even a relatively small area of partial shadow and very good robustness

against changes in series resistance.

Finally, in order to quantify power losses due to different failures, e.g. partial shadows or in-

creased series resistance, a model based approach has been proposed to estimate the panel rated

power (in STC). Although it is known that the single-exponential model has low approximation

precision at low irradiation conditions, using the previously determined parameters it was pos-

sible to achieve relatively good accuracy. The main advantage of the method is that it relies

on already determined parameters (Rsm, Vt) based on measurements, therefore reducing the

errors introduced by the limitation of the single-exponential model especially at low irradiation

conditions.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

This chapter presents the background and motivation of the work documented in this thesis,

and includes a short overview of the current status of photovoltaic technology, focusing on grid

connected photovoltaic systems. This is followed by project’s objectives and limitations. Finally,

an outline of the thesis is provided at the end of the chapter.

1.1 Background

Renewable energy generation has experienced consistent growth in the last two decades,

motivated by the concerns of climate change and high oil prices, and supported by renewable

energy legislation and incentives, with a close to $150 billion investment in 2007 [6].

Solar photovoltaics is one of the fastest growing energy technologies, with an average annual

growth of about 40% in the past decade. [1,7–9]. The 2.6GW installed capacity in 2007 implies

an increase of more than 50% compared to the previous year and has lead to a total capacity

of 7.8GW photovoltaic power worldwide [1] (Fig. 1.1(a)). Similarly high grow rate has been

registered in the past few decades for the wind power industry as well, with an approximately

30% increase in 2007 [10].

Despite the technological advances and governmental incentives, the cost of energy produced
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Figure 1.1: Cumulative installed (a) and percentage of grid connected and off-grid (b) PV power
in the ’International Energy Agency - Photovoltaic Power Systems Programme’ (IEA-PVPS)

reporting countries [1].
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by grid connected PV systems is still relatively high and cannot compete yet with traditional

wholesale electricity prices [9,11,12]. This motivates the research for creating not only improved

solar panels but also more efficient power converters which can extract close to 100% of the

available power from the photovoltaic array [5, 13–15].

1.1.1 Current status of photovoltaic technology

Photovoltaic solar electricity, together with solar thermal, has the highest potential of all

the renewable energies, since solar energy is a practically unlimited resource, available every-

where [16].

Humanity have recognised the power in the sun’s rays as early as the 3rd century B.C., when

magnifying glasses were used to light torches [17]. The photovoltaic effect was discovered by the

French scientist Edmond Becquerel in 1839, but it was only explained in 1905 by a publication of

Albert Einstein for which he won his Nobel-prize in 1921 [17]. The modern era of photovoltaics

can be dated from 1954, when scientists at Bell Labs developed the first silicone PV cell [13,17].

From the end of the 1950s, solar cells for space applications have been produced. Terrestrial

applications of photovoltaics started to spread at the beginning of the 1970s.

Today a large variety of photovoltaic generators from mW - range for scientific calculators,

through several kW residential applications, to tens of MW - scale photovoltaic power plants,

are in operation all over the world.

The vast majority, close to 90%, of photovoltaic modules are currently produced using wafer-

based crystalline silicone [13, 18], but there are other emerging technologies which are gaining

importance in the PV market. In recent years thin-film modules have earned share in the

PV market, taking advantage of the photovoltaic-grade silicone shortage and consequently the

higher prices in the PV market [9]. Concentrator PV technology tries to decrease the amount

of semiconductor necessary, by using small-area high-efficiency cells and inexpensive polymer

lenses to focus the light on the cell. This technology generally needs a sun-tracking system [9]

and it is more suitable for medium to large PV systems [11] in areas with a high percentage of

direct radiation [19].

Photovoltaic energy has the potential to play an important role in the transition towards a

sustainable energy supply system in the 21st century, to cover a significant share of the electricity

needs of Europe [13], and is expected to be one of the key energy technologies of this century [16].

Grid connected photovoltaic systems

The terrestrial applications of photovoltaic systems are usually divided int four primary

categories [1,7,8]: off-grid domestic systems, off-grid non-domestic installations, grid-connected

distributed PV systems, and grid-connected centralised systems.

When terrestrial applications began, the main market for PV was remote industrial and

household applications [16]. However the penetration of PV systems as Distributed Power Gen-

eration Systems (DPGS) , (i.e. power generators connected directly to the low-voltage grid of
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the buildings) has increased dramatically in the last decades. The proportion of grid-connected

PV systems installed - in the International Energy Agency-Photovoltaic Power Systems Pro-

gramme (IEA-PVPS) reporting countries - rose from approximately 25% in 1992 to about 94%

in 2007 [1, 9] (Fig. 1.1(b)).

The efficiency of a grid-connected (residential) PV system is higher than that of a stand-

alone one, as it is not limited by battery storage capacity, and surplus electricity generated can

always be fed into the utility grid [20]. This also saves the cost of battery storage [20].

PV plants in grid connected applications are tied to the grid via power conditioning units

(inverters) of several technological concepts. These inverters play a key role in energy efficiency

since their task is not only to convert the generated electricity to the desired frequency and

voltage with the highest possible efficiency, but also to operate the PV array at the Maximum

Power Point (MPP) . A classification of PV inverter topologies can be found in Publication 3.

1.1.2 Project motivations

Photovoltaic electricity generation offers the benefits of: clean, non-polluting energy gen-

eration, production of energy close to the consumer (in case of DPGS), the very little or no

maintenance requirement, and of having a very long lifetime. Due to these advantages, today,

the photovoltaic is one of the fastest growing market in the world [6]. However, PV power is

still considered to be expensive, and the cost reduction of PV systems is subject to extensive

research. From the point of view of power electronics, this goal can be approached by max-

imising the energy output of a given PV array. The inverter should ensure the highest possible

conversion efficiency, while the requirement for the MPPT control (see Fig. 1.2) is to operate the

PV array at the optimum working point (MPP) in all environmental conditions. A considerable

amount of PV capacity today is installed in temperate climate zones, i.e. Central and North-

ern Europe, where passing clouds are often present on the sky, producing varying irradiation

conditions for PV installations. Although modern PV inverters’ MPPT efficiency is very high

Grid
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Figure 1.2: Block diagram of PV system control structure with additional diagnostic functions.
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in stable conditions, further research is needed to achieve similar performance levels in variable

conditions.

The 7.8GW installed capacity means an enormous number of photovoltaic panels, in the order

of tens of millions, operating today. As the number of panels and operating time increases,

the insuring of optimal operating conditions is becoming more crucial, in order to minimise

production losses due to system failures or external reasons, such as dirt, or shadows. This

creates the new challenge of performance monitoring and diagnostics for PV modules and arrays.

1.2 Project objectives

In accordance with the need to maximise the energy output of PV systems, the project has

two main objectives:

• to develop high efficiency MPPT strategies, suitable for fast changing environmental con-

ditions typical to northern Europe, in order to increase efficiency during fluctuating con-

ditions

• to develop diagnostic functions of the photovoltaic arrays, which, based on the electrical

characteristics of the panels can provide information about the operational state of the

system, enabling immediate remedy in case of faults

1.3 Project limitations

Although there is a large number of PV inverter topologies present in the literature and on

the market, only a single-stage topology is considered here, as is shown in Fig 1.2. The algorithm

developed here can be used for different topologies and control structures, however, in that case,

adaptation to the current topology or control structure might be necessary.

The experimental tests of the proposed MPP tracker have been carried out using pro-

grammable DC power supplies, which can only approximate the behaviour of a real PV ar-

ray(Publication 1, 2).

As described in §1.1.1, there are a number of different PV cell materials and technologies

in operation today. However, taking in account that close to 90% of the modules worldwide

are based on flat-panel crystalline silicone cells, for modelling and diagnostic purposes only

crystalline silicone cells were considered.

Although a typical grid-connected residential PV system implies several panels connected in

series and/or parallel, the modelling and diagnostic methods developed in this thesis have been

tested on (different) single panels, implying 2-4 bypass-diode protected submodules.

1.4 Main contributions

The main contributions of this thesis can be summarised as follows:
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In Chapter 2 an improved MPPTmethod, suitable for fast changing environmental conditions

is presented, based on the well-known P&O method. The International PHOTON Magazine

test results of a commercial PV inverter using this method showed an MPPT efficiency of over

99%, with a particularly fast response, making it the best performing MPP tracker in a survey

of the most important manufacturers of PV inverters worldwide in 2008. [21].

In Chapter 3 a real-time PV simulator implementation is proposed, which takes into consid-

eration the size and shape of the shadow falling onto the panel, suitable for evaluating partial

shadow effects on the output power of PV arrays. Additionally, simplified analytic formulae for

determination of the panel model parameters based on the four-parameter model for diagnostic

purposes, have been proposed.

In Chapter 4 simple analytic formulae for the panel’s model parameters are proposed, en-

abling real-time parameter estimations for diagnostic functions of PV panels.

In the same chapter a simple method for estimating changes in PV panel’s series resistance,

with good robustness against environmental changes and other failures has been proposed. Ex-

perimental tests show good estimation accuracy for different panels with various values of added

series resistance over a wide range of irradiations.

Another diagnostic function, aimed at detecting partial shadowing based on thermal voltage

monitoring is proposed in Chapter 4. The method enables the detection of partial shadows with

good sensitivity, while keeping strong robustness against changes in the panel’s series resistance.

The weak point of the method is that its sensitivity decreases in low irradiation conditions.

In the same chapter, a method for the panel’s rated power estimation was proposed. The

main benefit of this method is that it employs the previously estimated parameters based on

measurements, and therefore it can quantify the overall effect of different failures, i.e. increased

series resistance or a partial shadow in power loss.

1.5 Thesis outline

This thesis is divided into two main parts. Part I contains the report of the work carried out

during the PhD project period, while Part II contains the relevant articles published throughout

the project work. Part I is structured into 5 chapters, which are briefly presented in the

following.

Chapter 2: Maximum Power Point Tracking for Photovoltaic Systems deals with

MPPT control of grid-connected photovoltaic systems, focusing on rapidly changing environ-

mental conditions, e.g. clouds, typical for Northern Europe. In the first part of the chapter,

an overview of the most popular MPPT methods is given, with their advantages and disad-

vantages. In the second part, the problem of MPP tracking in fast changing irradiations is

addressed. Furthermore, an MPPT method, suitable for rapidly changing environmental condi-

tions, based on the Perturb&Observe, is presented. Chapter 3: Modelling of PV cells and

arrays presents the most commonly used solar cell models and addresses the problem of model
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parameter determination based on four- and five-parameter models.Simplified analytic formulae

describing the four-parameter model for diagnostic purposes, are presented. Furthermore, the

implementation of a PV simulator consisting of customisable series-parallel connected panels,

suitable for testing MPPT algorithms and evaluating the effects of partial shadowing, with dif-

ferent shadow area and shape, is presented. Chapter 4: Diagnostics of PV panels deals

with diagnostics of photovoltaic panels by means of analysis of their electrical characteristics. A

method of series resistance estimation, robust to environmental changes, is presented, followed

by partial shadowing detection through thermal voltage monitoring. Finally, temperature and

rated power estimations for PV module are presented Chapter 5: Conclusions summarises

the work which has been carried out throughout this project. The chapter ends with an outlook

to further research which have been enabled by the work presented in this thesis.

1.5.1 List of publications derived from this thesis

1. D. Sera, T. Kerekes, R. Teodorescu, and F. Blaabjerg: “Improved MPPT method for rapidly

changing environmental conditions”, in Proc. of 2006 IEEE International Symposium on

Industrial Electronics, 2006, vol. 2, pp. 1420-425.

2. D. Sera, R. Teodorescu, J. Hantschel, and M. Knoll: “Optimised maximum power point

tracker for fast-changing environmental conditions”, IEEE Transactions on Industrial Elec-

tronics, 2008, vol. 55, no. 7, pp. 2629-2637.

3. F. Iov, M. Ciobotaru, D. Sera, R. Teodorescu, and F. Blaabjerg: “Power electronics and

control of renewable energy systems”, in Proc. of 7th International Conference on Power

Electronics and Drive Systems, PEDS ’07. 2007, pp. P-6-P-28.

4. D. Sera, T. Kerekes, R. Teodorescu: “Teaching Maximum Power Point Trackers Using a

Photovoltaic Array Model with Graphical User Interface”, in Proc. of 3rd IEE International

Workshop on Teaching Photovoltaics, 2006.

5. D. Sera, R. Teodorescu, and P. Rodriguez: “PV panel model based on datasheet values”, in

Proc. of IEEE International Symposium on Industrial Electronics, ISIE 2007, pp. 2392-

2396.

6. M. Valentini, A. Raducu, D. Sera, R. Teodorescu: “PV inverter test setup for European

efficiency, static and dynamic MPPT efficiency evaluation”, in Proc. of IEEE Optimisation

of Electrical and Electronic Equipment, 2008. pp. 433-438.

7. M. Valentini, A. Raducu, and D. Sera: “Real time photovoltaic array simulator for testing

grid-connected PV inverters”, in Proc. of IEEE International Symposium on Industrial

Electronics ISIE 2008.
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8. D. Sera and Y. Baghzouz: “On the impact of partial shading on PV output power”, in Proc.

of the 2nd WSEAS/IASME International Conference on Renewable Energy Sources 2008.

9. D. Sera, R. Teodorescu, and P. Rodriguez: “Photovoltaic module diagnostics by series re-

sistance monitoring and temperature and rated power estimation”, in Proc. of the 34th

Annual Conference of the IEEE Industrial Electronics Society, November 2008, pp. 2195-

2199.

1.5.2 Tools used

In order to simulate the behaviour of different MPP trackers, the PV inverter control system

has been implemented in Matlab/Simulink [22], while the electrical circuits (DC link, inverter,

LC filter, Grid) have been modelled using either Simulink transfer functions, or the PLECSr

toolbox for Simulinkr [23]. For experimental tests the control system was implemented on

the dSPACEr DS1103 PPC Controller Board [24] due to its high flexibility, considering its high

computational capacity, the graphical user interface (Control Deskr), and good integration with

Simulinkr. The PV array has been simulated using Delta Elektronika SM300-5 [25] and SM300-

10 [26] programmable DC supplies. The power has been delivered to the grid by the commercial

voltage source inverter provided by Danfoss A/S [27].





Chapter 2

Maximum Power Point Tracking for Photovoltaic
Systems

This chapter deals with MPPT control of grid connected photovoltaic systems, focusing on

rapidly-changing environmental conditions (e.g. clouds), which is typical for Northern Eu-

rope. In the first part of the chapter an overview of the most popular MPPT methods is given,

analysing their advantages and disadvantages. In the second part the problem of MPP tracking

in fast-changing irradiation is addressed. Furthermore, a P&O based MPPT method, suitable

for rapidly-changing environmental conditions, is presented.

2.1 Importance of MPPT for grid connected photovoltaic sys-
tems

As mentioned in Chapter 1, worldwide installed PV power capacity today is mostly domi-

nated by grid-connected applications [1,7,8]. In these applications, the typical goal is to obtain

the maximum possible power from the PV plant over the entire time of operation. Therefore,

these systems need an MPPT, which always sets the system working point to the optimum, fol-

lowing the weather (i.e. solar irradiance and temperature) conditions. There are many MPPT

strategies available in the literature, e.g [15, 28–36] for different converter topologies and envi-

ronmental conditions (see Publication 3).

As the steady state MPPT efficiency at different irradiation levels is a figure of merit of

a PV inverter, MPP trackers have been under continuous improvement. Today a commercial

PV inverter has an MPPT efficiency of about 99% over a wide range of irradiation conditions.

However, until recently, tracking in variable environmental conditions received little attention

from manufacturers. In locations with variable cloudy conditions, fast dynamic MPP tracking

can contribute a few additional percentage points to the energy yield [37]. In the last few

years, test procedures for evaluating MPPT dynamic efficiencies have been proposed [5, 37–39].

In [37], Haeberlin et al. proposed a test procedure using a nearly rectangular variation of

the irradiation, corresponding to variations of power from 20-100% of the rated value, with

a sufficient stabilisation period (1-5 minutes) and a few intermediate stages of ≈100-200ms.

However, in this thesis, a trapezoidal profile is used to test the tracking ability of the MPPT in

varying environmental conditions, as rectangular variation of irradiation is seen by the MPPT

11
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as a step change in conditions, and the new MPP is tracked in stable conditions.

2.2 Overview of most used MPPT algorithms

The Perturb and Observe is one of the so called ’hill-climbing’ MPPT methods, which are

based on the fact that, on the voltage-power characteristic, on the left of the MPP the variation

of the power against voltage dP/dV > 0, while on the right, dP/dV < 0 (see Fig.2.1).

In Fig.2.1, if the operating voltage of the PV array is perturbed in a given direction and

dP/dV > 0, it is known that the perturbation moved the array’s operating point toward the

MPP. The P&O algorithm would then continue to perturb the PV array voltage in the same

direction. If dP/dV < 0, then the change in operating point moved the PV array away from the

MPP, and the P&O algorithm reverses the direction of the perturbation [28] (Fig. 2.2).

The main advantage of the P&O method is that it is easy to implement, it has low compu-

tational demand, and it is very generic, i.e. applicable for most systems, as it does not require

any information about the PV array, but only the measured voltage and current.

Because of this, the P&O today is perhaps the most-often used MPPT method [28, 40, 41].

The two main problems of the P&O, frequently mentioned in the literature, are the oscillations

around the MPP in steady state conditions, and poor tracking (possibly in the wrong direction,

away from MPP) under rapidly-changing irradiations [15, 28, 36, 41–47]. Improvement methods

for the dynamic performances of the P&O method, including variable step size and perturbation

frequency have been reported in the literature [28,43,46,47].

A similar hill-climbing MPPT algorithm is the Incremental Conductance (INC) [48],

which intends to improve the P&O by replacing the derivative of the power versus voltage

dP/dV used by the P&O with comparing the PV array instantaneous (I/V ) and incremental

(dI/dV ) conductances, according to equations (2.1) and (2.2).

dP

dV
=

d (V I)

dV
= V

dI

dV
+ I (2.1)

dP

dV

∣

∣

∣

∣ I=Imp

V=Vmp

= 0⇒
dI

dV

∣

∣

∣

∣ I=Imp

V=Vmp

= −
Imp

Vmp
(2.2)

where

• Vmp - MPP voltage of the array

• Imp - MPP current of the array

It is a generally accepted property of the INC that it can find the distance to the MPP and

can determine when the MPP has been reached and hence stop the perturbation [28, 45, 49],

thus performing superiorly to the P&O. However, as it has been pointed out already by the

authors [48], in practice the equality in Eq. (2.2) is seldom obtained and therefore either a

small marginal error has to be allowed [48] - which will limit the sensitivity of the tracker - or
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Figure 2.1: Sign of dP/dV at different positions on the power characteristic of a PV module
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it will show oscillations around the MPP. Although the INC method generally appears in the

literature as a progress in efficiency compared to the P&O [28,40,45,49], it nonetheless shares its

disadvantage in that it can track in wrong direction during rapidly-changing irradiations [43,46].

Another well-known MPPT method is the Constant Voltage (CV ), which makes use of the

fact that the PV array MPP voltage changes only slightly with irradiation. In this algorithm,

the MPPT momentarily sets the PV array current to zero to allow the measurement of the open-

circuit voltage. The operating voltage is set to a fixed percentage of the open-circuit voltage [28].

Although the ratio between the open-circuit voltage and MPP voltage (Voc/Vmp) depends on the

solar array parameters, a commonly used value for crystalline silicone panels is 76% [28,50,51].

This operating point is maintained for a set amount of time, after which the cycle is repeated.

The main problem with this algorithm is that energy is wasted while the open-circuit voltage is

measured, and the Vmp is not always at the fixed 76% of the Voc [28].

A similar method to CV , called short-current pulse based MPPT, operates with current

instead of voltage and makes use of the fact that the MPP current is a fixed ratio of the short-

circuit current, with a value of k ≈ 0.92 [52,53]. The tracker then periodically short-circuits the

PV array to measure the short-circuit current and then sets the operating point according to

this measurement.

Several comparisons have been made for the above-mentioned algorithms: the P&O, INC

and CV , and it is generally concluded that, in high irradiation conditions, the INC produces the

highest efficiency [28, 45, 48, 49]. On the other hand, as the irradiance decreases, the efficiency

of the INC also decreases, and it has been shown in [45] and [54] that at irradiations below

300W/m2 the INC performs very poorly, and completely fails to track the MPP below irradi-

ations of 50W/ m2 [45]. The efficiency of the P&O also decreases with less irradiation, but it

is able to track below 50W/m2 [45]. The CV method is generally considered the least efficient

of the three [28], but, as the irradiance decreases, it shows improving performance, higher than

both the P&O and INC. Because of this property, it is often used in combination with one of

the hill-climbing methods [45,54].

2.3 Maximum power point tracking in rapidly changing condi-
tions

As was mentioned earlier, the P&O can track in the wrong direction under rapidly changing

irradiation conditions. Irradiation can change relatively quickly due to weather conditions, e.g.

passing clouds, and very fast changes (for small systems) corresponding to a variation of the

rated power from 15% to 120% within 500ms, were reported [55]. Nevertheless, the probability

of such fast irradiation changes is extremely low [5]. The authors of [5], based on a measured

irradiation data set of over a year with a 1Hz sampling rate, classified the irradiation changes

regarding their rate and magnitude in 3 categories (Table 2.1).

If the change in the intensity of irradiation causes a bigger change in power than the one
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Table 2.1: Categories of irradiance changes [5].

Time scale Largest realistic variation (W/m2)

Very fast (within 1 second) 27
Fast (within 5 seconds) 103
Slow (within 30 seconds) 441

caused by the increment in the voltage, the MPPT can get confused, as it will interpret the

change in the power as an effect of its own action. This is illustrated in Figure 2.3.

k
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2
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p p

2

(b)

Figure 2.3: In the case of slow irradiation changes, the P&O method is able to track in the right
direction (a), but in case of rapidly-changing irradiation, it is unable to determine the right

tracking direction (b)

on Fig.2.3:

• Tp - the perturbation period of the MPPT

• Pk, Pk+1 - the values of power measured at the k-th and the k + 1-th sampling instances

• dP - the change in power, caused by the perturbation of the MPPT

• dP2 - the change in power, caused by the increase in irradiation

• inc - the (voltage) perturbation increment of the MPPT

If dP > dP2 the MPPT is able to interpret correctly the change in power between two

sampling instances (Fig.2.3(a)), as the overall change in power will be dominated by the effect

of the perturbation. On the other hand, if dP < dP2, the MPPT is unable to determine the

right direction of tracking as for example Pk+1 − Pk in Fig.2.3(b) is positive, regardless of the

perturbation direction of the MPPT. In the case depicted in Fig. 2.3(a), the P&O would continue

to increase the voltage reference until the irradiation change is stopped or dP becomes larger

than dP2.

In the following, an improvement, for increasing the P&O dynamic tracking performance, is

proposed.
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2.3.1 The proposed dP-P&O method

In Publication 1, the limitation of the Perturb&Observe algorithm of tracking under rapidly

changing irradiation is addressed, and a simple improvement is proposed, called the dP −P&O

method.

The dP − P&O performs an additional measurement of power in the middle of the MPPT

sampling period without any perturbation, as illustrated in Fig. 2.4.

As shown in Fig. 2.4, the change of power between Px and Pk+1 reflects only the environmen-

tal changes, as no action has been taken by the MPPT. The difference between Px and Pk (dP1)

contains the change in power caused by the perturbation of the MPPT, plus the environmental

effect. Thereby, assuming that the rate of change in the irradiation is constant over one sampling

period of the MPPT, the dP caused purely by the MPPT command can be calculated as:

dP = dP1 − dP2 = (Px − Pk)− (Pk+1 − Px)

= 2Px − Pk+1 − Pk

(2.3)

Introducing the above calculation of the power change caused by the action of the pertur-

bation within one MPPT sampling instance, the flowchart of the classic P&O will change only

by an additional element, as is shown in Fig. 2.5. The method has been implemented on a grid-

connected inverter, using a control structure as presented in Fig. 2.6. The detailed description

of the test conditions can be found in Publication 1.

The experimental results presented in Fig. 2.7 show that the dP − P&O is able to avoid

misdirectional tracking in fast changing conditions, improving the overall performance of the

P&O. Applying the dynamic efficiency as calculated in Eq. (7) from Publication 1 on pg. 77,

reproduced here:

ηdynamic =
PPV meas mean

Pmp mean
· 100 (2.4)

the efficiency gain of the dP − P&O over the classical P&O has been calculated as 2.4%

when the power feed-forward was switched on, and 5% without power feed-forward (considering

the entire test period in which the trapezoidal irradiation profile was applied (2.7)).

2.3.2 Optimised dP-P&O

As reported in the previous section, accurately determining the dP allows tracking in the

correct direction during irradiance changes. However, in order to track very fast changes of

irradiation, the voltage perturbation may need to be increased. This would lead to oscillations

around the MPP in steady-state conditions, degrading the overall performance. To overcome

this drawback, the information regarding the change of output power due to external conditions,

dP2 is used. From the value of dP2 it can be determined if the irradiation is stable, increasing
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Figure 2.4: Measurement of the power between two MPPT sampling instances
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Figure 2.5: The flowchart of the proposed dP-P&O algorithm.
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followed by a 40 seconds steady state period, and finally returning to 120W/m2 irradiation in 25

seconds, have been used (Publication 1).
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or decreasing. Publication 2 presents an MPPT method employing the information about the

irradiance change provided by the calculation in Eq. (2.3), which allows the use of optimised

tracking strategy for the different cases; its flowchart is shown in Fig. 2.8.

In Fig. 2.8, if the change in power due to irradiation (|dP2|) is smaller than the change of

power due to the MPPT perturbation (|dP |), conditions are considered to be slowly-changing,

and the system will use the basic dP − P&O algorithm, with small increment values, to reduce

oscillations around the MPP.

If a fast rise in the irradiation was detected by dP2 (Fig. 2.8), it means that the MPPT should

increase the PV array’s reference voltage, in order to follow the irradiance change. Therefore,

in this situation, the MPPT switching strategy favours increasing the voltage reference. Vdcref

in Fig. 2.6 is decreased only when the voltage was increased in the previous MPPT sampling

instance and it caused a reduction of power dP < ThN . A negative threshold value ThN has

been applied in order to avoid unnecessary switching around the MPP. If - due to the action

of the MPPT in the last sampling period - dP becomes negative, the MPPT holds the voltage

reference at the same level for one sampling period instead of decreasing it, unless the caused

decrease of power became larger than the threshold (|dP | > |ThN |).

Both the basic and optimised dP − P&O methods were implemented and experimentally

tested on a commercial PV inverter, the REFUSOL 11 K manufactured by REFU Elektronik

GmbH, Germany [56]. The PHOTON Magazine test results of the REFUSOL 11 K with the

dP −P&O show an MPPT efficiency of over 99% with a particularly fast response time, making

it the best performing MPP tracker in a survey of the most important manufacturers of PV

inverters worldwide in 2008 [21].

2.4 Summary

This chapter dealt with MPPT algorithms for photovoltaic systems. The most popular

MPPT methods, the P&O, the INC and the CV have been briefly presented. An improvement

method to the classical P&O has been presented, called the dP − P&O. It uses an additional

measurement of power inside the MPPT algorithm, without perturbation, and uses this infor-

mation to separate the effects of the environment from the tracker’s perturbations. This avoids

misdirectional tracking during fast-changing irradiations. Experimental results have been pre-

sented, showing considerable improvement in dynamic efficiency when compared to the classic

P&O. Furthermore, by identifying the environmental changes, it is possible to use optimised

tracking for different operational conditions: stable, increasing or decreasing irradiation. By

optimising the perturbation scheme for the different conditions, it can achieve faster tracking

during irradiation changes, and more accuracy at steady state. Based on these considerations,

an optimised dP-P&O method has also been proposed. Both the dP − P&O and optimised

dP −P&O have been implemented on a commercial PV inverter, the REFUSOL 11 K, showing

high efficiency during fast-changing irradiations.
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Figure 2.9: Instantaneous efficiencies of the classical P&O (a), the dP − P&O (b), and opti-
mised dP − P&O (c) during a trapezoidal irradiation profile. It can be seen that the average
efficiency of the optimised dP−P&O during the entire test period is approximately 99.4%, which

is approximately 0.4% higher than the basic dP − P&O.





Chapter 3

Modelling of PV cells and arrays

In this chapter the most commonly used solar cell models are introduced and the problem of

model parameter determination based on the four and five parameter models is addressed. This

is followed by the implementation of a PV simulator consisting of customisable series-parallel

connected panels, suitable for testing MPPT algorithms and evaluating the effects of partial

shadowing, with various shadow area and shape. Finally, simplified analytic formulae describing

the four-parameter model for diagnostic purposes, are presented

3.1 Purpose of models

In this thesis, several models of PV modules and systems have been used and implemented

for two distinct purposes, as described below.

PV system modelling: to model the behaviour of a PV system, composed of parallel

connected arrays, which in turn are formed of series connected modules. The aim is to predict the

behaviour and power output of such systems in various environmental conditions, and especially

in the case of partial shadowing. Attention is paid to the shape and position of the shadow

in respect with the position of the bypass diodes. The purpose of such a model is to gain an

insight on the effects of partial shadowing, module mismatch, and cell or module failure on a

PV system’s output power and I − V characteristics, and to test the performance of MPPT

techniques in non-ideal conditions.

Diagnostics: to determine - based on its experimentally measured I − V curve - the main

characteristics of a PV system, such as the series resistances, presence of partial shadowing or

malfunctioning cells, or bad connections. The aim is to obtain a simple model, which can have

acceptable approximation quality, while having its parameters determined by simple analytical

formulae, rather than complex iterative solutions, to which the five-, six-, or seven-parameter

models would lead to. The purpose of this model is to post process the measured I − V curve,

calculate certain parameters (as described in the following), and to make an estimation of the

module or array state of health from the deviation of these parameter from some predetermined

values, e.g. those based on datasheet data or reference measurements. The model is not intended

to be able to reproduce the measured I − V curve, (which could have a complicated shape

23
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depending on partial shadowing, discoloration of the protective plastic sheet, etc.), and therefore

it can be kept simple.

3.2 PV cell models overview

There are two well-known and widely used models, both with different levels of complexity,

depending on the purpose they are used for: the single-diode (often referred to as the single-

exponential), and the two-diode (or double exponential) models. Both of these are based on

the well-known Shockley diode equation [57]. The most common versions of these models are

presented in the following.

The single diode simple model (or four-parameter model) described by Eq. (3.1) and

its equivalent circuit diagram shown on Figure 3.1 consists of a constant current source, in

parallel with a diode, which includes an ideality factor to account for the recombination in the

space-charge region [58]. This model accounts for the losses due to the module’s internal series

resistance, as well as contacts and interconnections between cells and modules. It has a relatively

good approximation precision and it is perhaps the most suitable model for the diagnostics of

PV arrays, as it offers good compromise between approximation precision and simplicity.

phI D

DI
V

IsR

Figure 3.1: Equivalent circuit of the single diode model with taking in account the series resistance
of the module

I = Iph − I0

(

e
V +IRs

Vt − 1
)

(3.1)

Where Vt is the module thermal voltage:

Vt =
nsAkT

q
(3.2)

where

• Rs - module internal series resistance (Ω)

• I0 - dark saturation current (A)

• ns - number of series connected cells in the module

• q - charge of an electron (C)

• k - Boltzmann’s constant
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• A - diode ideality factor

• T - temperature (oK)

• Iph - photo-generated current (A)

The single diode detailed model (or single-exponential five-parameter model) on Fig-

ure 3.2 also takes into account over the simple model the shunt resistance of the module, which

models the losses due to the leakage currents across the junction and within the cell due to

crystal imperfections and impurities [59].

shR

shRIDI

D
phI

s
R I

V

Figure 3.2: Equivalent circuit of the single diode model, taking into account both the series and
shunt resistances of the module.

An additional term appears in the mathematical model, as shown in Eq. (3.3):

I = Iph − Io

(

e
V +IRs

ns Vt − 1
)

−
V + IRs

Rsh

(3.3)

where

• Rsh - module shunt resistance (Ω)

The double diode model (or double-exponential model) considers an additional diode in

the equivalent scheme to account for the losses due to the carrier recombination in the space

charge region of the junction, and those due to surface recombination [57, 58, 60–62]. In this

model the first diode is responsible for the diffusion current component [57].

shR

shRI1DI

1D
phI

s
R I

V

2DI

2D

Figure 3.3: Equivalent circuit of the double diode model, taking into account both the series and
shunt resistances of the module.

I = Iph − I01

(

e
V +IRs

Vt − 1
)

− I02

(

e
V +IRs

2Vt − 1
)

−
V + IRs

Rsh

(3.4)
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where

Vt =
nskT

q
(3.5)

• I01 - Dark saturation current of the first diode modelling the diffusion current component

• I02 - Dark saturation current of the second diode modelling the recombination in the space

charge region

The single-diode simple model is often called the four-parameter model, as it has four un-

known parameters which need to be determined, before the model can be built: I0, Iph, A, and

Rs.

The single diode detailed model, and in some cases the double diode model too, is often

referred to as the five-parameters model. This, in addition to the previous case, has the module

shunt resistance (Rsh) as the fifth parameter. In case of the double diode model, an additional

parameter is introduced by the reverse saturation current of the second diode, but the diode

ideality factors are considered to be known for both diodes, which are 1 and 2, respectively [61].

Nevertheless, different versions of this model are reported, considering the ideality (quality)

factors of the diodes. Beier and Voss in [62] show through experimental measurements that the

quality factor of the second diode often differs from the value 2. A similar approach is used

in [63–65], and many others.

Some authors consider both diode quality factors as variable, fitting parameters [66,67]. The

two latter versions of the double exponential model, although thought to offer higher fitting

quality, lead to 6− and 7−parameter models, respectively, therefore considerably increasing the

complexity of parameter calculations.

The double diode model is considered by many authors to be more accurate than the single

diode model, e.g. [68,69], the latter is blamed for being imprecise particularly at low irradiation

levels [58]. A similar approach is reported in [70].

However, it has been found that, when used for modelling the behaviour of many intercon-

nected modules, e.g. PV systems, the single diode model is preferred by many of the authors in

the literature, e.g. Bishop in [71], Araujo in [72], or the authors of [59,73–76].

One of the reasons could be that, in the case of modelling PV systems for the purpose of

testing Maximum Power Point Tracking techniques, or a qualitative prediction about the effect of

the partial shadowing or mismatched modules, the main objective and challenge is the modelling

of the interactions between the cells and modules, rather than a very precise model of one single

cell. Also, due to the inherent variations of the cells parameters, it is next to impossible to

determine a very precise model for every single cell in a larger PV system. For this purpose, the

single diode model’s representation precision is considered to be sufficient.

The unknown parameters of the models have to be determined for the given type of cell,

whose characteristics are to be reproduced by the model. A number of approaches for cells and

module parameter determination can be adopted using the datasheet parameters or measured
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I −V curves, which are described in Chapter 4. For modelling purposes, a simple mathematical

approach has been used in this work, which relies on parameters given in the panels’ datasheet.

3.3 Parameter extraction using the five-parameter single diode
model

Publication 5 addresses the development and implementation of a model for a photovoltaic

module, including the forward and reverse characteristics, temperature and irradiance effects,

with the panel datasheet parameters as input data, for use in a flexible PV simulator, as described

on page 23.

The starting point is the module datasheet parameters, which contain the measured voltages

and currents at the three key-points of the I − V characteristic, and in general also the tem-

perature coefficients of the short-circuit current and open-circuit voltage [77] as summarised in

Table 3.1.

Using the information given by the product’s datasheet, a system of equations can be built

(Eq. (3.6)) and solved for the five unknown parameters I0, Iph, A, Rs, and Rsh.
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(3.6)

The structure of equation system (3.6) is described in detail in Publication 5, where the

solution is also presented. Analytic formulae for determining the model’s parameters could not

be found, due to the transcendental nature of the equation system. Therefore, numerical methods

have been used, which carry the downside of larger computational load, and the dependency on

initial conditions.

As has been shown in Publication 5, taking the shunt resistance into consideration has

a strong impact on the parameter’ calculations, requiring iterative methods to determine the

model parameters. On the other hand, the five-parameter model also suffers from the problem

of the simple four-parameter model, namely that the model’s parameters do not necessarily have

physically meaningful values [58, 78–80].

Table 3.1: Typical parameters given in the datasheet of a photovoltaic panel, based on STC
measurements.

Isc -short-circuit current (A) Pmp -power at the MPP (W)
Voc -open-circuit voltage (V) ki -temperature coefficient of Isc (A/

◦C)
Vmp -voltage at the MPP (V) kv -temperature coefficient of Voc (V/

◦C)
Imp -current at the MPP (A) ns -total number of cells in the module
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3.4 Modelling the PV system

In this section, a digital PV simulator will be presented, built for the purpose of testing

MPPT algorithms, and evaluating the effects of different shapes of partial shadows with respect

to bypass diodes on the I − V curve of the array. In the case of partial shadows, some cells can

become reverse biased, moving their working point to the reverse part on the I−V characteristic.

In order to model this process, the reverse characteristic should be included in the cell’s model.

This can be done by completing Eq.(3.3) with Bishop’s term [71] , which considers the reverse

characteristic as a non-linear multiplication factor that affects the shunt resistance current [81].

I = Iph − I0

(

e
V +IRs

Vt − 1
)

−
V + IRs

Rsh

(

1 + a

(

1−
V + IRs

nsVbr

)−m
)

(3.7)

In Eq. (3.7), m is the avalanche breakdown exponent, a is the fraction of the ohmic current in

the avalanche breakdown, and Vbr is the cell junction breakdown voltage [71,81]. The parameters

m and a have been determined empirically by Bishop in [71]. Although Bishop’s approach is

the most often used in the literature, it has been criticised of not being physically correct, as

the avalanche current should affect the entire PN junction, not only the shunt paths [81]. The

authors of [81] reported a model describing the reverse characteristic of the PV cell, considering

the avalanche multiplication affecting the entire PN junction current.

It must be pointed out that this model does not have the ambition to high precision mod-

elling of the PV cells’ reverse characteristics. Due to the relatively large variability of reverse

characteristics of PV cells, even within the same type and batch [82], this requires a more com-

plex model, which is out of the scope of the present work. In Publication 8, the effect of partial

shadowing on the output power is studied with emphasis on the different shapes of shadows in re-

spect with the bypass diodes, when the reverse characteristic of the cells are modelled according

to Eq. (3.7).

Equation (3.7) is suitable for describing the entire current-voltage characteristics of a pho-

tovoltaic cell. In order to include the effects of different irradiance and temperature conditions,

the corresponding dependency of the parameters of (3.7) should be modelled. Most of the pa-

rameters’ temperature dependency is straightforward, either being given in the datasheet (ki for

Isc, kv for Voc), or considered independent of temperature (Rs, Rsh, a,m, Vbr) as described in

Publication 5.

However, the temperature dependence of the dark saturation current is less straightforward,

and a number of approaches to express this function have been reported in the literature [74,

75,83–85]. In this work a method similar to the one presented in [75] is used, with the essential

difference being that, here, the dark saturation current is considered independent of irradiation,

as opposed to the approach used in [75]. The method uses the expression of I0 from the short-

circuit current equation, and the temperature dependency is obtained by simply updating the

parameters of Eq. (20) from Publication 5 with their corresponding temperature coefficients, as
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reproduced here:

Io(T ) =

(

Isc(T )−
Voc(T )− Isc(T )Rs

Rsh

)

e
−

Voc(T)
Vt (3.8)

In Fig. 3.4 ’Reference 1’ corresponds to the output of the model when the dark saturation

current temperature function is expressed according to the authors of [86], and followed by the

authors of [85] and [74], while ’Reference 2’ identifies the output of the model using the dark

saturation current temperature function given in [75].

3.4.1 Implementation of the PV simulator

The PV simulator has been implemented in Simulinkr, using the principle shown in the

block diagram in Fig. 3.5.

A PV system with a capacity of a few kW as described in Chapter 1, can contain thousands

of cells, with series and parallel interconnections, and bypass diodes. Modelling the behaviour

of every cell in such a system, even though it would offer a very high level of flexibility, is not

feasible, as this would require enormous computational capacity, thereby certain simplifications

are needed in order to create a useful model. The following assumptions have been made:

• All the cells in the system have identical physical properties, i.e. the same I-V character-

istics. In reality, not all the cells are the same in a system, there are small deviations in

their physical properties, which slightly reduce the overall output power [71].

• The irradiation is fully uniform over the system, except for the shadowed area, where the

irradiation is smaller. In other words, two different irradiation levels were considered, and

consequently two distinct models were used.

• The temperature was considered uniform over the entire system. In practice, variations of

temperature can occur over the array, especially in facade applications [18].

In accordance with the above, the simulator contains two PV cell models, which generate the

forward and reverse I−V characteristics of the fully illuminated and shadowed cells, respectively.

These cell characteristics are then combined to form the array’s (only series connected cells and

modules) I − V curves, according to the specifications of the user.

The computation-intensive parts of the model are the generation of the characteristics of

the cells and then the construction of the array’s I − V curves. However, this part is needed

to run only when the environmental conditions are changing, hence it can be executed with

low sampling rate. Therefore the model of the complex system is reduced to lookup tables,

without requiring much computational resource, and is suitable for running in real-time, in

order to control a hardware PV simulator (Publication 6 and 7). Figure 3.6 shows the measured

and modelled I − V characteristics of a PV module under various partial shadow conditions.

Due to the ageing of the panel used, its behaviour is not identical to datasheet, therefore the

environmental conditions (G and T ) for the simulation have been adjusted in order to create

the same short-circuit current and open-circuit voltage to the measurement.
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Figure 3.4: P-V curves of the BPMSX120 [2] PV panel in the vicinity of MPP at T = 50oC (a)
and T = 75oC sub3.4(b) using three different methods for calculating the dark saturation current

dependency on temperature.
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Figure 3.6: Measured and simulated I − V characteristics of a BPMSX120 panel, with one cell
partially shadowed (a), with the same area of shadow affecting 2 cells (b), and with 2 cells entirely

shadowed (c).
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Figure 3.7: Block diagram of the PV inverter test setup containing the dSpace real time simulator.

3.5 Parameter extraction using the four-parameter model

As it has been previously described, for diagnostic purposes the simple 4-parameter model

can be used, with the aim of finding analytical solutions for the parameters, suitable for online

calculations. It should be emphasised that, as the model is a simplified one, the accuracy of the

determined parameters is not as high as in case of a more detailed model.

The general expression of the photovoltaic panel’s current as a function of voltage, using the

four-parameter model can be expressed as in Eq.(3.1), reproduced here:

I = Iph − I0

(

e
V +IRs

Vt − 1
)

For calculating the panel’s parameters, some simplifications to (3.1) have been made. As the

dark saturation current in silicon devices (compared to the exponential term) is very small, the

term ’−1’ can be neglected [73]. Another simplification, which has been made in order to obtain

relatively simple and treatable equations approximates the photo-generated current Iph with Isc

(Iph ≈ Isc). It is common practice to ignore the difference between the photo-generated current

and the short-circuit current, as it is generally very small [74, 75, 85, 87, 88]. This assumption

can be considered valid for crystalline silicone cells, at moderate short-circuit currents (non-

concentrator PV cells), where the losses in the series resistance at short-circuit conditions are

not substantial.

In this case (3.1) becomes:

I = Isc − I0

(

e
V +IRs

Vt

)

(3.9)

The calculation of the parameters in the following are based on (3.9). Using the simpli-
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fication above, the four-parameter model can be reduced to a three-parameter one, with the

number of equations and unknowns reduced to three, making the entire calculation relatively

straightforward.

The following equations give the expression of the panel current on two of the three main

points of the I-V characteristic: (the equation at short-circuit has been cancelled due to Iph ≈ Isc).

At open-circuit conditions:

0 = Isc − I0e
Voc
Vt (3.10)

and the current at MPP (Imp) has the following form:

Imp = Isc − I0e
Vmp+ImpRs

Vt (3.11)

In the third equation, the well-known relation of the derivative of the power with voltage at

MPP is used:

dP

dV

∣

∣

∣

∣ I=Imp

V=Vmp

= 0 (3.12)

The above equation can be expanded as follows:

dP

dV

∣

∣

∣

∣ I=Imp

V=Vmp

=
d (V I)

dV

∣

∣

∣

∣ I=Imp

V=Vmp

= V
dI

dV
+ I

∣

∣

∣

∣ I=Imp

V=Vmp

= 0 (3.13)

which leads to the following:

dI

dV

∣

∣

∣

∣ I=Imp

V=Vmp

= −
Imp

Vmp
(3.14)

Considering the fact that I(V ) is a transcendent equation, and I = f(I, V ), the derivative

of current with voltage can be expressed as:

dI = dI
∂f (I, V )

∂I
+ dV

∂f (I, V )

∂V
(3.15)

and therefore:

dI

dV
=

∂
∂V

f (I, V )

1− ∂
∂I
f (I, V )

(3.16)

Therefore, collecting Equations (3.10), (3.11) and executing the derivatives in (3.16), the

three equations, forming the equation system for finding the panel model parameters, become:
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(3.17)

Solving the above system of equations will result in the solution for I0, Rs, and Vt as follows:

I0(Vt) =
Isc

e
Voc
Vt

(3.18)

Rs(Vt) =
Voc − Vmp + Vt ln

(

Isc−Imp

Isc

)

Imp
(3.19)

Vt =
(2Vmp − Voc) (Isc − Imp)

Imp − (Isc − Imp) ln
(

Isc−Imp

Isc

) (3.20)

which contains only parameters given in the product datasheet or that are directly measur-

able.

In order to obtain a simpler result for Vt, an additional simplification can be done when

differentiating the power with voltage at MPP. Instead of using Eq. (3.16), which takes into

account that I = f(I, V ) (as I(V ) is transcendent), a simpler formula is used, which disregards

at the derivation that I = f(I, V ). In other words, the first term on the right side of (3.15)

is disregarded. Equation (3.11) can be revisited, multiplied with Vmp (in order to obtain Pmp),

and simply differentiated with Vmp. This results in:

dP

dV

∣

∣

∣

∣

MPP

= Isc −
Isc e

Vmp+Imp Rs

Vt

e
Voc
Vt

(

Vmp

Vt
+ 1

)

= 0 (3.21)

Inserting the expression of Rs from (3.19) into the above equation results in:

Isc − (Isc − Imp)

(

Vmp

Vt
+ 1

)

= 0 (3.22)

Solving the above for Vt, results in the very simple expression:

Vt =
(Isc − Imp)Vmp

Imp
(3.23)

The above formula gives a reasonable approximation precision, while avoiding the calcu-

lations of logarithmic functions, offering a simpler formulation for Vt, and at the same time

decreasing the sensitivity to measurement errors of Isc and Imp when the difference between

them is small, i.e. at low irradiation conditions. As is shown in Fig. 3.10, in most conditions the

parameters found by the simplified expression provide fitting quality similar to those calculated

starting with Eq. (3.20), with even smaller fitting errors in some cases.
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The parameters determined in this section were not calculated with the purpose of finding

the corresponding physical parameters of the photovoltaic module or cell, e.g. series resistance,

dark saturation current or thermal voltage. In this context these values are treated as parameters

of an exponential function, which has to fulfill the conditions given by (3.10), (3.11), and (3.12).

Conclusions regarding the state of health of the module can be made by comparing them

to reference values, determined based on a controlled measurement, where the conditions of the

measurement e.g. irradiation, temperature, partial shadowing are known, or datasheet values.

An alternative way to find the panel’s model parameters using datasheet values and the same

simple model, is the use of the V (I) equations instead of the I(V ).

V = Vt ln

(

Isc − I

I0

)

− iRs, (3.24)

The advantage of the V (I) model is that it is algebraic, and the calculations are more

straightforward. Using the same approach as in the previous section, the equation system for

determining model parameters will take the form:















Voc = Vt ln
(

Isc
I0

)

Vmp = Vt ln
(

Isc−Imp

I0

)

− ImpRs

Vmp

Imp
= Vt

Isc−Imp
+Rs

(3.25)

Solving the above system of equations will lead to the same results for the parameters I0, Rs,

and Vt as Equations (3.18), (3.19) and (3.20). The above equations can serve as a verification

tool for the parameter determination presented previously.

In Fig. 3.8 the measured and simulated I − V curves of three crystalline silicone PV panels

can be seen. The curve denoted ’Simulated1’ has been created using the simplified (3-parameter)

model according to Eq. (3.9) with parameters calculated from Eq. (3.20). The curve ’Simulated2’

is the result of the same model, but, in this case, Vt is calculated from Eq. (3.23). It should be

pointed out that, as Rs is expressed in function of Vt, its value is also altered.

The plots on Fig. 3.8 and 3.9 show that both parameter sets offer relatively good fitting with

experimental data, and the differences between them are rather small. In order to evaluate the

fitting quality, the measured current data has been used as input to the model, and the fitting

error has been calculated as:

εArea =
|Ameas −Asim|I>Imp

+ |Ameas −Asim|I≤Imp

Ameas
100 (3.26)

In the above formula, Ameas and Asim represent the area below the I − V curve for the

specified region. Equation (3.26) is based on the fact, that the measured and simulated curves

cross each other only at the MPP (Fig. 3.8).Therefore this formula can provide a simple way to

calculate the area fitting error of the models.

Although the fitting error increases as the irradiation decreases, it remains relatively low for

both parameter sets (Fig. 3.10).
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Figure 3.8: Measured and simulated I − V curves of three crystalline silicone panels, the
BPMSX120 [2] (a), the SM55 [3] (b), and the SE50SPH [4], (c). ’Simulated1’ has been created with
single diode simple model using the parameters as calculated in Eq (3.18), (3.20) and (3.19),
while ’Simulated2’ has been created using the same model with the simplified expression of Vt (and

consequently Rs).
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Figure 3.9: Area fitting errors for three modules, when using the normal and simplified formula-
tion of the parameters (measurements taken in high irradiation conditions).
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Figure 3.10: Area fitting errors versus irradiation for the normal (’Simulated 1’) and simplified
(’Simulated 2’) parameter sets. The data points represent the mean of the results based on 15
consecutive measurements, repeated every 12 seconds under the same conditions, and the vertical

bars denote the standard deviations of the results over the respective set of measurements.
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3.6 Summary

This chapter gives a brief description of the mathematical modelling of PV cells and modules.

The need for model parameter determination is addressed. In order to model the effects of partial

shading on cells not protected by bypass diodes, the reverse characteristics have to be modelled.

That requires incorporating the effects of the shunt resistance into the model [71, 81], which

makes the model’s parameter determination more complicated, requiring iterative methods to

find the solutions.

Furthermore, a PV array model, as a tool for testing MPPT algorithms’ efficiencies and

evaluating the effects of different partial shadows, has been developed and implemented. It can

be concluded that single diode five parameter model completed with Bishop’s term is suitable

to account for different environmental and partial shadowing conditions. However, in case when

the model parameters have to be determined online, the lack of analytic solution is a limiting

factor, despite of the theoretically higher precision capability of this model over that of the

four-parameter model. Finally, parameter determination based on the simple four-parameter

model for diagnostic purposes have been presented, with a proposed simplified analytic formula

for finding the module’s thermal voltage.



Chapter 4

Diagnostics of PV panels

This chapter deals with diagnostics of photovoltaic panels by means of analysis of their elec-

trical characteristics. The chapter is divided into two main sections. The first part deals with

parameter extraction (based on the single diode simple model) to be used for diagnostics purposes,

and simple analytic formulae for the main parameters Rs and Vt are determined. In the second

section the effects of various failures on these parameters are analysed, and diagnostic functions

are proposed.

4.1 Introduction

Diagnostics of photovoltaic systems is gaining importance as an additional tool to increase

the energy production of the PV system; they work by warning the user about failures or high

failure risks, thereby minimising the time interval with reduced or no power production.

Diagnostics of a PV module implies determining some of its key parameters or characteris-

tics, and, from their values, making an estimation about the health state and power producing

capability of the system. A number of studies based on long-term monitoring of field data

from PV systems are available [70, 89–94], which provide information about the main causes of

performance degradations.

In Table 4.1 the main degradation factors which reduce the output power of PV systems

has been summarised, based on data provided in [89–92, 94], as well as their possible effect on

the PV module’s electrical characteristic. The data presented in [91] and [92] indicate that

degradation effects related to increased series resistance are the most frequent failure type in

currently operating PV systems.

In Table 4.1, PS stands for partial shadow, and it represents distortions of the I − V curve

typical to ones caused by partial shadows. Section 4.3 deals with partial shadowing detection,

which includes all the above-mentioned effects. Another large proportion of failures or perfor-

mance degradations is related to the reduced amounts of light capable of reaching the surface of

the PV cell. This can be caused by different factors, as are presented in Table 4.1. Except in the

case when the reduced transparency of the covering layers is uniform, these types of problems

generally result in non-uniform irradiation over the module, and thus have similar effects on the

39
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Table 4.1: Main fault types and their possible effect on the I − V characteristics

Type of failure Possible effect on the I − V curve

Corrosion [91,92] Increased Rs

Cell interconnect break [92] Increased Rs, Decreased FF , PS
Decreased transparency of covering layers
- Soiling Decreased FF , PS
- Dust /Stain Reduced peak power
- Discoloration of plastic encapsulates Reduced peak power, decreased FF , PS
- Mismatches Decreased FF , PS
Ageing of the semiconductor material Reduced peak power, Decreased FF

I-V curve as a partial shadow.

As previously explained, diagnostics of PV modules and arrays also involve modelling. How-

ever, in this case, the main goal is to find simple analytic solutions, which can be executed in

real-time, yet offer good fitting with the experimental data.

The determination of PV array parameters generally involves a sweep of the entire I − V

characteristic, from the short-circuit current to the open-circuit voltage, or using dark I − V

curves measurements [95].

In the literature many methods have been reported which aim to determine the parameters

of a PV module or array, based on the experimental I−V curve; most of them focus on finding a

set of parameters which, inserted into a detailed model, would produce as close a fit as possible

to the experimental curve. The parameters of the module are considered to be found with the

solution set, which offer the best fitting with the experimental data. Such an approach is used

by the authors of [58, 66, 67, 73, 95]. Generally a complex (5, 6, or 7-parameter) model is used

and a good correlation with experimental data is achieved.

However, for the purpose of diagnostics, these methods may be criticised for, first of all, being

computationally expensive, as they use iterative methods to find the optimum set of solutions.

The other possible flaw of these methods is that they are considered to be valid in all irradiation

and temperature conditions, and experimental results in environmental conditions different from

the original measurements on which the parameter extraction is based, were not shown. Also,

given the fact that even the detailed models found in the literature are still only approximations

of the real physical process in the cells, [62,96] a high precision determination of some parameters

of an approximate model seems to be impractical.

When looking at the determination of a panel’s parameters from the diagnostics point of

view, it is necessary to select some key parameters which would reflect changes in the panel’s

health state, relevant to energy yield. Although, as mentioned previously, there are many works

dealing with parameter extraction for photovoltaic modules, there are few articles which drew

conclusions about the state of health of the panel, based on the found set of parameters.

The parameter which garners the most attention is the panel’s series resistance, which is well-

known to have a direct impact on the fill-factor and the peak power of the module [70,72,88,93].
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The increase of series resistance has been identified as the main reason for module performance

degradation [91,92].

4.2 Series resistance monitoring

According to the IEC 60891 standard [97], in order to measure a PV panel’s series resistance,

two consecutive measurements are needed at different irradiation intensities, but at the same

spectral distribution and temperature. This is often very difficult to achieve in natural ambient

conditions. One method presented in [88] aims to overcome this problem by measuring only

one I-V curve, and calculating the other one, using a model of the PV panels. However, the

translation of the measurement data to other irradiation conditions in [88] does not consider

the change of Voc and Vmp with irradiance, which is likely to introduce additional uncertainty

into the estimation, especially at low irradiation levels. Other methods seek to estimate the

internal series resistance using dark I-V curve measurements, and model fitting, e.g. [67]. The

shortcoming of the latter method is that, in case of a larger system, in order to measure the

dark I − V curve, a large DC power source is needed, which is generally not available in case of

a residential rooftop installation.

In [72], a method for experimental determination of a solar cell’s series resistance is presented.

Using the four-parameter single diode model, and based on the area of the measured I−V curve,

an analytic solution for the cell’s series resistance is shown. The advantage of this method that

it does not require iterative calculations, and the integration process used to calculate the area

under the I − V curve has the effect of smoothing measurement data errors [72]. However, this

method was intended mostly for solar cells with light concentrators, as some of the assumptions

made while developing the formula are valid for high short-circuit currents [72].

A detailed analysis of the effects of series resistance and diode ideality factors based on field

data, is presented in [70] and [93]. The series resistance and diode quality factors are identified

using multiple I − V curve measurements. Based on a series of measurements taken at different

irradiance conditions, the series resistance has been identified as the intercept of the line defined

by the slope of the I − V curve at open-circuit conditions (noted Roc in [70] ) as 1/Isc goes

to zero (Fig.4.1(b)). The shortcoming of this method could be the necessity of a rather large

number of measurements in different irradiation conditions, which are than normalised to the

STC temperature, as described in [70,93].

In this work, as mentioned in § 3.5, the focus is on the estimation of an equivalent series

resistance, robust to environmental conditions, which can be used to indicate if there has been a

significant deviation from predetermined values, either found by reference measurement or using

datasheet parameters.
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4.2.1 Equivalent series resistance estimation based on the slope of the I − V

curve at open-circuit

It is well-known that a forward biased p-n junction’s current increases exponentially with

the junction voltage, and the slope of the current tends to infinite, being limited only by the

junction’s internal series resistance. Therefore, for sufficiently large forward voltage, the slope

of the current will be determined solely by the junction’s series resistance. In the case of a pho-

tovoltaic module, its effective series resistance is composed by the junction’s internal resistance,

metallic contacts and interconnections [59].

Under natural conditions for a solar module, according to its equivalent circuit (Fig. 3.1) the

highest forward bias (and highest current) for the junction is at the open-circuit voltage. That

is the operating point where the slope of the I − V curve is the closest to being determined

solely by the series resistance; this can be seen on the derivative of the voltage (3.24), resulting

in Eq. (4.1).

dV

dI
= −

(

Vt

Isc − I
+Rs

)

(4.1)

It is worth pointing out that, due to model limitations, the series resistance calculated from

the equations in (3.19) is not identical to the panel’s effective series resistance , and it

should be treated as a fitting parameter, which can have somewhat arbitrary values, depending

on the properties of the module, e.g. short-circuit current, open-circuit voltage, fill-factor, etc.

It has been shown [58,88] that this parameter can even become negative when fitting the single-

diode model to experimental data. According to experimental measurements during this project,

these occur especially at low irradiation conditions.

The panel equivalent series resistance is estimated here as the slope of the I − V curve in

the vicinity of the open-circuit voltage (Eq. (3.24)).

Rse = −
dV

dI

∣

∣

∣

∣

V=Voc

(4.2)

where Rse is the panel equivalent estimated series resistance.

In Publication 9 results considering series resistance estimation of a PV panel at high solar

irradiation are presented. The results in this publication show that at high irradiation intensities

the slope of the I − V curve at open-circuit conditions very closely approximates the change in

the effective series resistance of the module.

Irradiance effects

Among the many works dealing with series resistance estimation of PV modules, little at-

tention is paid to examining the measurements during low irradiation intensities. One example

that counters this is the analysis made in [70, 93], where measurements have been taken over a

wide range of irradiations, from 10% of STC value and higher.
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Equation (4.1) also predicts that Rse (4.2) is strongly dependent on the panel short-circuit

current. As Isc decreases, the first term in (4.1) becomes more dominant. As has been discussed

in the previous section, in conditions of high irradiation the slope of the I-V curve at open-circuit

offers good performance in estimating the panel’s (increased) series resistance. However, at lower

irradiations, according to Eq. (4.1), it is expected to increasingly overestimate the panel’s series

resistance. Therefore, in these conditions, the effect of low irradiations should be compensated

for. In Fig. 4.1(a) the estimated series resistance, based on the slope of the experimental I-V

curve at open-circuit versus irradiation, is plotted.

As can be seen in Fig. 4.1, the slope of the I-V curve at open-circuit is approximately a

linear function of the reciprocal of irradiation (Fig. 4.1(b)), and, therefore, as the irradiation

decreases, its value strongly increases. This is in good accordance with the results presented

in [93] and [70] . A linear fitting of the last four data values from Fig. 4.1(b) predicts a series

resistance of ≈ 0.9Ω for the BPMSX120 [2] panel used. Using the datasheet values for this PV

panel and solving Eq. (4.3) Rse, gives a value of ≈ 1.08Ω.

A method based on the simple model, which compensates for environmental effects, is pro-

posed in the next section.

Proposed normalisation method for Rse to STC

Using the derivative of the voltage with current (4.1) and applying it to the open-circuit

conditions, results in Eq. (4.3).

dV

dI

∣

∣

∣

∣

OC

= −

(

Vt

Isc
+Rs

)

(4.3)

According to this, the equivalent measured series resistance of the panel in two different

environmental conditions can be written as Equations (4.4) and (4.5). Rsm stands for the

model’s series resistance, as in (3.24).

RseAct =
VtAct

IscAct

+Rsm (4.4)

RseSTC =
VtSTC

IscSTC

+Rsm (4.5)

{

VtSTC = VtAct
TAct

TSTC

IscSTC = IscSTC
GSTC

GAct

(4.6)

where

• RseAct - estimated series resistance based on the slope of the I − V curve at open-circuit

in actual environmental conditions

• RseSTC - estimated series resistance based on the slope of the I − V curve at open-circuit

in STC
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Figure 4.1: Slope of the I-V curve at open-circuit versus irradiance (a) and the reciprocal of
irradiation (b). The data points represent the mean of the results, based on 15 consecutive
measurements repeated every 12 seconds under the same conditions, while the vertical bars denote

the standard deviations of the results over the respective set of measurements.
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• VtAct - thermal voltage calculated based on measurement taken in the actual environmental

conditions

• VtSTC - thermal voltage calculated based on measurement taken in STC

• TAct - Actual temperature

• TSTC - STC temperature

Using the translation equations for Vt and Isc from (4.6), and inserting them into (4.5), the

estimation of the equivalent series resistance corresponding to STC can be found as in Eq. (4.7).

RseSTC = RseAct −
VtSTC

IscSTC

(

TAct

TSTC

GSTC

GAct

− 1

)

(4.7)

It can be observed in Fig. 4.2 that normalising the Rse estimations to STC provides good

results down to irradiations of below 200W/m2, giving usable estimates of the increased series

resistance.

In Fig. 4.2, RseB represents the base value for calculating dependency of series resistance esti-

mation on various irradiation conditions. It is a result of an estimation at irradiation conditions

close to 1kW/m2 with temperature compensation to STC.

As the slope of the I-V curve at open-circuit is mainly determined by the instantaneous irra-

diation intensity and is not strongly affected by temperature, the compensation for temperature

to STC have little effect on the outcome. This is confirmed in Fig. 4.3, where the effect of

temperature compensation on the output of Rse estimation is shown; the temperature effect is

minor, even at its high values.

Figure 4.4 shows the estimations of different resistances connected in series with three differ-

ent PV panels. Although the method slightly underestimates the added resistor value (with an

error of ≈ 0.15Ω in the worst case, for the SE50SPH panel [4]), the error remains relatively small

and the method is suitable for detecting even relatively small changes in the series resistance of

the modules.
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Figure 4.2: Effect of irradiation on the series resistance estimation for the BPMSX120 PV panel.
Using the slope translation method, the irradiance dependency is greatly reduced - at irradiations
above 20% of STC, the estimation result is quasi-independent of irradiation. With an additional
series resistance of 1.2Ω (b), the change in series resistance is detected with a relatively good
precision throughout all the considered irradiation levels. . The data points represent the mean
of the results based on 15 consecutive measurements repeated every 12 seconds under the same
conditions, and the vertical bars denote the standard deviations of the results over the respective

set of measurements.
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Figure 4.3: Temperature effect on the series resistance estimation for the BPMSX120 module. On
(a) the average estimation results for various irradiation intensities with and without normalising
the temperature to STC are plotted, while on (b) the corresponding average temperature values are
shown. The data points represent the mean of the results based on 15 consecutive measurements
repeated every 12 seconds under the same conditions, and the vertical bars denote the standard

deviations of the results over the respective set of measurements.
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Figure 4.4: Series resistance estimations for the three crystalline silicone panels versus various
added series resistances. The data points represent the mean of the results based on 15 consec-
utive measurements repeated every 12 seconds under the same conditions, and the vertical bars

denote the standard deviations of the results over the respective set of measurements.
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4.3 Partial shadowing detection

It is well-known that partial shadowing of photovoltaic arrays can overproportionally reduce

the system’s output power. It has been identified as a major reason for reducing the energy

yield of grid connected photovoltaic systems [98].

The problem of partial shading has been extensively treated in the literature, on one hand

as a cause of hot-spot formation and cell damage, and, on the other hand, with the utilisation

of bypass diodes, as a cause of power loss due to average irradiation reduction and mismatch

losses [63,69,71,84,87,99–101]

As presented in [98], in the German 1000-Roofs-PV-Programme that was started in 1990,

partial shadowing of PV arrays turned out to be one of the main reasons for the reduction in

energy yield [90,102].

From a diagnostic point of view, it is of particular interest to detect such events, first of

all because a failure of one or more cells generally means reduced or no power production of

those cells, and therefore the entire submodule. A partial shadow has a very similar effect on the

module output, and therefore its continuous detection may indicate a failure, e.g. a discoloration

of the covering plastic sheet (see Table 4.1).

Secondly, if a single cell from a block of bypass-diode protected series connected cells is

covered, it will become reverse biased, and act as a load, burning most of the energy produced

by the rest of the cells. Although the number of cells per bypass diode is generally selected such

that the cells will be protected from reverse breakdown, a cell continuously exposed to these

conditions will age and eventually fail faster.

From the point of view of the MPPT, partial shadows can create multiple peaks on the P−V

curve, thus making it difficult to identify the optimum operating point.

Partial shadowing detection based on thermal voltage monitoring

Shadowing part of a PV panel creates a deviation of its I − V curve from the normal

characteristic. Depending on the area, intensity, and position of the shadow in respect to the

bypass diodes, it creates different shapes of the I − V curve (Fig. 4.6).

The simplified form of the thermal voltage expression (Eq. (3.23)) suggests that changes in

the module MPP current (Imp) relative to its short-circuit current, as well as changes in Vmp

have direct impact on the value of Vt. The experimental measurements (Fig. 4.7) indicates that

Vt shows substantial sensitivity, even to a relatively small partial shadow, e.g. the ones presented

on Fig. 4.6(a).

During high irradiation conditions, the simple four-parameter model exhibits good fitting

with experimental measurements and therefore the partial shadowing condition can be detected

solely based on the value of the calculated Vt. Comparing Fig. 4.7 with Fig. 4.6, it can be

observed that partial shadows corresponding to 4.6(a) produce an increased Vt, while partial

shadows corresponding to 4.6(b) will strongly decrease the value of Vt. This property can be
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e)

Figure 4.5: Partial shadows on the BPMSX120 panel for experimental measurements used to
create the characteristics on Fig. 4.6. The photo on (a) shows ’Dirt 1’, which is a round white
spot of ≈ 10cm2 in the middle of a cell, on (b) the same spot is between two adjacent cells,
covering parts from both of them (’Dirt 2’), while on (c) the spot is at the meeting points of
four cells, corresponding to ’Dirt 3’. The photo on Fig. 4.5(d) shows the shadowing of two cells,
which belong to two different bypass diode protected submodule,(’PS 1 Cell 2 Blocks’) while (e)

shows the shadowing of two cells within the same submodule (’PS 2 Cells 1 Block’).

explained by the change of the MPP relative to the ideal coordinates (Vmp and Imp), which

is reflected by Vt, and it provides additional information about the type of the shadow. This

method of partial shadow detection shows robustness against changes in series resistance (see

Fig. 4.8).

However, during low irradiation conditions, the sensitivity of the method decreases due to

the restrictions of the model used to calculate Vt. As it is shown on Fig. 4.9, the thermal

voltage exhibits a dependency on the irradiation, showing an increasing value as the irradiance

falls. Therefore, at irradiations below 40-50% of STC, the increased value of Vt can trigger a

false positive for partial shadows like ’Dirt 2’ and ’Dirt 3’ on Fig. 4.6(a). Nevertheless, partial

shadowing, such as the ones presented in Fig. 4.6(b) produce a strong decrease of Vt, together

with a decrease of fill factor, thereby their presence can be detected also at low irradiation

conditions using the above method.
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Figure 4.6: Measured I-V curves of a BPMSX120 module under different shadowing conditions,
normalised to the same irradiation. For the sake of clarity, 4.6(a) has been repeated on 4.6(c)

showing the curves in the vicinity of short-circuit current.
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Figure 4.7: Bar plot of the calculated thermal voltages for the BPMSX120 in different partial
shadowing conditions. The data values represent the mean of the results based on 15 consecutive
measurements repeated every 12 seconds under the same conditions, and the vertical bars denote

their standard deviations over the respective set of measurements.
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Figure 4.8: Calculated thermal voltages versus various series resistance values added to the panel.
The data points represent the mean of the results based on 15 consecutive measurements repeated
every 12 seconds under the same conditions, and the vertical bars denote the standard deviations

of the results over the respective set of measurements.
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Figure 4.9: Deviation of the thermal voltage from its normal value versus irradiance, normalised
to the value calculated from the measurement at the highest irradiation. ’Simulated 1’ represents
Vt calculated based on (3.20), while ’Simulated 2’ denotes the thermal voltage according to (3.23)
The data points are the results of 15 consecutive measurement in the same conditions, and the

vertical bars denote the standard deviations of the results over the set of measurements.
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4.4 Temperature estimation

Increases in the temperature of PV modules can indicate bad ventilation and explain reduced

power production. The temperature can have large variations over the array, especially in case of

facade installations [92], and therefore it is difficult to measure the array’s actual temperature.

A method to estimate the array’s effective temperature, in accordance with the IEC 60904-5

standard [103] is presented in the following. The parameter of the PV panel most affected by

temperature, is generally the open-circuit voltage, which is easily accessible to measure. Thereby

this value will be used to estimate the effective temperature of the panel.

In STC, the open-circuit voltage can be written as:

VocSTC = VtSTC ln

(

IscSTC

I0

)

(4.8)

The value of Voc in STC is known from datasheet value or found by reference measurements.

If one considers that Vt is independent of irradiation, from the above equation it follows that

the open-circuit voltage depends logarithmically on the irradiation:

Voc (G) = VocSTC + VtSTC ln

(

G

GSTC

)

(4.9)

However, as has been shown in §4.3, Vt calculated from the measured I − V curve increases

at low irradiations, due to the limitations of the simple model. In order to compensate for this

drawback of the four-parameter model at low irradiation conditions, a correction factor is added

to Eq.(4.9), which aims to improve the estimation accuracy at low irradiation levels:

Voc (G) = VocSTC +

(

VtSTC +
(VtSTC − Vt)

VtSTC

)

ln

(

G

GSTC

)

(4.10)

Adding the temperature dependence to (4.10), results the expression of the open-circuit

voltage as a function of the actual environmental conditions, based on STC values.

Voc (G, T ) = Voc (G) + kv (T − TSTC) (4.11)

According to the above, the panel’s actual temperature can be calculated, based on mea-

surement of the open-circuit voltage and irradiance, and knowledge of the datasheet parameters

such as the open-circuit voltage and its temperature coefficient.

T =
Voc (G, T )− Voc (G) + kvTSTC

kv
(4.12)

Fig. 4.10 displays the results of the temperature estimation based on Eq. 4.12 over a wide

range of irradiation for three crystalline silicone PV panels. The results show a maximum

deviation of ≈ 4oC for the BPMSX120, ≈ 5oC for the SE50SPH photovoltaic panel, and ≈ 1oC

for the SM55 [3]. It should be noted that for the latter panel all the measurements were taken at

medium-high irradiation levels. In the case of the SE50SPH panel the temperature coefficient of
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the open-circuit voltage was not available, and therefore a standard value of kv = Voc · 44 · 10
−4

(for silicone panels) [92,104] was used.

It is worth pointing out that this method relies on the panel’s open-circuit voltage in STC,

taken from the datasheet. This might introduce errors into the estimation if, due to ageing, the

panel actual Voc in STC has changed. Nevertheless, in the case of crystalline silicone panels,

according to field data presented in [94], and [89], the open-circuit voltage change due to ageing

is very small, which is in good accordance with results presented here.

4.5 Nominal power estimation

Measuring the maximum power in STC for a PV panel allows the comparison of the measured

values to datasheet ones and an estimation of the overall efficiency degradation of the panel due

to ageing, increased series resistances, or other reasons. It is often used as a verification tool

of the datasheet values, as part of quality-inspection [104, 105] or as a method to predict the

generated energy during natural sunlight conditions [106,107]. Although, in order to obtain high

precision and reliable results, expensive equipment and controlled environmental conditions are

generally needed [108,109], the authors of [104,105,107] have shown that satisfactory results can

be achieved using algebraic methods for predicting the generator’s performances under natural

sunlight conditions, based on knowledge of the panel’s parameters in STC conditions.

In the present work, keeping in mind the diagnostics purposes, the nominal power estimation

of the panel is used to quantify the overall power loss due to all degradation effects, e.g. slacking

of contacts, discoloration of the encapsulating material, soiling, ageing, or partial shadowing.

Therefore, adopting similar approach to that used in the previous sections, the accent is on

determining changes (decreases) of the peak power, compared to a reference measurement or

datasheet values and quantify the power reduction. Once again, the four-parameter simplified

model is used, as described by Eq.(3.9), and a method which combines algebraic and numer-

ical solutions based on measured parameters, is proposed. Using the measured I − V curve

and environmental data, some parameters whose dependence on environmental conditions is

known, are determined and, based on these parameters the maximum power point in STC is

estimated. From the measured characteristic, the thermal voltage Vt is calculated, considered

to be independent of irradiation and to be a linear function of temperature.

The other basic parameter determined from the actual measurement and rendered to STC

is the model’s series resistance Rsm. Using the method described in §4.2 the panel’s effective

series resistance Rse is determined and translated to STC by applying Eq. (4.7). In the next

step the model series resistance in STC conditions can be calculated using Eq. (4.5).

Considering the above, the equations used to estimate the panel peak power (Publication 9)

are the following:
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Figure 4.10: Measured and estimated temperature versus irradiation for three crystalline PV
panels. The data points represent the mean of the results based on 15 consecutive measurements
repeated every 12 seconds under the same conditions, and the vertical bars denote the standard

deviations of the results over the respective set of measurements.
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VmpSTC = VocSTC + VtSTC ln

(

VtSTC

VmpSTC + VtSTC

)

−
IscSTC VmpSTC RsSTC

VmpSTC + VtSTC

(4.13)

ImpSTC =
IscSTC VmpSTC

VmpSTC + VtSTC

(4.14)

As can be seen on Eq. (4.13), the expression of the MPP voltage in STC (VmpSTC) is tran-

scendental, therefore a numerical method is needed to solve it. Using a simple Newton-Raphson

algorithm, (with initial condition parameters taken from the datasheet) the solution can be

found within a few iterations.

The above rated power estimation method uses the assumption that the thermal voltage

changes linearly with the temperature and it is independent of irradiation. Although, from

modelling point of view, these assumptions are commonly used, and have been adopted pre-

viously in the literature [105], due to model limitations, Vt being considered independent on

irradiation introduces estimation errors at low irradiation levels (Fig. 4.9). Therefore, in order

to minimise this error, for the purpose of rated power estimation, the simplified expression (3.23)

has been used to calculate Vt, which shows less sensitivity to low irradiation levels.

Thorough assessment of the accuracy of the estimation method is difficult in the absence of

high precision laboratory equipment, where Standard Test Conditions can be reproduced. As

this equipment was unavailable, the results of the estimation method have been compared to

those of a commercial photovoltaic I − V curve tracer, which has an estimation accuracy of

± 5%, according to the product datasheet.

The results of peak power estimations based on measurements in various conditions are

showed on Figures 4.12, 4.13, and 4.14. As can be seen in 4.12, the result of the estimation

show good robustness against irradiations, down to approximately 300W/m2. When using the

method to quantify power losses due to increased series resistance it shows an approximately

linear response to the added series resistance. In the case of various partial shadowing, it shows

relatively good sensitivity even to small shadows (like ’Dirt 1’ and ’Dirt 2’ on Fig. 4.14), but

the effect of ’Dirt 3’ is not reflected in this method of peak power estimation. In case of severe

distortion of the I-V curve by e.g. a shadow as described by Fig 4.5(e), the fitting of the curve

fails, and the estimation has no result. For the conditions where peak power estimation was not

possible, the results are shown on the figures as zero.

4.6 Summary

This chapter discussed the detection of failures and power reducing effects on photovoltaic

arrays. The main causes of possible power production losses are connected to failures involving

increased series resistance. Other main factors which reduce the power output are the reduced
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Figure 4.11: Estimated STC power calculated from measurements taken at natural ambient con-
ditions (high irradiation) for three crystalline silicone panels. The data points represent the mean
of the results based on 15 consecutive measurements repeated every 12 seconds under the same
conditions, and the vertical bars denote the standard deviations of the results over the respective

set of measurements.
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Figure 4.12: Evaluation of the estimated STC power versus irradiation for the BPMSX120 panel.
The data points represent the mean of the results based on 15 consecutive measurements repeated
every 12 seconds under the same conditions, and the vertical bars denote the standard deviations
of the results over the respective set of measurements.PmpB is the result of an estimation at

irradiation conditions close to 1kW/m2 with temperature compensation to STC.
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Figure 4.13: Estimated STC power in conditions of increased series resistance. The data points
represent the mean of the results based on 15 consecutive measurements repeated every 12 seconds
under the same conditions, and the vertical bars denote the standard deviations of the results over
the respective set of measurements.PmpB is the result of an estimation at irradiation conditions

close to 1kW/m2 with temperature compensation to STC.
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Figure 4.14: Estimated STC power in conditions of different partial shadows. The data points
represent the mean of the results based on 15 consecutive measurements repeated every 12 seconds
in the same conditions, and the vertical bars denote the standard deviations of the results over
the respective set of measurements.PmpB is the result of an estimation at irradiation conditions

close to 1kW/m2 with temperature compensation to STC.
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transparency of the cell covering layers, including soiling, dust, stains, discoloration of the plastic

cover, etc.

The equivalent series resistance of the panel has been identified using the slope of the I − V

curve in open-circuit conditions, and a simple scheme to reduce the sensitivity of the mea-

surement to environmental conditions has been proposed. The sensitivity of the method to

environmental conditions has been investigated.

Partial shadow effects creating distortions of the I − V curve has been discussed. It has

been proposed the monitoring of the thermal voltage Vt for detecting partial shadows, due to its

simplicity and robustness against other failures, such as series resistance increases. However, in

the case of small area spots (Fig. 4.5(c)) distributed over several cells on the panels, their presence

is difficult to detect. Another limitation of the proposed method is that at low irradiation

conditions it can trigger false positives of small area shadows due to the increase of the Vt at

low irradiations. Nevertheless, partial shadows which create a decrease of Vmp can be detected

throughout all irradiation ranges.

In order to quantify power losses caused by a number of factors, such as increased series

resistance, partial shadowing or other reasons, the STC peak power estimation is used. A mixed

analytical-numerical method is proposed, employing the already-determined parameters.



Chapter 5

Conclusions

This chapter intends to summarise the work which has been carried out throughout this

thesis, emphasising those elements, which contribute to Maximum Power Point Tracking and

diagnostics for PV arrays. The chapter ends with an outlook to further research which have been

enabled by the work presented in this thesis.

5.1 Summary

The present report has two main subjects: Maximum Power Point Tracking, which is de-

scribed in Chapter 2, and Diagnostics of PV panels, described in Chapter 4. Additionally,

several models have been developed and built in Chapter 3 for: a.) simulating the behaviour of

PV arrays in different environmental conditions and thus used to test MPPT algorithms, and

b.) for determining key parameters, whose changes would provide information about the state

of the PV panels /array, and thus used for diagnostic purposes.

In the beginning of Chapter 2 an overview of the main MPPT algorithms is given, and the

their difficulty of tracking in variable conditions has been pointed out. Both of the most popular

MPP trackers, the P&O and the INC share the shortcoming of possible misdirectional tracking

during rapidly changing conditions due to their inability to distinguish the result of their own

perturbations from the environmental changes. A simple and effective technique, which can be

used for both the P&O and INC, has been proposed to overcome this drawback.The method

separates the MPPT effects from environmental changes and provides correct information to

the tracker, which therefore is not affected by the environmental changes. The method has

been implemented based on the P&O, and the experimental results demonstrate that it pre-

serves the advantages of the existing trackers in offering high efficiency during stable conditions,

while adding the benefit of virtually unchanged efficiency during fast changing conditions. Fur-

thermore, the algorithm has been implemented on a commercial PV inverter, the REFUSOL

11K [56], currently on the market.

In order to the test the performance of the MPP trackers, both in simulations and experimen-

tally, a PV simulator, which is able to take into account the environmental changes regarding

e.g. irradiation and temperature, is needed. Furthermore, in order to assess the effects of dif-
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ferent partial shadows on the PV output power, the cells’ reverse characteristics also need to be

modelled. This comes with the price of the necessity of having to include the shunt resistance

into the model, making parameter determination more difficult. In Chapter 3 an overview of

the existing models used to describe the behaviour of PV panels is provided, followed by the

parameter determination for the five-parameter single-exponential model based on datasheet

values, which has been used for the implementation of a PV simulator taking into account the

shape of partial shadows.

One important conclusion from the PV simulator implementation in Chapter 3 is that the

five-parameter model which takes into account the shunt resistance, is not suitable for diagnostic

purposes due to the fact that it does not allow the determination of analytic formulae for

the model’s parameters, which makes its use difficult in real-time calculations. Furthermore,

as iterative methods have to be used for parameter determination, the initial values for the

parameters have to be chosen with care to ensure that the iteration converges. Therefore a

simplified three-parameter model has been used throughout Chapter 4, dedicated to diagnostic

functions of PV panels, based on simple analytic expressions for the model parameters, derived

in Chapter 3.

Combining the model calculations with measurements, a method to determine changes in

the panel’s series resistance, based on the slope of the I−V curve at open-circuit conditions has

been proposed. The benefits of the proposed method include: robustness to irradiance changes

and applicability over a wide range of irradiations, the fact that it does not need the entire I−V

curve unlike other methods described in the literature ( [88,97]), and its robustness against other

failures which would distort the I − V curve of the panel, e.g. partial shadows.

As mentioned in Chapter 4, partial shadowing is a major reason for the energy yield reduction

of photovoltaic systems. Its early detection is important, not only due to the immediate power

reduction of the PV array, but also to protect the shadowed cells from long-term exposure to

increased temperature (see §4.3 on page 49). In order to detect such events, a method based

on thermal voltage monitoring has been proposed. The main advantages of this method are

the simple expression for the thermal voltage, high sensitivity to even a relatively small area of

partial shadow and very good robustness against changes in series resistance.

As it has been described in Chapter 4 the array temperature directly affects its power output,

and high temperatures can seriously reduce the energy yield. While high temperature does

not necessarily mean a malfunction of the array, it can explain reduced power production and

its detection enables measures to be taken. Considering that the temperature can have large

variations over the area of the array (see §4.4), in some cases it can be difficult to measure [92] the

array’s average temperature. Consequently, a simple temperature estimation method based on

the IEC 60904-5 standard, using the measurement of the open-circuit voltage with compensation

for low irradiation, has been presented. At high irradiation conditions the method shows good

accuracy, while the worst case accuracy is ≈ 5K at low irradiation.
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In order to quantify power losses due to different failures, e.g. partial shadows or increased

series resistance, a model based approach, which includes the series resistance, thermal voltage

and temperature (as determined in Chapter 4) has been proposed to estimate the panel rated

power (in STC). Although it is known that the single-exponential model is not precise at low

irradiation conditions, using the previously determined parameters it was possible to achieve rel-

atively good accuracy. The main advantage of the method is that it relies on already determined

parameters (Rs, Vt, I0) based on measurement, and therefore reduces the errors introduced by

the limitation of the single-exponential model in low irradiation conditions.

5.2 Future work

The attempts made in this thesis to contribute to the improvement of MPPT techniques and

diagnostics of photovoltaic arrays have far from finished the task in these subjects. There is a

lot of room for improvement, especially in diagnostics, which is a relatively new area.

Regarding MPPT control, would be interesting to investigate the possibility of tracking

during partially shaded conditions. The existing methods, as presented in [52,53,110] are based

on periodically sweeping the entire I − V characteristic of the array. The optimisation of this

process using the information provided by the diagnostic function could be an interesting research

topic.

The shunt resistance, although it is generally not considered to be one of the parameters

with a major influence on the PV output power [18,104] (as series resistance increase, or partial

shadowing are), however, monitoring its change would offer a more complete characterisation of

the solar array. For example, according to experimental results, certain types of partial shadows

could not be detected using the thermal voltage monitoring method (see Fig. 4.7), which could

be detected by the change in the apparent shunt resistance.

Although the PV panels used for experimental tests of the diagnostic methods presented

here contain up to 72 cells and 4 bypass diodes (in the case of BPMSX120 panel [2]), which can

be considered as a small-scale representation of a photovoltaic array, a full-scale residential PV

system should be also considered for field testing.

As has been previously mentioned, the models and diagnostic functions used in this work

consider crystalline silicone PV cells. It would be an interesting topic to test their validity on

amorphous silicone cells.
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Abstract — A well-known limitation of the Perturb and 

Observe (P&O) MPPT method is that it can get confused and 

track in wrong direction during rapidly changing irradiation. 

The present work offers a simple and effective solution to 

this problem, by using an additional measurement of the 

solar array’s power in the middle of the MPPT sampling 

period. The method has been experimentally tested and 
compared with the traditional P&O method.  

I. INTRODUCTION 

The power delivered by the photovoltaic (PV) module 

depends on the irradiance, temperature, and shadowing 

conditions. The PV panel has a nonlinear characteristic, and 

the power has a Maximum Power Point (MPP) at a certain 

working point, with coordinates VMPP voltage and IMPP 

current. Since the MPP depends on solar irradiation and cell 
temperature, it is never constant over time; thereby Maximum 

Power Point Tracking (MPPT) should be used to track its 

changes.  

The penetration of PV systems as distributed power 
generation systems has been increased dramatically in the last 

years. In parallel with this, Maximum Power Point Tracking 

(MPPT) is becoming more and more important as the amount 

of energy produced by PV systems is increasing.  

One of the most frequently used MPPT methods is the 
Perturb and Observe (P&O) algorithm, due to its simplicity 

and the low computational power it needs. 

A well-known shortcoming of the P&O is that it can get 

confused and track in wrong direction during rapidly 

changing irradiation. This can happen when the change in 
insolation between two MPPT sampling instances causes 

larger power change than the one caused by the voltage 

increment of the MPPT. In this case the algorithm is unable 

to decide whether the change in power is caused by its own 

voltage increment or by the change in irradiation. The present 

work offers a simple solution to this problem, by separating 

the two power changes coming from the different sources, 

and providing the MPPT algorithm with the power change 

caused exclusively by its own previous command. This is 

done with the help of an additional measurement of the solar 

array’s power at the middle of the MPPT sampling period, 

when no voltage perturbation from the MPPT is present.  

The experimental results show that the proposed algorithm, 

called dP-P&O, is able to prevent the P&O MPPT from 

tracking in wrong way during rapidly changing irradiation, 

and it considerably increases its tracking efficiency, thus 

leading to more power production. 

II. THE P&O MAXIMUM POWER POINT 

TRACKING ALGORITHM 

The P&O is one of the so called ‘hill-climbing’ methods, 

which are based on the fact that in case of the V-P 

characteristic, on the left of the MPP the variation of the 

power against voltage dP/dV > 0, while at the right, dP/dV < 

0. (see Fig. 1) [4]  

P

V

dP /dV  =  0

dP /dV  <  0

dP /dV  >  0

M P P

 

Fig. 1 Sign of the dP/dV at different positions on the power characteristic 

In Fig. 1, if the operating voltage of the PV array is 

perturbed in a given direction and dP/dV > 0, it is known that 

the perturbation moved the array's operating point toward the 

MPP. The P&O algorithm would then continue to perturb the 

PV array voltage in the same direction. If dP/dV < 0, then the 
change in operating point moved the PV array away from the 

MPP, and the P&O algorithm reverses the direction of the 

perturbation. [1] 

The main advantage of the P&O method is that it is easy to 

implement, and its low computational demand. However, it 
has some limitations, like oscillations around the MPP in 

steady state operation, slow response speed, and tracking in 

wrong way under rapidly changing atmospheric conditions. 

[1][2][3]. 

In many cases the solar array is connected to an AC load, 
for example the grid, in case of distributed power generation. 

In this case the power drawn from the array has a ripple with 

double the grid frequency. Thereby the sampled voltage and 

current should be averaged over one period of the power 

ripple, in order to decouple the ripple component of the 

drawn power.  
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Fig. 2 The flowchart of the P&O MPPT method 

The P&O method in rapidly changing irradiance 

As mentioned before, the P&O method can be confused in 
rapidly changing insolation conditions. If the change in the 

insolation intensity causes bigger change in power than the 

one caused by the increment in the voltage, the MPPT can get 

confused, as it will interpret the change in the power as an 

effect of its own action. This is illustrated in the figures 

below: 

V

P

Pk Pk+1

dP1

kT (k+1)T

inc

dP2

Increasing
irradiance

 

Fig. 3 In case of slow irradiation changes, the P&O method is able to 

determine the right tracking direction 

 

Fig. 4 In case of rapidly changing irradiation, the P&O method is unable to 

determine the right tracking direction 

On Fig. 3 and Fig. 4: 

T – the sampling period of the MPPT, 

Pk, Pk+1 – the powers measured at the k and the k+1 

sampling instances 

dP1 – the change in power caused by the perturbation of 

the MPPT 

dP2 – the change in power caused by the increase in 

irradiation 

inc – the voltage increment of the MPPT 

If dP1 > dP2 the MPPT is able to interpret correctly the 

change in the power between two sampling instances. (Fig. 

3), as the overall change in power will reflect the effect of the 
perturbation. On the other hand, if dP2 > dP1, the MPPT is 

unable to determine the right direction of tracking as for 

example Pk+1–Pk in Fig. 4 is positive regardless of the 

perturbation direction of the MPPT. In the case, depicted on 

Fig. 3, the P&O would continue to increase the voltage 

reference until the irradiation change is stopped, dP1 becomes 

larger than dP1. 

III. THE PROPOSED METHOD 

The proposed method performs an additional measurement 

of power in the middle of the MPPT sampling period without 

any perturbation, as illustrated in the figure below. 

 

Fig. 5 Measurement of the power between two MPPT sampling instances 

As it can be seen on the figure, the change in power 

between Px and Pk+1 reflects only the change in power due to 

the environmental changes, as no action has been made by the 

MPPT. The difference between Px and Pk contains the change 

in power caused by the perturbation of the MPPT plus the 

irradiation change. Thereby, assuming that the rate of change 

in the irradiation is constant over one sampling period of the 
MPPT, the dP caused purely by the MPPT command can be 

calculated as: 

 
( ) ( )1 2 1

1
2

x k k x

x k k

dP dP dP P P P P

P P P

+

+

= − = − − − =

= − −
 (1) 

The resulting dP reflects the changes due to the 

perturbation of the MPPT method.  
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It should be noticed that the above calculation is based on 

assuming that the rate of power change is constant over one 

MPPT sampling period – which is fairly true in most of the 

practical cases.  

However, when the power does not change linearly, the 

calculation of dP contains an error. On Fig. 5, if the slope of 

the power increase (without the effect of the MPPT 

command) changes between the time instants kT and (k+1)T, 

equation (1) will become:  

 
( ) ( )1 2 1

12

x k k error x

x k k error

dP dP dP P P P dP P

P P P dP

+

+

= − = − − + − =

= − − −
 (2) 

In the above equation, Pk+1 + dPerror is the power measured 

at time instance (k+1)T in case when the slope of the power 

increase has changed during the MPPT sampling period. Pk+1 

is the power at (k+1)T in case when the slope does not 

change.  

According to (2), if the slope of the power due to 

irradiation changes during the sampling period, the 

calculation of dP will contain an error dPerror. 

However, as the MPPT looks only at the sign of the dP, 
this error can cause problems only when it becomes larger 

than the power change caused by the MPPT command.  

If we note the dP calculated in (1) as dPideal, when the 

power curve was linear and the dP has been calculated 

without errors:  

 12ideal x k kdP P P P
+

= − −  (3) 

Than the calculated dP becomes: 

 ideal errordP dP dP= −  (4) 

The condition for the sign of dP to be correct is the 

absolute value of dPerror to be smaller than the absolute value 

of dPideal, ideal errordP dP> . The value of dPideal can be 

adjusted by the voltage increment and/or the sampling 

frequency of the MPPT. 

The dP-P&O MPPT (patent pending) 

The flowchart of the modified method, containing the 

additional block to calculate the dP is shown on Fig. 6: 

START

Sense V(k), I(k)

dP=0

dP>0

V(k)-V(k-1)>0V(k)-V(k-1)>0

RETURN

Yes

Yes

YesYes

No

No

No No

Decrease Vref Decrease VrefIncrease Vref Increase Vref

calculation of dP

Sampling
period: T/2

Sampling
period: T

 

Fig. 6 The flowchart of the dp-P&O method 

In the dp-P&O the Pk-Pk-1 (see Fig. 2) is replaced by the dP 

calculated in (1) and thereby can be avoided the confusion of 

the MPPT due to the rapidly changing irradiation. 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL TESTS 

Both the traditional and improved methods were 

implemented on a laboratory setup, using a control system as 

visualized on Fig. 8. The setup consists of the following main 

components, as it can be seen in the picture below:  

PV simulator

dSpace Control 
Desk

Danfoss VLT 
5000 inverter

Transformer

 

Fig. 7 The experimental setup.  

A PV simulator, made of two programmable series 

connected Delta Elektronika SM300-10 DC power supplies, 

having Vmax=300V, Imax=10A. Their output voltages were 

controlled in real time according to a photovoltaic model of a 

PV array. The model is based on a series connected array of 

15 BPMSX120 PV panels. The panels have the following 

main characteristics: maximum delivered power PM = 120W, 

shortcircuit current ISC = 3.87A, open circuit voltage VOC = 

42.1V. The model is using the following equations: 
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Where:  

nps – the number of panels connected in series, 

ns – the number of cells in one panel 

VT – thermal voltage (V) 

ISC, 1000 – shortcircuit current at standard conditions (at 1000 

W/m2 irradiation) (A) 

G – irradiation (W/m2) 

 

• A Danfoss VLT 5000 5KW 3 phase inverter. The 

inverter is used in single-phase mode, with unipolar PWM, 

having an effective switching frequency of 20 kHz. The 

inverter is connected to an LC filter, with the parameters L 

= 1.4mH, C = 2 µF. The setup is connected to the grid 
through a transformer, having a shortcircuit inductance of 

2mH. 

• The control system together with the solar array model 

has been implemented on a DS1103 dSpace system, as also 

shown on Fig. 8.The control system has been implemented 
in Simulink, in discrete time, and using the real time 

workshop, and dSpace RTI toolbox, has been generated a 

real time code for the dSpace system. 

( )sin θ

×

×

÷
×

×

 

Fig. 8 Experimental laboratory setup 

The tests have been made in the following conditions:  

• The control system sampling frequency is 10 kHz, 

same as the PWM outputs frequency. 

• The DC voltage controller is a proportional one, with a 

gain of 0.1.  

• The MPPT algorithm sampling frequency is 2Hz, and 

the voltage increment is set to 2V. 

• The current controller is a Proportional-Resonant one. 

The Phase Lock Loop (PLL) has a settling time of 0.02s. 

As the current loop has a much faster response than the 

MPPT, it can be considered ideal from its point of view. 

• In order to verify the effect of rapidly changing 

irradiation conditions, an irradiation ramp change was 

used. This irradiation change starts from 125 W/m
2, 

stops at 800 W/m2, waits at this level for 40s, and 

decreases again back to 125 W/m2 with a constant slope. 

A 25s period for the increasing and decreasing ramp was 

selected. This corresponds to approximately 60 W/s 

slope of the output power change. The limit of 800W/m2 

irradiation is due to the output current limitation of the 

used inverter. 

• As the behavior of the MPPT is significantly affected 

by the presence or absence of a power feed-forward, the 

P&O and the dP-P&O have been compared in two 

different cases: first, when no power feed-forward was 
used, and second, when the power feed-forward was 

switched on, as shown on Fig. 8. 

In the following the results of the experimental tests of the 

proposed dP-P&O method will be presented and compared 
to the results of the traditional P&O method. 

 

Power feed-forward switched off 
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Fig. 9 Ideal and measured DC link voltage during the irradiation change. 

The DC link voltage (continuous line) increases far beyond the optimal 

value (dashed line). The actual irradiation (dash-dotted line) is represented 

on the right axis. 
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Fig. 10 Ideal and measured PV power during the irradiation change. The 

power drawn by the P&O MPPT (continuous line) cannot follow the 

maximum available (dashed line) from the PV array during rapidly 

increasing irradiation (dash-dotted line) 
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Fig. 11 In case of the dP-P&O, the DC link voltage (continuous line) tracks 

the optimal value (dashed line) with a fairly good precision also during 

irradiation change (dash-dotted line). 
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Fig. 12 The power drawn by the dP-P&O (continuous line) follows with a 

good precision the maximum available power (dashed line) even under 

rapidly changing irradiance (dash-dotted line) 

On the above graphs, the curves for the ideal power and the 

optimal DC link voltage are calculated based on the same 

model used to control the DC power sources. 

Based on the measured and ideal (calculated) power at the 

actual irradiation, the instantaneous efficiency is calculated 

based on the following formula: 

 
_

_

100
PV meas

inst

MPP ideal

P

P
η = ⋅  (6) 

In order to evaluate the dynamic efficiency for the entire 

test interval, the following formula was used: 

 
_ _

_ _

100
PV meas mean

dynamic

MPP ideal mean

P

P
η = ⋅  (7) 

Where: PPV_meas_mean – is the mean value of the measured 

power over the entire test time, and 

PPV_ideal_mean – is the mean value of the maximum available 

power over the test time, based on the PV model. 

On the next plot one can see the instantaneous efficiencies of 

P&O and dP-P&O, according to (6). 
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Fig. 13 The efficiency of the traditional P&O method decreases to as low as 

70% during rapidly increasing irradiation, while the efficiency of dP-P&O is 

not affected. 

As it can be seen on Fig. 13, in steady-state operation, 

when the irradiation is constant, the P&O and the dP-P&O 
are performing similarly, which was expected. On the other 

hand, when the irradiation increases, the traditional P&O get 

confused, as it cannot interpret correctly the change in power 

caused by the irradiation and the one caused by its own 

command. During the irradiation change, the instantaneous 

efficiency of the traditional P&O can fall about 30% 

(depending on the speed and duration of the irradiation 

change), while the dP-P&O tracks the MPP with same 

efficiency as in steady-state operation. 

For the entire period represented on Fig. 13, the calculated 

dynamic efficiencies of the two methods according to (7), are 

99.6% for the dP-P&O, and 94.5% for the classical P&O. 

This means an efficiency improvement of about 5% for the 

dP-P&O method. 

Power feed-forward switched on 
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Fig. 14 Ideal (dashed line) and measured (continuous line) DC link voltage 

during the irradiation change, in two different cases. On the upper figure the 

P&O decreases the DC voltage, while on the lower figure it increases. In 

both cases it continues to perturb in the direction it had at the moment when 

the irradiance started to increase, according to Fig. 4. 
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Fig. 15 Ideal and measured PV power during the irradiation change, for the 

two cases on Fig. 14. Due to the wrong tracking, the power drawn by the 

P&O MPPT (continuous line) is well below the maximum available (dashed 

line).The irradiance is represented on the right axis (dash-dotted) 
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Fig. 16 In case of the dP-P&O, the DC link voltage (continuous line) tracks 

the optimal value (dashed line) with a fairly good precision also during 

irradiation change (dash-dotted line). The presence of the power feed-

forward does not have a noticeable effect on the behavior of the dP-P&O. 
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Fig. 17. As in the case when no power feed-forward was used, the power 

drawn by the dP-P&O (continuous line) follows with a good precision the 

maximum available power (dashed line) even under rapidly changing 

irradiance (dash-dotted line) 
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Fig. 18 The instantaneous efficiency of the traditional P&O method 

(considered the case on upper plot at Fig. 14) can decrease to below 80% 

during rapidly increasing and decreasing irradiation, while the efficiency of 

dP-P&O is not affected.  

The instantaneous efficiencies plotted on Fig. 18 are 

calculated in the same way as those on Fig. 13 based on (6). 

In case when power feed-forward is used, the instantaneous 

efficiency of the P&O during increase and decrease of 

irradiance can fall more than 20% of its steady state 

efficiency. The dP-P&O behaves similar to the case when no 
power feed-forward was used, and it is not affected 

significantly by the irradiance change. 

In this case the calculated dynamic efficiency for the total 

test time, based on (7), are 99.2% for dP-P&O method, and 

96.8% for the P&O. 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper an improved P&O algorithm has been 

presented, which is able to avoid wrong tracking during 

rapidly changing irradiation. It has been experimentally tested 

and compared with the classical P&O algorithm. 

Two different cases were considered, with and without 

power feed-forward, for a given irradiation profile. The 

experimental results demonstrated that in both cases the dP-

P&O method performs superior to the traditional P&O during 
rapidly changing irradiance, resulting in higher dynamic 

efficiency. 

In case when the power feed-forward is switched on, the 

dynamic efficiency improvement from the P&O to the dP-

P&O is about 2.4%, while in the case when no power feed-

forward is used, the improvement is more than 5%. 
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Optimized Maximum Power Point Tracker for
Fast-Changing Environmental Conditions

Dezso Sera, Student Member, IEEE, Remus Teodorescu, Senior Member, IEEE, Jochen Hantschel, and Michael Knoll

Abstract—This paper presents a high-performance maximum
power point tracker (MPPT) optimized for fast cloudy conditions,
e.g., rapidly changing irradiation on the photovoltaic panels. The
rapidly changing conditions are tracked by an optimized hill–
climbing MPPT method called dP -P&O. This algorithm sepa-
rates the effects of the irradiation change from the effect of the
tracker’s perturbation and uses this information to optimize the
tracking according to the irradiation change. The knowledge of
the direction of the irradiation change enables the MPPT to use
different optimized tracking schemes for the different cases of
increasing, decreasing, or steady irradiance. When the irradiance
is changing rapidly this strategy leads to faster and better track-
ing, while in steady-state conditions it leads to lower oscillations
around the MPP. The simulations and experimental results show
that the proposed dP -P&O MPPT provides a quick and accurate
tracking even in very fast changing environmental conditions.

Index Terms—Fast-changing irradiation, maximum power
point tracking, photovoltaic, solar.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE worldwide-installed photovoltaic (PV) power capac-

ity today shows a nearly exponential increase, which is

mostly dominated by grid-connected applications [1]. In these

applications, the typical goal is to extract the maximum possible

power from the PV plant during the entire time of operation;

thereby, these systems need a maximum power point tracker

(MPPT), which sets the system working point to the optimum,

following the weather (i.e., solar irradiance and temperature)

conditions. There are many MPPT strategies that are available

[2]–[10] for different converter topologies, which provide high

performance tracking during “nice” weather conditions, i.e., at

strong and stable solar irradiation and no partial shadowing.

These trackers are satisfactory if the PV system is installed at a

place where the possibility of clouds and partial shading is very

low. However, in many cases, when the PV system is installed in

an urban area, partial shadowing by the neighboring buildings

is sometimes inevitable [11]. Similarly, on places where the
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moving clouds are very often present on the sky, for example,

Northern Europe, the irradiation can show fast changes even

though the average value is fairly high. In these cases, if the

MPPT is not able to detect the partial shadowing and if is not

able to react quickly to the fast irradiation changes, the PV

system capacity will not be optimally used.

II. MPPTS IN RAPIDLY CHANGING CONDITIONS

As it was mentioned in Section I, an MPPT algorithm that

provides high-performance tracking in steady-state conditions

can easily be found. A very popular hill-climbing method is

the perturb and observe (P&O) [2], [12], [13] tracker, which

has some important advantages as simplicity, applicability to

almost any PV system configuration, and good performance

in steady-state operation. However, as with most of the hill-

climbing methods, there is a tradeoff between the accuracy and

speed of the tracking.

A. dP P&O Method

The dP -P&O MPPT method [14] is an improvement of

the classical P&O in the sense that it can prevent itself from

tracking in the wrong direction during rapidly changing irra-

diance, which is a well-known drawback of the classical P&O

algorithm.

The dP -P&O determines the correct tracking direction by
performing an additional measurement in the middle of the

MPPT sampling period, as shown in Fig. 2. As it can be seen

in the figure, the change in power between Px and Pk+1 only

reflects the change in power due to the environmental changes,

as no action has been made by the MPPT. The difference

between Px and Pk contains the change in power caused by the

perturbation of the MPPT plus the irradiation change. Thereby,

assuming that the rate of change in the irradiation is constant

over one sampling period of the MPPT, the dP that is purely

caused by the MPPT command can be calculated as follows:

dP = dP1 − dP2 = (Px − Pk)− (Pk+1 − Px)

= 2Px − Pk+1 − Pk. (1)

The resulting dP reflects the changes due to the perturbation
of theMPPTmethod. The flowchart of the dP -P&O can be seen
in Fig. 1. Equation (1) represents a small extra computational

load compared to the classical P&O method, where, in order

to determine the next perturbation direction, a difference be-

tween two consecutive measurements of power is used (Fig. 2).

In case of dP -P&O, an extra measurement needs to be taken;

0278-0046/$25.00 © 2008 IEEE
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Fig. 1. Flowchart of the dP -P&O algorithm.

Fig. 2. Measurement of the power between two MPPT sampling instances.

however, this does not require a new sampling of the mea-

sured PV voltage and current, as they are sampled with high

frequency for the dc voltage controller and power feedforward

(see Fig. 4).

Determining the dP allows tracking in the correct direction

during irradiation changes. However, in order to track very fast

changes of irradiation, the voltage perturbation step has to be

increased. This would lead to oscillations around the MPP in

steady-state conditions, degrading the overall performance. To

overcome this drawback, the information regarding the change

of output power due to external conditions dP2 is used. From

the value of dP2, it can be determined if the irradiation is

stable, increasing, or decreasing. This information allows the

use of an optimized tracking strategy for the different cases.

The flowchart of this method is shown in Fig. 3.

In Fig. 3, the symbols have the following meanings:

1) ThN—negative threshold for dP ;
2) ThP—positive threshold for dP .

In Fig. 3, if the change in power due to irradiation (|dP2|) is
smaller than the change of power due to the MPPT perturbation

(|dP |), it is considered to be a slowly changing condition and
the system will use the basic dP -P&O algorithm with small

increment values to reduce oscillations around the MPP.

B. Optimized dP P&O During Rapidly Changing Irradiation

The inverter control system considered when examining the

optimized dP -P&O MPPT is shown in Fig. 4.
In Fig. 4, the MPPT gives the voltage reference to the dc

voltage controller, whose output will serve as the reference

for the grid current peak value. The dc voltage controller is a

proportional integrator, whereas the grid current controller is

considered ideal as well as the inverter.

If a fast rise of irradiation was detected by dP2 in Fig. 3, it

means that the MPPT should increase the PV array reference

voltage in order to follow the irradiation change. Thereby, in

this situation, the MPPT switching strategy is in favor of in-

creasing the voltage reference. Vdcref in Fig. 4 is decreased only

when the voltage was increased in the previous MPPT sam-

pling instance, and it caused a reduction of power dP < ThN.
A negative threshold value ThN has been applied in order to

avoid unnecessary switching around the MPP. If—due to the

action of the MPPT in the last sampling period—dP becomes

negative, the MPPT holds the voltage reference at the same

level for one sampling period instead of decreasing it, unless

Authorized licensed use limited to: IEEE Xplore. Downloaded on January 23, 2009 at 11:28 from IEEE Xplore.  Restrictions apply.
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Fig. 3. Flowchart of the dP -P&O method with optimized tracking.

Fig. 4. Single phase MPPT and current control structure for green power inverter.
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Fig. 5. Movement of the operating point of the PV system on the P–V
characteristic (a) with the basic dP -P&O tracking method and (b) with the
optimized tracking.

the caused decrease of power became larger than the threshold

(|dP | > |ThN|). The flowchart in Fig. 3 assumes that the MPP
voltage increases with irradiance, which is valid in most of the

cases. However, in some cases, due to the panel series resistance

at high irradiation levels, the MPP voltage could decrease with

irradiation [15].

C. Determination of the Threshold Values

A theoretical analysis regarding the optimal choice of the

main parameters (sampling frequency and perturbation size) of

the P&O method, which is also valid for the dP -P&O, can be
found in [16].

The threshold ThP has been chosen to be zero. This is be-

cause if the last perturbation had a positive effect on the output

power, regardless of the size of the change, the MPPT should

continue the perturbation in the same direction. A nonzero ThP

would introduce a stationary error in the tracking by stopping

the perturbation when the working point is approaching the

MPP. On the other hand, when choosing the negative thresh-

old ThN, the goal is to avoid unnecessary switching when

the MPPT is closely following the changing MPP in varying

irradiation, as it is shown in Fig. 5. If |ThN| is chosen to be
too large, it would allow the working point to move away too

far from the MPP, decreasing the MPPT efficiency. On the

other hand, if |ThN| is too small, it will result in unnecessary
switching around the MPP, also causing additional losses. In

order to obtain the value of ThN, the change of power ∆PI

due to one voltage increment in the vicinity of MPP should be

determined first, which requires a model of the used PV system.

For the present purpose, a simple model is sufficient.

The current–voltage relationship of a PV panel using an ideal

single-diode model can be described as follows:

I = Isc − I0

(

e
V

nsVt − 1
)

(2)

where Isc is the panel short-circuit current, I0 is the dark
saturation current, and Vt is the cell’s thermal voltage. Isc
is given in the panel data sheet, whereas I0 and Vt can be

calculated by using the data sheet values and the panel basic

equations or by measurements [17]–[19].

From (2), the panel voltage as a function of current can be

expressed as follows:

V = nsVt ln

(

Isc − I

I0

)

. (3)

If the PV system current is perturbed by a small dI , from (3)

V ′ = nsVt ln

(

Isc − I − dI

I0

)

. (4)

From (3) and (4), the change of voltage caused by the small

current perturbation can be calculated as follows:

dVI =V ′ − V

=nsVt

(

ln

(

Isc − I − dI

I0

)

− ln

(

Isc − I

I0

))

(5)

dVI =nsVt ln

(

Isc − I − dI

Isc − I

)

. (6)

By solving (6) for dI , the effect of a small voltage perturbation
on the array current can be obtained as follows:

dIV = (Isc − I)
(

1− e
dV

nsVt

)

. (7)

The general expression of the power change due to a small

voltage perturbation has the form

dPV = dV I + dIV V + dIV dV. (8)

By inserting (7) into (8), the PV power change due to a

small voltage perturbation at an arbitrary point of the V –I
characteristic can be estimated.

If one replaces the term dV in the aforementioned equation

with Incr, it will result in the variation of power due to one

perturbation of the MPPT.

Obviously, (8) depends on the actual irradiation conditions

and the instantaneous working point of the system on the

V –I characteristic. It is well known that, at a given irradiation
intensity

∂P

∂V

∣

∣

∣

∣

MPP

= 0. (9)
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From (9), the change of power due to a small ∆V is the

minimum in the vicinity of the MPP

∣

∣

∣

∣

∆P

∆V

∣

∣

∣

∣

MPP

≤

∣

∣

∣

∣

∆P

∆V

∣

∣

∣

∣

V 6=VMPP

I 6=IMPP

. (10)

The calculation of the threshold values are based on (8),

where the actual working point on the I–V characteristic is

considered to be V = VMPP ± Incr, with a perturbation that
moves the working point away from MPP.

III. SIMULATION RESULTS

The inverter-control structure shown in Fig. 4 has been

implemented in Simulink in order to verify and compare the

behavior of the optimized dP -P&O to the basic dP -P&O. The
considered system parameters are described in the following.

The PV array consists of three parallel strings, each containing

16 series-connected BPMSX120 PV panels with the following

data sheet parameters:

1) Isc = 3.87 A—short-circuit current in STC1;
2) VOC = 42.1 V—open-circuit voltage in STC;
3) VMPP = 33.7 V—voltage at the MPP in STC;
4) IMPP = 3.56 A—current at the MPP in STC;
5) PMPP = 120W—power at the MPP in STC.

Considering that each string contains 16 panels with the afore-

mentioned parameters, the rated MPP voltage of the system

results as Vrated = 16× 33.7 = 539 V. The maximum power
of the entire plant results as Prated = 3× 16× 120 = 5760W.
The rated current of the system is Irated = 3× 3.56 = 10.68A.
The model of the PV plant is using the detailed single-diode

model, considering the full characteristic of the cells, where the

reverse characteristic equations were implemented according

to [20]. The inverter and the grid current controller are con-

sidered ideal; they are modeled by an ideal current source

and a two-sample delay, respectively. The LC filter and grid

impedance have been modeled by using the PLECS toolbox,

with values of Lf = 1.7 mH and Cf = 4.3 µF for the LC filter
and Lg = 50 µH and Rg = 0.2 Ω for the grid impedance. The
minimum system voltage allowed is Vsysmin = 150 V.
In order to visualize and compare the behavior of the initial

and optimized dP -P&O algorithms, they have been simulated
in the following two different MPPT configurations: 1) when

the MPPT provides the dc current reference (Figs. 6 and 7) and

2) when the MPPT provides the dc voltage reference (Figs. 8

and 9). In the following, the simulation results for these two

cases will be presented.

A. Comparison of the MPPT Algorithms With Current

Reference as Output

In order to facilitate the comparison of the basic and opti-

mized dP -P&O, the same current increment values were used

1Standard test conditions—The testing conditions to measure photovoltaic
cell or module nominal output power. Irradiance level is 1000 W/m2, with
the reference air mass of 1.5 solar spectral irradiance distribution and cell or
module junction temperature of 25 ◦C.

Fig. 6. Current references of the basic dP -P&O algorithm and the ideal MPP
current during rapidly changing irradiation. It can be seen that the tracker “turns
back” when it crosses the MPP current. The trapezoidal irradiation profile starts
at 2 s on the time axis, reaches the maximum at 6 s, and returns to the initial
level at 11 s.

Fig. 7. Current references of the optimized dP -P&O algorithm and the ideal
MPP current during rapidly changing irradiation. The tracker does not decrease
the current reference when it reaches the MPPT current but waits for one MPPT
period without perturbation instead.

Fig. 8. PV system voltage and ideal MPP voltage during a trapezoidal
irradiation profile. It can be seen that the dc voltage oscillates around the
optimum value during the irradiation slope. The ramp starts at 4 s on the time
axis from 250 W/m2, reaches its maximum (500 W/m2) at 12.5 s, and arrives
back at its initial value at 24 s.
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Fig. 9. PV system voltage and ideal MPP voltage during a trapezoidal
irradiation profile. It can be seen that the dc voltage ripple is considerably
decreased during the ramp.

for both strategies: Incrmin = 12mA for steady-state conditions
and Incr = 3× 12 mA for rapidly changing conditions. The

MPPT sampling frequency is, in both cases, fMPPT = 25 Hz.
In order to verify the effect of rapidly changing irradiation

conditions, an irradiation ramp change was used. This irradia-

tion change starts from 700 W/m2, stops at 900 W/m2, waits at

this level for 1 s, and decreases again back to 700 W/m2 with a

constant slope. A 4-s period for the increasing and decreasing
ramps was selected. The aforementioned values were selected

in order to shorten the simulation time; the focus was put on the

visualization of the different tracking behaviors of the initial

and optimized dP -P&O algorithms. One should note that, in
case the MPPT provides the dc current reference instead of

the dc voltage, it needs higher dynamics in order to be able

to follow the increasing irradiance, which is due to the linear

dependence of MPP current with irradiance, as opposed to the

case with the MPP voltage logarithmic dependence.

B. Comparison of the MPPT Algorithms With Voltage

Reference as Output

In the present section, the behaviors of the basic and opti-

mized dP -P&O trackers with dc voltage reference (identical to
the block scheme in Fig. 4) are simulated and compared. As this

configuration has been implemented on the experimental setup,

the simulation settings follow the practical case. Accordingly,

a voltage increment of Incr = 1 V and an MPPT sampling rate
of fMPPT = 8.33 Hz (every sixth grid voltage period) are used,
both in rapidly changing irradiation and steady-state conditions.

An irradiation ramp starts from 250 W/m2, stops at 500 W/m2,

waits at this level for 5 s, and again decreases back to 250W/m2

with a constant slope. The slope of the irradiation was chosen to

be 30W/m2/s, which corresponds to 8.3 s as the duration of the
increasing and decreasing ramps. The aforementioned values

were selected in order to shorten the simulation time; the focus

was put on the visualization of the different tracking behavior

of the initial and optimized dP -P&O algorithms. The relatively
low irradiation values were chosen in order to accentuate the

effect of irradiation change on the PV system MPP voltage.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL TESTS AND RESULTS

Both the traditional and improved methods were imple-

mented and experimentally tested on an industrial PV in-

verter, which was manufactured by REFU Elektronik GmbH,

Germany. The laboratory setup, using a control system as

shown in Fig. 4, consists of the following main components.

A PV simulator, which is built of two programmable series-

connected Delta Elektronika SM300-10 dc power supplies hav-

ing Vmax = 300 V and Imax = 10 A, was used. Their output
voltages were controlled in real time by a DS1103 dSpace

system according to a PV model of a PV array. The model is

based on a number of series-/parallel-connected BP-MSX120

PV panels where the input parameters are the maximum power

in STC (PMP), the voltage at the PMP(VMP), and the solar
irradiation intensity.

The equations on which the model is based are shown as

follows:

V =npsVOC + nps · ns · Vt ln

(

1−
I

Isc,STC ·
G

1000

)

VOC =nsVt ln

(

1 + Isc,STC ·
G

1000

I0

)

(11)

where

nps number of panels connected in series;

ns number of cells in one panel;

Vt thermal voltage (V );
Isc,STC short-circuit current at STC (A);
G irradiation (W/m2).
The output of the PV simulator is connected to the solar

inverter manufactured by REFU Elektronik GmbH, Germany.

The rated power of the PV inverter is 15 kW with a 50-Hz

400-V three-phase output and dc input voltage range of

150–800 V.

As the used solar inverter is a newly developed product by

REFU Electronik, not all the technical parameters are available,

only the ones relevant for MPPT operation. Thereby, the current

control loop has been considered ideal from the MPPT point

of view. The inverter has a dc link capacitor value of Cdc =
4 mF, and the system sampling frequency, which is identical

to the switching frequency, is fsw = 16 kHz. The sampling of
the measured signals has a resolution of 12 b. The PV inverter

real-time control is running on a Motorola PowerPC 400-MHz

processor.

Due to the three-phase configuration and the large value of

the dc link capacitor, the effects of power oscillations at double

grid frequency on the dc link voltage have been neglected.

The MPPT structure of the solar converter corresponds to

the one shown in Fig. 4. The MPPT dc voltage increment and

perturbation frequency has been chosen identical for all three

considered tests: the classic P&O (Fig. 10), the dP -P&O, as
well as for the improved dP -P&O; these settings correspond
to those described in Section III-B: Incr = 1 V and MPPT

sampling rate fMPPT = 8.33 Hz.
In order to test the MPP tracker behaviors in dynamic

conditions, a linear irradiation ramp was used. The ramp starts
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Fig. 10. Experimental measurement of the (red signal) PV array power
during a trapezoidal irradiation profile, using the classical P&OMPPT method,
compared to the (blue signal) ideal MPP power.

Fig. 11. Experimental measurement of the (red signal) PV array power (W)
during a trapezoidal irradiation profile, using the dP -P&O MPPT method,
compared to the (blue signal) ideal MPP power.

Fig. 12. Experimental measurement of the (red signal) PV array power (W)
during a trapezoidal irradiation profile, using the optimized dP -P&O MPPT
method, compared to the (blue signal) ideal MPP power.

at 5 s on the time axis from 200 W/m2, reaches its maximum

(1000 W/m2) at 20 s, and arrives back to its initial value

at 60 s.

In the following, the experimental results using the previ-

ously described setup will be presented.

It can be seen in Figs. 11 and 12 as well as in Figs. 13

and 14 that the optimized dP -P&O algorithm performs slightly
better than the initial one. The relatively small difference in

their performance is due to two main factors: 1) the noisy mea-

surement environment, which is present in most applications

and 2) the characteristic of the controlled dc voltage sources

used as PV simulators. The sources have output capacitors

for the reduction of voltage ripples, which inherently reduces

Fig. 13. Experimental measurement of the (red signal) PV array power (W)
during a trapezoidal irradiation profile, using the dP -P&O MPPT method,
compared to the (blue signal) ideal MPP power, which is zoomed on the
increasing ramp.

Fig. 14. Experimental measurement of the (red signal) PV array power (W)
during a trapezoidal irradiation profile, using the optimized dP -P&O MPPT
method, compared to the (blue signal) ideal MPP power, which is zoomed on
the increasing ramp.

their control bandwidth. Thereby, the PV simulator cannot be

considered identical to a real PV system in terms of voltage

controllability and response time. This means that, aroundMPP,

where a voltage perturbation creates a relatively small change of

power [see (10)], the simulator has difficulties in adjusting the

voltage accordingly. This results in larger voltage oscillations

of the MPP tracker around the MPP than in the case of a real

PV system, without decreasing the output power.

However, the considered MPPT algorithms are tracking the

power and not the voltage; therefore, they are able to keep the

output power close to the optimum (maximum) value in both

cases. Nevertheless, an increase of efficiency in favor of the

optimized dP -P&O can be seen when looking at the zoom of
the increasing ramp of the power in Figs. 13 and 14. This can

also be seen in the efficiency plots in Figs. 16 and 17.

Due to the facts considered previously and in order to show

the real power tracking capabilities of the algorithms, they have

been assessed based on comparing the inverter input power to

the ideal MPP given by the model.

The instantaneous efficiencies corresponding to the tradi-

tional dP -P&O method can be seen in Fig. 15, whereas the
basic and optimized dP -P&O algorithms are shown in Figs. 16
and 17, respectively. It can be seen that the average efficiency

of the optimized dP -P&O during the entire test period is ap-
proximately 99.4%, which is about approximately 0.4% higher

compared to the basic dP -P&O. It can also be noted that the
efficiency in Fig. 17 shows less variation when compared to the

basic dP -P&O efficiency plot.
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Fig. 15. Experimental measurement of the instantaneous MPPT efficiency
(in percentage and averaged over 3 s) of the classical P&O algorithm.

Fig. 16. Experimental measurement of the instantaneous MPPT efficiency
(in percentage and averaged over 3 s) of the basic dP -P&O algorithm during
the trapezoidal irradiation profile.

Fig. 17. Experimental measurement of the instantaneous MPPT efficiency
(averaged over 3 s) of the optimized dP -P&O algorithm.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a fast MPPT algorithm for rapid irradiation

changes has been presented. The method is using an additional

measurement of power inside the MPPT algorithm without

perturbation and uses this information to separate the effects

of the environment from the tracker’s perturbations. Further-

more, by identifying the environmental changes, it allows the

use of optimized tracking for different operational states: sta-

ble, increasing, or decreasing irradiation. By optimizing the

perturbation scheme for the different cases, it can achieve

faster tracking during irradiation change and more accuracy

at steady state. The proposed optimized dP -P&O method has
been implemented and compared to the basic dP -P&O and

the classical P&O algorithm. The experimental results show

that both algorithms perform clearly better than the classical

P&O algorithm, providing accurate tracking even in very fast

changing irradiation conditions.
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Abstract – The global electrical energy consumption is 

still rising and there is a demand to double the power 

capacity within 20 years. The production, distribution and 

use of energy should be as technological efficient as 

possible and incentives to save energy at the end-user 

should also be set up. Deregulation of energy has in the 

past lowered the investment in larger power plants, which 

means the need for new electrical power sources may be 

very high in the near future. Two major technologies will 

play important roles to solve the future problems. One is 

to change the electrical power production sources from 

the conventional, fossil (and short term) based energy 

sources to renewable energy resources. Another is to use 

high efficient power electronics in power generation, 

power transmission/distribution and end-user application. 

This paper discuss some of the most emerging renewable 

energy sources, wind energy and photovoltaics, which by 

means of power electronics are changing from being 

minor energy sources to be acting as important power 

sources in the energy system. 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

In classical power systems, large power generation 

plants located at adequate geographical places produce 

most of the power, which is then transferred towards 

large consumption centers over long distance 

transmission lines. The system control centers monitor 

and regulate the power system continuously to ensure 

the quality of the power, namely frequency and voltage. 

However, now the overall power system is changing, a 

large number of dispersed generation (DG) units, 

including both renewable and non-renewable sources 

such as wind turbines, wave generators, photovoltaic 

(PV) generators, small hydro, fuel cells and gas/steam 

powered Combined Heat and Power (CHP) stations, are 

being developed [1], [2] and installed. A wide-spread 

use of renewable energy sources in distribution 

networks and a high penetration level will be seen in 

the near future many places. E.g. Denmark has a high 

power capacity penetration (> 20%) of wind energy in 

major areas of the country and today 18% of the whole 

electrical energy consumption is covered by wind 

energy. The main advantages of using renewable 

energy sources are the elimination of harmful emissions 

and inexhaustible resources of the primary energy. 

However, the main disadvantage, apart from the higher 

costs, e.g. photovoltaic, is the uncontrollability. The 

availability of renewable energy sources has strong 

daily and seasonal patterns and the power demand by 

the consumers could have a very different 

characteristic. Therefore, it is difficult to operate a 

power system installed with only renewable generation 

units due to the characteristic differences and the high 

uncertainty in the availability of the renewable energy 

sources. This is further strengthened as no real large 

energy storage systems exist. 

The wind turbine technology is one of the most 

emerging renewable energy technologies. It started in 

the 1980’es with a few tens of kW production power to 

today with multi-MW size wind turbines that are being 

installed. It also means that wind power production in 

the beginning did not have any impact on the power 

system control but now due to their size they have to 

play an active part in the grid. The technology used in 

wind turbines was in the beginning based on a squirrel-

cage induction generator connected directly to the grid. 

By that power pulsations in the wind are almost directly 

transferred to the electrical grid. Furthermore there is no 

control of the active and reactive power, which 

typically are important control parameters to regulate 

the frequency and the voltage. As the power range of 

the turbines increases those control parameters become 

more important and it is necessary to introduce power 

electronics [3] as an interface between the wind turbine 

and the grid. The power electronics is changing the 

basic characteristic of the wind turbine from being an 

energy source to be an active power source. The 

electrical technology used in wind turbine is not new. It 

has been discussed for several years [6]-[50] but now 

the price pr. produced kWh is so low, that solutions 

with power electronics are very attractive. 

This paper will first discuss the basic development in 

power electronics and power electronic conversion. 

Then different wind turbine configurations will be 

explained both aerodynamically and electrically. Also 

different control methods will be shown for a wind 

turbine. They are now also installed in remote areas 

with good wind conditions (off-shore, on-shore) and 

different possible configurations are shown and 

compared. Next the PV-technology is discussed 

including the necessary basic power electronic 

conversion. Power converters are given and more 

advanced control features described. Finally, a general 

technology status of the wind power and the PV 

technology is presented demonstrating still more 

efficient and attractive power sources for the future.
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II.  MODERN POWER ELECTRONICS 

Power electronics has changed rapidly during the last 

thirty years and the number of applications has been 

increasing, mainly due to the developments of the 

semiconductor devices and the microprocessor 

technology. For both cases higher performance is 

steadily given for the same area of silicon, and at the 

same time they are continuously reducing in price. A 

typical power electronic system, consisting of a power 

converter, a load/source and a control unit, is shown in 

Fig. 1. 

 
Fig. 1. Power electronic system with the grid, load/source, 

power converter and control. 

The power converter is the interface between the 

load/generator and the grid. The power may flow in 

both directions, of course, dependent on topology and 

applications. 

Three important issues are of concern using such a 

system. The first one is reliability; the second is 

efficiency and the third one is cost. For the moment the 

cost of power semiconductor devices is decreasing 1÷5 

% every year for the same output performance and the 

price pr. kW for a power electronic system is also 

decreasing. An example of a mass-produced and high 

competitive power electronic system is an adjustable 

speed drive (ASD). The trend of weight, size, number 

of components and functions in a standard Danfoss 

Drives A/S frequency converter can be seen in Fig. 2. It 

clearly shows that power electronic conversion is 

shrinking in volume and weight. It also shows that more 

integration is an important key to be competitive as well 

as more functions become available in such a product. 

 
Fig. 2. Development of standard adjustable speed drives for 

the last four decades. 

The key driver of this development is that the power 

electronic device technology is still undergoing 

important progress.  

Fig. 3 shows different power devices and the areas 

where the development is still going on. 

 
Fig. 3. Development of power semiconductor devices in the 

past and in the future [36]. 

The only power device which is not under 

development any more is the silicon-based power 

bipolar transistor because MOS-gated devices are 

preferable in the sense of easy control. The breakdown 

voltage and/or current carrying capability of the 

components are also continuously increasing. Important 

research is going on to change the material from silicon 

to silicon carbide, which may dramatically increase the 

power density of power converters. 

III.  WIND ENERGY CONVERSION 

Wind turbines capture power from the wind by means 

of aerodynamically designed blades and convert it to 

rotating mechanical power. The number of blades is 

normally three. As the blade tip-speed should be lower 

than half the speed of sound the rotational speed will 

decrease as the radius of the blade increases. For multi-

MW wind turbines the rotational speed will be 10-15 

rpm. The most weight efficient way to convert the low-

speed, high-torque power to electrical power is to use a 

gear-box and a standard fixed speed generator as 

illustrated in Fig. 4. 

 
Fig. 4. Converting wind power to electrical power in a wind 

turbine [19]. 

The gear-box is optional as multi-pole generator 

systems are possible solutions. Between the grid and the 

generator a power converter can be inserted. 

The possible technical solutions are many and a 

technological roadmap starting with wind energy/power 

and converting the mechanical power into electrical 

power is shown in Fig. 5. The electrical output can 

either be ac or dc. In the last case a power converter 

will be used as interface to the grid. 
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Fig. 5. Technological roadmap for wind turbine’s technology [3]. 

A.  Control methods for wind turbines 

The development in wind turbine systems has been 

steady for the last 25 years and four to five generations 

of wind turbines exist and it is now proven technology. 

It is important to be able to control and limit the 

converted mechanical power at higher wind speed, as 

the power in the wind is a cube of the wind speed. The 

power limitation may be done either by stall control 

(the blade position is fixed but stall of the wind appears 

along the blade at higher wind speed), active stall (the 

blade angle is adjusted in order to create stall along the 

blades) or pitch control (the blades are turned out of the 

wind at higher wind speed) [6], [7]. The basic output 

characteristics of these three methods of controlling the 

power are summarized in Fig. 6. 

 
Fig. 6. Power characteristics of different fixed speed wind 

turbine systems. 

Another control variable in wind turbine system is 

the speed. Based on this criterion the wind turbines are 

classified into two main categories [6], [7]; namely 

fixed speed and variable speed wind turbines 

respectively. 

A fixed speed wind turbine has the advantages of 

being simple, robust, reliable, well proven and with low 

cost of the electrical parts. Its direct drawbacks are the 

uncontrollable reactive power consumption, mechanical 

stress and limited power quality control. Due to its 

fixed speed operation, wind speed fluctuations are 

converted to mechanical torque fluctuations, 

beneficially reduced slightly by small changes in 

generator slip, and transmitted as fluctuations into 

electrical power to the grid. The power fluctuations can 

also yield large voltage fluctuations in the case of a 

weak grid and thus, significant line losses [6], [7]. 

The variable speed wind turbines are designed to 

achieve maximum aerodynamic efficiency over a wide 

range of wind speed. By introducing the variable speed 

operation, it is possible to continuously adapt 

(accelerate or decelerate) the rotational speed  of the 

wind turbine to the wind speed v, in such a way that tip 

speed ratio  is kept constant to a predefined value 

corresponding to the maximum power coefficient. 

Contrary to a fixed speed system, a variable speed 

system keeps the generator torque nearly constant, the 

variations in wind being absorbed by the generator 

speed changes. 

Seen from the wind turbine point of view, the most 

important advantages of the variable speed operation 

compared to the conventional fixed speed operation are: 

reduced mechanical stress on the mechanical 

components such as shaft and gearbox, increased power 

capture and reduced acoustical. 

Additionally, the presence of power converters in 

wind turbines also provides high potential control 

capabilities for both large modern wind turbines and 

wind farms to fulfill the high technical demands 

imposed by the grid operators [6], [7], [8] and [23], 

such as: controllable active and reactive power 

(frequency and voltage control); quick response under 

transient and dynamic power system situations, 

influence on network stability and improved power 

quality. 

B.  Wind Turbine Concepts 

The most commonly applied wind turbine designs can 

be categorized into four wind turbine concepts. The 

main differences between these concepts concern the 

generating system and the way in which the 

aerodynamic efficiency of the rotor is limited during 

above the rated value in order to prevent overloading. 

These concepts are presented in detail in the following 

paragraphs. 
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1) Fixed Speed Wind Turbines (WT Type A) 

This configuration corresponds to the so called 

Danish concept that was very popular in 80’s. This 

wind turbine is fixed speed controlled machine, with 

asynchronous squirrel cage induction generator (SCIG) 

directly connected to the grid via a transformer as 

shown in Fig. 7. 

 
Fig. 7. Fixed speed wind turbine with directly grid connected 

squirrel-cage induction generator. 

This concept needs a reactive power compensator to 

reduce (almost eliminate) the reactive power demand 

from the turbine generators to the grid. It is usually 

done by continuously switching capacitor banks 

following the production variation (5-25 steps) 

Smoother grid connection occurs by incorporating a 

soft-starter. Regardless the power control principle in a 

fixed speed wind turbine, the wind fluctuations are 

converted into mechanical fluctuations and further into 

electrical power fluctuations. These can yield to voltage 

fluctuations at the point of connection in the case of a 

weak grid. Because of these voltage fluctuations, the 

fixed speed wind turbine draws varying amounts of 

reactive power from the utility grid (in the case of no 

capacitor bank), which increases both the voltage 

fluctuations and the line losses. 

Thus, the main drawbacks of this concept are: does 

not support any speed control, requires a stiff grid and 

its mechanical construction must be able to support 

high mechanical stress caused by wind gusts. 

2) Partial Variable Speed Wind Turbine with 

Variable Rotor Resistance (WT Type B) 

This configuration corresponds to the limited 

variable speed controlled wind turbine with variable 

rotor resistance, known as OptiSlip (Vestas
TM) as 

presented in Fig. 8. 

It uses a wound rotor induction generator (WRIG) 

and it has been used by the Danish manufacturer Vestas 

Wind Systems since the mid 1990’s. 

 
Fig. 8. Partial variable speed wind turbine with variable rotor 

resistance. 

The generator is directly connected to the grid. The 

rotor winding of the generator is connected in series 

with a controlled resistance, whose size defines the 

range of the variable speed (typically 0-10% above 

synchronous speed). A capacitor bank performs the 

reactive power compensation and smooth grid 

connection occurs by means of a soft-starter. An extra 

resistance is added in the rotor circuit, which can be 

controlled by power electronics Thus, the total rotor 

resistance is controllable and the slip and thus the 

power output in the system are controlled. The dynamic 

speed control range depends on the size of the variable 

rotor resistance. Typically the speed range is 0-10% 

above synchronous speed. The energy coming from the 

external power conversion unit is dumped as heat loss. 

In [24] an alternative concept using passive component 

instead of a power electronic converter is described. 

This concept achieves 10% slip, but it does not support 

controllable slip. 

3) Variable Speed WT with partial-scale frequency 

converter (WT Type C) 

This configuration, known as the doubly-fed 

induction generator (DFIG) concept, corresponds to the 

variable speed controlled wind turbine with a wound 

rotor induction generator (WRIG) and partial-scale 

frequency converter (rated to approx. 30% of nominal 

generator power) on the rotor circuit as shown in Fig. 9.  

 
Fig. 9. Variable speed wind turbine with partial scale power 

converter. 

The stator is directly connected to the grid, while a 

partial-scale power converter controls the rotor 

frequency and thus the rotor speed. The power rating of 

this partial-scale frequency converter defines the speed 

range (typically  ±30% around synchronous speed). 

Moreover, this converter performs the reactive power 

compensation and a smooth grid connection. The 

control range of the rotor speed is wide compared to 

that of OptiSlip. Moreover, it captures the energy, 

which in the OptiSlip concept is burned off in the 

controllable rotor resistance. The smaller frequency 

converter makes this concept attractive from an 

economical point of view. Moreover, the power 

electronics is enabling the wind turbine to act as a more 

dynamic power source to the grid. However, its main 

drawbacks are the use of slip-rings and the protection 

schemes in the case of grid faults. 

4) Variable Speed Wind Turbine with Full-scale 

Power Converter (WT Type D) 

This configuration corresponds to the full variable 

speed controlled wind turbine, with the generator 

connected to the grid through a full-scale frequency 

converter as shown in Fig. 10. 

 
Fig. 10. Variable speed wind turbine with full-scale power 

converter. 

The frequency converter performs the reactive power 

compensation and a smooth grid connection for the 

entire speed range. The generator can be electrically 

excited (wound rotor synchronous generator WRSG) or 
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permanent magnet excited type (permanent magnet 

synchronous generator PMSG). The stator windings are 

connected to the grid through a full-scale power 

converter. 

Some variable speed wind turbines systems are 

gearless – see dotted gearbox in Fig. 10. In these cases, 

a bulky direct driven multi-pole generator is used. The 

wind turbine companies Enercon, Siemens Wind 

Power, Made and Lagerwey are examples of 

manufacturers using this configuration. 

C.  System comparison of wind turbines. 

Comparing the different wind turbine topologies in 

respect to their performances will reveal a contradiction 

between cost and performance to the grid [5], [7]. A 

technical comparison of the main wind turbine 

concepts, where issues on grid control, cost, 

maintenance, internal turbine performance is given in 

Table 1. 
Table 1. System comparison of wind turbine configurations. 

 

D.  Control of Wind Turbines 

Controlling a wind turbine involves both fast and slow 

control dynamics. Overall the power has to be 

controlled by means of the aerodynamic system and has 

to react based on a set-point given by a dispatched 

center or locally with the goal to maximize the power 

production based on the available wind power. The 

power controller should also be able to limit the power. 

An example of an overall control scheme of a wind 

turbine with a doubly-fed generator system is shown in 

Fig. 11 [5], [37]. 

Below maximum power production the wind turbine 

will typically vary the speed proportional with the wind 

speed and keep the pitch angle   fixed. At very low 

wind the speed of the turbine will be fixed at the 

maximum allowable slip in order not to have over 

voltage. A pitch angle controller limits the power when 

the turbine reaches nominal power. The generated 

electrical power is done by controlling the doubly-fed 

generator through the rotor-side converter. The control 

of the grid-side converter is simply just keeping the dc-

link voltage fixed. Internal current loops in both 

converters are used which typically are linear PI-

controllers, as it is illustrated in Fig. 11. The power 

converters to the grid-side and the rotor-side are voltage 

source converters. 

 
Fig. 11. Control of a wind turbine with doubly-fed induction 

generator (WT Type C). 

Another solution for the electrical power control is to 

use the multi-pole synchronous generator. A passive 

rectifier and a boost converter are used in order to boost 

the voltage at low speed. The system is industrially 

used today and it is shown in Fig. 12. 

 
Fig. 12. Control of active and reactive power in a wind turbine 

with multi-pole synchronous generator (WT Type D).  

A grid-side inverter is interfacing the dc-link to the 

grid. Common for both systems are they are able to 

control active and reactive power to the grid with high 

dynamics 

E.  Wind Farm Configurations 

In many countries energy planning is going on with a 

high penetration of wind energy, which will be covered 

by large offshore wind farms. These wind farms may in 

the future present a significant power contribution to 

the national grid, and therefore, play an important role 

on the power quality and the control of complex power 

systems. Consequently, very high technical demands 

are expected to be met by these generation units, such 

as to perform frequency and voltage control, regulation 

of active and reactive power, quick responses under 

power system transient and dynamic situations, for 

example, to reduce the power from the nominal power 

to 20 % power within 2 seconds. The power electronic 

technology is again an important part in both the system 

configurations and the control of the offshore wind 

farms in order to fulfill the future demands. 

One off-shore wind farm equipped with power 

electronic converters can perform both active and 

reactive power control and also operate the wind 

turbines in variable speed to maximize the energy 

captured and reduce the mechanical stress and 

acoustical noise. This solution is shown in Fig. 13 and it 

is in operation in Denmark as a 160 MW off-shore wind 

power station. 

The active stall wind farms based on wind turbine 

Type A (see Fig. 7) are directly connected to the grid. A 

reactive power compensation unit is used in the 

connection point as shown in Fig. 14. 
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Fig. 13. DFIG based wind farm with an AC grid connection. 

 
Fig. 14. Active stall wind farm with an AC grid connection. 

For long distance power transmission from off-shore 

wind farm, HVDC may be an interesting option. In an 

HVDC transmission system, the low or medium AC 

voltage at the wind farm is converted into a high dc 

voltage on the transmission side and the dc power is 

transferred to the on-shore system where the DC 

voltage is converted back into AC voltage as shown in 

Fig. 15. The topology may even be able to vary the 

speed on the wind turbines in the complete wind farm 

[47], [48]. 

 
Fig. 15. Active stall wind farm with a DC-link grid connection. 

Another possible DC transmission system 

configuration is shown in Fig. 16, where each wind 

turbine has its own power electronic converter, so it is 

possible to operate each wind turbine at an individual 

optimal speed. A common DC grid is present on the 

wind farm while a full scale power converter is used for 

the on-shore grid connection. 

 
Fig. 16. Wind farm with common DC grid based on variable 

speed wind turbines with full scale power converter. 

A comparison of these possible wind farm topologies 

is given in Table 2. 

As it can be seen the wind farms have interesting 

features in order to act as a power source to the grid. 

Some have better abilities than others. Bottom-line will 

always be a total cost scenario including production, 

investment, maintenance and reliability. This may be 

different depending on the planned site. 
Table 2. Comparison of wind farm topologies. 

 

F.  Grid connection requirements 

Some European countries have at this moment 

dedicated grid codes for wind power. These 

requirements reflect, in most of the cases, the 

penetration of wind power into the electrical network or 

a future development is prepared.  

The requirements for wind power cover a wide range 

of voltage levels from medium voltage to very high 

voltage. The grid codes for wind power address issues 

that make the wind farms to act as a conventional 

power plant into the electrical network. These 

requirements have focus on power controllability, 

power quality, fault ride-through capability and grid 

support during network disturbances. According to 

several references [6] and [8] in some of the cases these 

requirements are very stringent. 

1) Active power control 

According to this demand the wind turbines must be 

able to control the active in the Point-of-Common-

Coupling (PCC) in a given power range. The active 

power is typically controlled based on the system 

frequency e.g. Denmark, Ireland, Germany [51]-[57] so 

that the power delivered to the grid is decreased when 

the grid frequency rise above 50 Hz. A typical 

characteristic for the frequency control in the Danish 

grid code is shown in Fig. 17. 

 
Fig. 17. Frequency control characteristic for the wind turbines 

connected to the Danish grid [52]. 

On the contrary other grid codes, e.g. Great Britain 

[58] specifies that the active power output must be kept 

constant for the frequency range 49.5 to 50.5 Hz, and a 

drop of maximum 5% in the delivered power is allowed 

when frequency drops to 47 Hz. 
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Curtailment of produced power based on system 

operator demands is required in Denmark, Ireland, 

Germany and Great Britain. 

Currently, Denmark has the most demanding 

requirements regarding the controllability of the 

produced power. Wind farms connected at the 

transmission level shall act as a conventional power 

plant providing a wide range of controlling the output 

power based on Transmission System Operator’s (TSO) 

demands and also participation in primary and 

secondary control [52]. Seven regulation functions are 

required in the wind farm control. Among these control 

functions, each one prioritized, the following must be 

mentioned: delta control, balance control, absolute 

production and system protection as shown in Fig. 18. 

 
a)         b) 

 
c)         d) 

Fig. 18. Regulation function for active power implemented in 

wind farm controller required by the Danish grid codes: 

a) delta control, b) balance control, c) absolute production 

constraint and d) system protection. 

2) Reactive power control and voltage stability 

Reactive power is typically controlled in a given 

range. The grid codes specify in different ways this 

control capability. The Danish grid code gives a band 

for controlling the reactive power based on the active 

power output as shown in Fig. 19. 

 
Fig. 19. Danish grid code demands for the reactive power 

exchange in the PCC [51], [52]. 

The Irish grid code specifies e.g. the reactive power 

capability in terms of power factor as shown in Fig. 20. 

 
Fig. 20. Requirements for reactive power control in the Irish 

grid code for wind turbines [54]. 

The German transmission grid code for wind power 

specifies that the wind power units must provide a 

reactive power provision in the connection point 

without limiting the active power output as shown in 

Fig. 21. 

 
Fig. 21. Requirements for reactive power provision of 

generating units without limiting the active power output in the 

German transmission grid code [55], [56]. 

3) Power Quality 

Power quality issues are addressed especially for 

wind turbines connected to the medium voltage 

networks. However, some grid codes, e.g. in Denmark 

and Ireland have also requirements at the transmission 

level. 

Mainly two standards are used for defining the power 

quality parameters namely: IEC 61000-x-x and EN 

50160. Specific values are given for fast variations in 

voltage, short term flicker severity, long term flicker 

severity and the total harmonic distortion. A schedule of 

individual harmonics distortion limits for voltage are 

also given based on standards or in some cases e.g. 

Denmark custom harmonic compatibility levels are 

defined. Interharmonics may also be considered [51]. 

4) Ride through capability 

All considered grid codes requires fault ride-through 

capabilities for wind turbines. Voltage profiles are 

given specifying the depth of the voltage dip and the 

clearance time as well. One of the problems is that the 

calculation of the voltage during all types of 

unsymmetrical faults is not very well defined in some 

grid codes. The voltage profile for ride-through 

capability can be summarized as shown in Fig. 22. 

 
Fig. 22. Voltage profile for fault ride-through capability in 

European grid codes for wind power [7]. 

Ireland’s grid code is very demanding in respect with 

the fault duration while Denmark has the lowest short 

circuit time duration with only 100 msec. However, 

Denmark’s grid code requires that the wind turbine 

shall remain connected to the electrical network during 

successive faults which is a technical challenge. 
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On the other hand Germany and Spain requires grid 

support during faults by reactive current injection up to 

100% from the rated current [55], [56] and [59] as 

shown in Fig. 23. 

 
Fig. 23. Reactive current support during faults as specified in 

the German grid code [55]. 

This demand is relative difficult to meet by some of 

the wind turbine concepts e.g. active stall wind turbine 

with directly grid connected squirrel cage induction 

generator (WT Type A). 

A summary regarding the interconnection 

requirements for wind power in Europe is given in 

detail in Appendix I. 

IV.  SOLAR ENERGY POWER CONVERSION 

Photovoltaic (PV) power supplied to the utility grid 

is gaining more and more visibility due to many 

national incentives [65]. With a continuous reduction in 

system cost (PV modules, DC/AC inverters, cables, 

fittings and man-power), the PV technology has the 

potential to become one of the main renewable energy 

sources for the future electricity supply. 

The PV cell is an all-electrical device, which 

produces electrical power when exposed to sunlight and 

connected to a suitable load.  Without any moving parts 

inside the PV module, the tear-and-wear is very low. 

Thus, lifetimes of more than 25 years for modules are 

easily reached. However, the power generation 

capability may be reduced to 75% ~ 80% of nominal 

value due to ageing. A typical PV module is made up of 

around 36 or 72 cells connected in series, encapsulated 

in a structure made of e.g. aluminum and tedlar. An 

electrical model of PV cell is shown in Fig. 24. 

 
Fig. 24. Electrical model and characteristics of a PV cell. 

Several types of proven PV technologies exist, where 

the crystalline (PV module light-to-electricity 

efficiency:   = 10% - 15%) and multi-crystalline (  = 

9% - 12%) silicon cells are based on standard 

microelectronic manufacturing processes. 

Other types are: thin-film amorphous silicon (  = 

10%), thin-film copper indium diselenide (  = 12%), 

and thin-film cadmium telluride (  = 9%). Novel 

technologies such as the thin-layer silicon (  = 8%) and 

the dye-sensitised nano-structured materials (  = 9%) 

are in their early development. The reason to maintain a 

high level of research and development within these 

technologies is to decrease the cost of the PV-cells, 

perhaps on the expense of a somewhat lower efficiency. 

This is mainly due to the fact that cells based on today’s 

microelectronic processes are rather costly, when 

compared to other renewable energy sources. 

The series connection of the cells benefit from a high 

voltage (around 25 V ~ 45 V) across the terminals, but 

the weakest cell determines the current seen at the 

terminals. 

This causes reduction in the available power, which 

to some extent can be mitigated by the use of bypass 

diodes, in parallel with the cells. The parallel 

connection of the cells solves the ‘weakest-link’ 

problem, but the voltage seen at the terminals is rather 

low. 

Typical curves of a PV cell current-voltage and 

power-voltage characteristics are plotted in Fig. 25a and 

Fig. 25b respectively, with insolation and cell 

temperature as parameters. 

 
Fig. 25. Characteristics of a PV cell. Model based on the 

British Petroleum BP5170 crystalline silicon PV module. 

Power at standard test condition (1000 W/m2 irradiation, and a 

cell temperature of 25°C): 170 W @ 36.0 V [4]. 

The graph reveals that the captured power is 

determined by the loading conditions (terminal voltage 

and current). This leads to a few basic requirements for 

the power electronics used to interface the PV 

module(s) to the utility grid. 

An overview of the power converter topologies for 

PV systems including their control techniques is given 

in the following sections. Next grid monitoring methods 

including grid voltage monitoring, grid impedance 

estimation and islanding detection are presented. 

A.  Structures for PV systems 

The general block diagram of a grid connected 

photovoltaic system is similar with the one shown in 

Fig. 1. It consists of a PV array, a power converter with 

a filter, a controller and the grid utility. 

The PV array can be a single panel, a string of PV 

panels or a multitude of parallel strings of PV panels. 

Centralized or decentralized PV systems can be used as 

depicted in Fig. 26. 

1) Central inverters 

In this topology the PV plant (typical > 10 kW) is 

arranged in many parallel strings that are connected to a 

single central inverter on the DC-side (Fig. 26a). These 
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inverters are characterized by high efficiency and low 

cost pr. kW. However, the energy yield of the PV plant 

decreases due to module mismatching and potential 

partial shading conditions. Also, the reliability of the 

plant may be limited due to the dependence of power 

generation on a single component: a failure of the 

central inverter results in that the whole PV plant is out 

of operation. 

3~

PV Strings

Central

inverter

AC bus

~ ~ ~

PV String

String

inverter

AC bus

~

~

~

~

~

~

PV Module

Module

inverter

AC bus

a) b) c)  
Fig. 26 Structures for PV systems: a) Central inverter, b) 

String inverter and c) Module integrated inverter [71]. 

2) String inverters 

Similar to the central inverter, the PV plant is divided 

into several parallel strings. Each of the PV strings is 

assigned to a designated inverter, the so-called "string 

inverter" (see Fig. 26b). String inverters have the 

capability of separate Maximum Power Point (MPP) 

tracking of each PV string. This increases the energy 

yield by the reduction of mismatching and partial 

shading losses. These superior technical characteristics 

increase the energy yield and enhance the supply 

reliability. String inverters have evolved as a standard 

in PV system technology for grid connected PV plants.  

An evolution of the string technology applicable for 

higher power levels is the multi-string inverter. It 

allows the connection of several strings with separate 

MPP tracking systems (via DC-DC converter) to a 

common DC-AC inverter. Accordingly, a compact and 

cost-effective solution, which combines the advantages 

of central and string technologies, is achieved. This 

multi-string topology allows the integration of PV 

strings of different technologies and of various 

orientations (south, north, west and east). These 

characteristics allow time-shifted solar power, which 

optimizes the operation efficiencies of each string 

separately. The application area of the multi-string 

inverter covers PV plants of 3-10 kW. 

3) Module integrated inverter 

This system uses one inverter for each module (Fig. 

26c). This topology optimizes the adaptability of the 

inverter to the PV characteristics, since each module 

has its own Maximum Power Point (MPP) tracker. 

Although the module-integrated inverter optimizes the 

energy yield, it has a lower efficiency than the string 

inverter. Module integrated inverters are characterized 

by a more extended AC-side cabling, since each module 

of the PV plant has to be connected to the available AC 

grid (e.g. 230 V/ 50 Hz). Also, the maintenance 

processes are quite complicated, especially for facade-

integrated PV systems. This concept can be 

implemented for PV plants of about 50- 400 W peak. 

B.  Topologies for PV inverters 

The PV inverter technology has evolved quite a lot 

during the last years towards maturity [66]. Still there 

are different power configurations possible as shown in 

Fig. 27. 
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Fig. 27. Power configurations for PV inverters. 

The question of having a dc-dc converter or not is 

first of all related to the PV string configuration. 

Having more panels in series and lower grid voltage, 

like in US and Japan, it is possible to avoid the boost 

function with a dc-dc converter. Thus a single stage PV 

inverter can be used leading to higher efficiencies. 

The issue of isolation is mainly related to safety 

standards and is for the moment only required in US. 

The drawback of having so many panels in series is that 

MPPT is harder to achieve especially during partial 

shading, as demonstrated in [67]. In the following, the 

different PV inverter power configurations are 

described in more details. 

1) PV inverters with DC-DC converter and isolation 

The isolation is typically acquired using a 

transformer that can be placed on either the grid 

frequency side (LF) as shown in Fig. 28a or on the 

high-frequency (HF) side in the dc-dc converter as 

shown in Fig. 28b. The HF transformer leads to more 

compact solutions but high care should be taken in the 

transformer design in order to keep the losses low. 
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Fig. 28. PV inverter system with DC-DC converter and 

isolation transformer: a) on the Low Frequency (LF) side and 

b) on the High Frequency (HF) side. 

In Fig. 29 a PV inverter with an HF transformer 

using an isolated push-pull boost converter is presented 

[68]. 

In this solution the dc-ac inverter is a low cost 

inverter switched at the line frequency. The new 

solutions on the market are using PWM dc-ac inverters 

with IGBT’s switched typically at 10-20 kHz leading to 

a better power quality performance. 

Other solutions for high frequency dc-dc converters 

with isolation include: full-bridge isolated converter, 

Single-Inductor push-pull Converter (SIC) and Double-

Inductor Converter (DIC) [69]. 
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Fig. 29. PV inverter with a high frequency transformer in the 

dc-dc converter. 

In order to keep the magnetic components small high 

switching frequencies in the range of 20 – 100 kHz are 

typically employed. The full-bridge converter is usually 

utilized at power levels above 750 W. The advantages 

of this topology are: good transformer utilization – 

bipolar magnetization of the core, good performance 

with current programmed control – reduced DC 

magnetization of transformer. The main disadvantages 

in comparison with push-pull topology are the higher 

active part count and the higher transformer ratio 

needed for boosting the dc voltage to the grid level. 

The single inductor push-pull converter can provide 

boosting function on both the boosting inductor and 

transformer, reducing the transformer ratio. Thus higher 

efficiency can be achieved together with smoother input 

current. On the negative side higher blocking voltage 

switches are required and the transformer with tap point 

puts some construction and reliability problems. 

Those shortcomings can be alleviated using the 

double inductor push-pull converter (DIC) where the 

boost inductor has been split into two. Actually this 

topology is equivalent with two inter-leaved boost 

converters leading to lower ripple in the input current. 

The transformer construction is simpler not requiring a 

tap point. The single disadvantage of this topology 

remains the need for an extra inductor. 

2) PV inverters with DC-DC converter without 

isolation 

In some countries as the grid-isolation is not 

mandatory, more simplified PV inverter design can be 

used, like shown in Fig. 30a. 
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Fig. 30. PV inverter system with DC-DC converter without 

isolation transformer a) General diagram and b) Practical 

example with boost converter and full-bridge inverter. 

In Fig. 30b a practical example [70] using a simple 

boost converter is shown. 

3) PV inverters without DC-DC converter and with 

isolation 

The block diagram of this topology is shown in Fig. 

31. 
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Fig. 31. General diagram of a PV system without DC-DC 

converter and with isolation transformer. 
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Fig. 32. Practical example of a PV system without DC-DC 

converter and with a full-bridge converter and isolation grid 

side transformer. 

A PV inverter topology is presented in Fig. 32, in 

which a line frequency transformer is used. For higher 

power levels, self-commutated inverters using thyristors 

may be used [70]. 

4) PV inverters without DC-DC converter and 

without isolation 

This topology is shown in Fig. 33a. 
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Fig. 33. Transformer-less PV inverter system without DC-DC 

converter: a) general diagram, b) typical example with full-

bridge inverter and c) multilevel inverter. 

In Fig. 33b, a typical transformer-less topology is 

shown using PWM IGBT inverters. This topology can 

be used when a large number of PV panels are available 

connected in series producing in excess of the grid 

voltage peak at all times. 

Another interesting PV inverter topology without 

boost and isolation can be achieved using a multilevel 

concept. Grid connected photovoltaic systems with a 

five level cascaded inverter is presented in Fig. 33c 

[68]. The redundant inverter states of the five level 

cascaded inverter allow for a cyclic switching scheme 

which minimizes the switching frequency, equalizes 

stress evenly on all switches and minimizes the voltage 

ripple on the DC capacitors. 
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C.  Control of PV inverters 

Based on the above presented power converter 

topologies it can be concluded that two main structures 

are used in PV applications namely the double-stage 

conversion (DC to DC plus DC to AC) and the single 

stage conversion (DC to AC only). Therefore, the next 

sections present the control techniques used for these 

topologies. 

1) Control of DC-DC boost converter 

In order to control the output dc-voltage to a desired 

value, a control system is needed which automatically 

can adjust the duty cycle, regardless of the load current 

or input changes. There are at least two types of control 

for the dc-dc converters: the direct duty-cycle control 

and the current control [71]. 

Direct duty cycle - The output voltage is measured 

and then compared to the reference. The error signal is 

used as input in the compensator, which will calculate it 

from the duty-cycle reference for the pulse-width 

modulator as shown in Fig. 34a. 

Current control - The converter output is controlled 

by the choice of the transistor peak current. The control 

signal is a current and a simple control network 

switches on and off the transistor such its peak current 

follows the control input. The current control (Fig. 

34b), in the case of an isolated boost push-pull 

converter has some advantages against the duty-cycle 

control e.g. simpler dynamics (removes one pole from 

the control to output transfer function). Also as it uses a 

current sensor it can provide a better protection of the 

switch by limiting the current to acceptable levels. 

 
a) 

 
b) 

Fig. 34. Control strategies for switched dc-dc converters a) 

direct duty-cycle control and b) current control. 

Among the drawbacks of the current control it can be 

mentioned that it requires an extra current sensor and it 

has a susceptibility to noise and thus light filtering of 

the feedback signals is required. 

2) Control of DC-AC converter 

For the grid-connected PV inverters in the range of 

1-5 kW, the most common control structure for the DC-

AC grid converter is using a current-controlled H-

bridge PWM inverter which has a low-pass output 

filter. Typically L-filters are used but the new trend is to 

use LCL filters that have a higher order filter (3rd) 

which leads to a more compact design. The drawback is 

that due to its own resonance frequency it can produce 

stability problems and special control design is required 

[72]. A typical single-stage PV grid-connected 

converter with an LCL filter is shown in Fig. 35. 
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Fig. 35. Single-stage PV grid-connected system. 

The main elements of the control structure are the 

synchronization algorithm based on PLL, the MPPT, 

the input power control, the grid current controller 

including the PWM generator. 

The harmonics level in the grid current is still a 

controversial issue for PV inverters. The IEEE 929 

standard from year 2000 allows a limit of 5% for the 

current Total Harmonic Distortion (THD) factor with 

individual limits of 4% for each odd harmonic from 3rd 

to 9th and 2% for 11th to 15th while a recent draft of 

European IEC61727 suggests something similar. These 

levels are far more stringent than other domestic 

appliances such as IEC61000-3-2 as PV systems are 

viewed as generation sources and so they are subject to 

higher standards than load systems. 

Classical PI control with grid voltage feed-forward 

(vff) [13], as depicted in Fig. 36a, is commonly used for 

current-controlled PV inverters, but this solution 

exhibits two well known drawbacks: inability of the PI 

controller to track a sinusoidal reference without 

steady-state error and poor disturbance rejection 

capability. This is due to the poor performance of the 

integral action. 
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b) 

Fig. 36. The current loop of a PV inverter: a) with PI controller 

and b) with P+Resonant (PR) controller. 

In order to get a good dynamic response, a grid 

voltage feed-forward (vff) is used, as depicted in Fig. 

26a. This leads in turn to stability problems related to 

the delay introduced in the system by the voltage 

feedback filter. 

In order to alleviate these problems, a second order 

generalized integrator (GI) as reported in [72], [73] and 

[74] can be used. The GI is a double integrator that 

achieves an infinite gain at a certain frequency, also 

called resonance frequency, and almost no gain exists 

outside this frequency. Thus, it can be used as a notch 

filter in order to compensate the harmonics in a very 

selective way. This technique has been primarily used 
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in three-phase active filter applications as reported in 

[73]. Another approach reported in [72] where a new 

type of stationary-frame regulators called P+Resonant 

(PR) is introduced and applied to three-phase PWM 

inverter control. In this approach the PI dc-compensator 

is transformed into an equivalent ac-compensator, so 

that it has the same frequency response characteristics 

in the bandwidth of concern. The current loop of the PV 

inverter with PR controller is depicted in Fig. 36b. 

The harmonic compensator (HC) Gh(s) as defined in 

[75] is designed to compensate the selected harmonics 

3rd, 5th and 7th as they are the most prominent 

harmonics in the current spectrum. A processing delay 

typical equal to sampling time for the PWM inverters is 

introduced in [72]. 

Thus it is demonstrated the superiority of the PR 

controller in respect to the PI controller in terms of 

harmonic current rejection. 

The issue of stability when several PV inverters run 

in parallel on the same grid becomes more and more 

important, especially when LCL filters are used. Thus, 

special attention is required when designing the current 

control. 

3) Maximum Power Point Tracking (MPPT) 

In order to capture the maximum power available 

from the PV array, a Maximum Power Point Tracker 

(MPPT) is required. The maximum power point of PV 

panels is a function of solar irradiance and temperature 

as depicted in Fig. 25. This function can be 

implemented either in the dc-dc converter or in the DC-

AC converter. Several algorithms can be used in order 

to implement the MPPT like: 

a) Perturb and Observe method 

The most commonly used MPPT algorithm is the 

Perturb and Observe (P&O), due to its ease of 

implementation in its basic form. Fig. 25 shows the 

characteristic of a PV array, which has a global 

maximum at the MPP. Thus, if the operating voltage of 

the PV array is perturbed in a given direction and 

dP/dV > 0, it is known that the perturbation is moving 

the operating point towards the MPP. The P&O 

algorithm would then continue to perturb the PV array 

voltage in the same direction. If dP/dV < 0, then the 

change in operating point moved the PV array away 

from the MPP, and the P&O algorithm reverses the 

direction of the perturbation. [76] A problem with P&O 

is that it oscillates around the MPP in steady state 

operation. It can also track into the wrong direction, 

away from the MPP, under rapidly increasing or 

decreasing irradiance levels [77]-[79]. There are several 

variations of the basic P&O that have been proposed to 

minimize these drawbacks. These include using an 

average of several samples of the array power and 

dynamically adjusting the magnitude of the perturbation 

of the PV operating point. 

b) Improved P&O method for rapidly changing 

irradiance 

The method performs an additional measurement of 

power in the middle of the MPPT sampling period 

without any perturbation, and based on these 

measurements, it calculates the change of power due to 

the varying irradiation, [80] according to Fig. 37. 
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Fig. 37. Measurement of the power between two MPPT 

sampling instances. 

Assuming that the rate of change in the irradiation is 

constant over one sampling period of the MPPT, the dP 

caused purely by the MPPT command can be calculated 

as: 

  !  !1 2 1 12x k k x x k kdP dP dP P P P P P P P" "# $ # $ $ $ # $ $  (1) 

The resulting ‘dP’ reflects the changes due to the 

perturbation of the MPPT method. 

Using the above calculation in the flowchart of the 

dp-P&O method, (see Fig. 38) can be avoided the 

confusion of the MPPT due to the rapidly changing 

irradiation. 

 
Fig. 38. The flowchart of the dp-P&O method. 

The experimental results show that the dP-P&O 

method performs superior to the traditional P&O during 

rapidly changing irradiance, resulting in higher dynamic 

efficiency, see Fig. 39. 
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Fig. 39. The instantaneous efficiency of the traditional P&O 

method can decrease to below 80% during rapidly increasing 

and decreasing irradiation, while the efficiency of dP-P&O is 

not affected. 

c) Incremental conductance method 

The incremental conductance algorithm seeks to 

overcome the limitations of the P&O algorithm by 

using the PV array's incremental conductance to 

compute the sign of dP/dV without a perturbation. It 

does this using an expression derived from the 
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condition that, at the MPP, dP/dV = 0. Beginning with 

this condition, it is possible to show that, at the MPP 

dI/dV = -I/V [76] and [81]. Thus, incremental 

conductance can determine that the MPPT has reached 

the MPP and stop perturbing the operating point. If this 

condition is not met, the direction in which the MPPT 

operating point must be perturbed can be calculated 

using the relationship between dI/dV and -I/V. This 

relationship is derived from the fact that dP/dV is 

negative when the MPPT is to the right of the MPP and 

positive when it is to the left of the MPP. This 

algorithm has advantages over perturb and observe in 

that it can determine when the MPPT has reached the 

MPP, where perturb and observe oscillates around the 

MPP. Also, incremental conductance can track rapidly 

increasing and decreasing irradiance conditions with 

higher accuracy than perturb and observe [76]. 

However, because of noise and errors due to 

measurement and quantization, this method can also 

produce oscillations around the MPP; and it can also be 

confused in rapidly changing atmospheric conditions 

[77]. One disadvantage of this algorithm is the 

increased complexity when compared to perturb and 

observe. This increases real-time computational time, 

and slows down the sampling frequency of the array 

voltage and current. 

d) Parasitic capacitance method 

The parasitic capacitance method is a refinement of 

the incremental conductance method that takes into 

account the parasitic capacitances of the solar cells in 

the PV array. Parasitic capacitance uses the switching 

ripple of the MPPT to perturb the array. To account for 

the parasitic capacitance, the average ripple in the array 

power and voltage, generated by the switching 

frequency, are measured using a series of filters and 

multipliers and then used to calculate the array 

conductance. The incremental conductance algorithm is 

then used to determine the direction to move the 

operating point of the MPPT. One disadvantage of this 

algorithm is that the parasitic capacitance in each 

module is very small, and will only come into play in 

large PV arrays where several module strings are 

connected in parallel. Also, the DC-DC converter has a 

sizable input capacitor used to filter out the small ripple 

in the array power. This capacitor may mask the overall 

effects of the parasitic capacitance of the PV array. 

e) Constant voltage method 

This algorithm makes use of the fact that the MPP 

voltage changes only slightly with varying irradiances, 

as depicted in Fig. 25. The ratio of VMP/VOC depends 

on the solar cell parameters, but a commonly used value 

is 76% [76] and [82]. In this algorithm, the MPPT 

momentarily sets the PV array current to zero to allow a 

measurement of the array's open circuit voltage. The 

array's operating voltage is then set to 76% of this 

measured value. This operating point is maintained for 

a set amount of time, and then the cycle is repeated. A 

problem with this algorithm is that the available energy 

is wasted when the load is disconnected from the PV 

array; also the MPP is not always located at 76% of the 

array’s open circuit voltage [76]. 

4) Input power control for PV applications 

For PV applications, the input power control can be 

realized through the use of either DC-DC converter or 

DC-AC converters. The control strategies of the input 

power in the case of a power configuration of PV 

system without DC-DC converter (single-stage PV 

converter) are presented in the following. The 

implementation of the MPPT could be realized in two 

different ways in this case: 

– the output of the MPPT is the AC current 

amplitude reference; 

– the output of the MPPT is the DC voltage 

reference. 

In the first case the MPPT block has Ipv and Vpv as 

inputs and the output variable is the AC current 

amplitude reference ( ˆ
refI ) as depicted in Fig. 40a [83]. 

In the second case the MPPT block has the same 

inputs (Ipv and Vpv) but the output variable of the 

algorithm is the dc voltage reference (V*
pv). The dc 

voltage controller (P or PI controller) is used to control 

the DC voltage loop to produce the AC current 

amplitude reference ( ˆ
refI ). Then the AC current 

amplitude reference is multiplied by sin( ), which is 

captured from a phase-looked-loop (PLL) circuit to 

produce the output current reference command Iref of 

the inverter. This topology is described in Fig. 40b [84] 

and [85]. 
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c) 

Fig. 40. Control structures of the input power. a) the output of 

MPPT is the ac current amplitude reference ( ˆ
refI ), b) the 

output of the MPPT is the dc voltage reference (V*
pv) and a dc 

voltage controller is used, c) new control structure where a 

feed-forward of the input power is used. 

In Fig. 40c a new control strategy of input power is 

proposed. The new element introduced is a power feed-

forward. The computed value of the current amplitude 

reference using the PV power (Ppv) and the RMS value 

of the ac voltage (VacRMS) is added to the output value of 

the dc voltage controller ( ˆ
rI ) resulting in an ac-current 

amplitude reference ( ˆ
refI ). Using the input power feed-

forward the dynamic of the PV system is improved 

being known the fact that the MPPT is rather slow. 
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D.  PV systems - Grid monitoring 

1) Grid voltage monitoring 

The increased penetration of DPGS connected to the 

electrical grid based on sources such as PV necessitates 

better grid condition detection in order to meet standard 

specifications in terms of power quality and safety. 

Grid-connected converter systems rely on accurate 

and fast detection of the phase angle, amplitude and 

frequency of the utility voltage to guarantee the correct 

generation of the reference signals. This is also required 

by the relevant grid codes which are country specific 

and can vary also in respect to the generation system 

(e.g. PV systems, wind turbines, fuel cell, etc). The grid 

codes may refer to different standards for distributed 

generation systems. These standards impose the 

operation conditions of the grid-connected converter 

systems in terms of grid voltage amplitude and 

frequency. Considering grid voltage monitoring 

requirements for interconnection of PV systems to the 

grid, the standard IEC61727 [86] and IEEE 929 [87] are 

given as examples. These standards apply to utility-

interconnected PV power systems operating in parallel 

with the utility and utilizing static (solid-state) non-

islanding inverters for the conversation of DC to AC. 
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Fig. 41. Maximum trip times for both voltage amplitude and 

frequency according to the standard IEC61727 [86]. 

Fig. 41 shows the boundaries of operation in respect 

to grid voltage amplitude and frequency. A continuous 

operation area between 0.85 and 1.10 pu and ± 1 Hz 

around the nominal frequency is defined. Abnormal 

conditions can arise on the utility system that requires a 

response from the grid-connected PV system. This 

response is to ensure the safety of utility maintenance 

personnel and the general public, as well as to avoid 

damage to connected equipment, including the PV 

system. The abnormal utility conditions of concern are 

the grid voltage amplitude and frequency excursions 

above or below the values stated in Fig. 41. If the 

voltage amplitude or frequency exceeds the predefined 

limits, the grid-connected PV system has to cease to 

energize the utility line within the specified time 

interval. As it can be noticed from Fig. 41, the most 

restrictive requirement is when the maximum trip time 

is 0.05 seconds for a grid voltage amplitude excursion 

above 1.35 pu. An accurate and fast grid voltage 

monitoring algorithm is required in order to comply 

with these requirements. 

Fig. 42 presents the principle of the grid voltage 

monitoring which consists in obtaining the parameters 

of the grid voltage as presented in (2). 
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Fig. 42. Grid voltage monitoring principles. 
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The voltage equation is divided in two main parts: 

the fundamental and the harmonics. The grid phase 

angle ( t" % ) is mostly used for synchronization. 

Moreover, the detection of the grid phase angle can also 

be used for anti-islanding detection algorithms [88]. 

The frequency of the grid voltage ( " ) is used for 

over/under frequency detection algorithms but also to 

provide information to the control system (such as 

resonant controllers or filters which need to adjust the 

resonance frequency). The amplitude of the grid voltage 

(  V ) is required for over/under voltage and to provide 

information to the control system (such as power feed 

forward loop). Additional information such as harmonic 

content of the grid voltage can be required for some 

algorithms (e.g. harmonics monitoring for the passive 

anti-islanding methods [88] or active power filters 

applications. 

a)  Grid voltage monitoring techniques – Overview 

Different algorithms are used in order to monitor the 

grid voltage. In the technical literature numerous 

methods using different techniques are presented. These 

methods can be organized in three main categories:  

( methods based on Zero-Crossing Detection (ZCD),  

( methods based on Phase-Locked Loop (PLL) 

( methods based on arctangent function ( 1tan) ). 

A simple method of obtaining the phase and 

frequency information is to detect the zero-crossing 

point of the grid voltage [89]-[91]. This method has two 

major drawbacks as described in the following. 

Since the zero crossing point can be detected only at 

every half cycle of the utility frequency, the phase 

tracking action is impossible between the detecting 

points and thus the fast dynamic performance can not 

be obtained [92]. Some work has been done in order to 

alleviate this problem using multiple level crossing 

detection as presented in [93]. 

Significant line voltage distortion due to notches 

caused by power device switching and/or low frequency 

harmonic content can easily corrupt the output of a 

conventional zero-crossing detector [94]. Therefore, the 

zero-crossing detection of the grid voltage needs to 

obtain its fundamental component at the line frequency. 

This task is usually made by a digital filter. In order to 

avoid the delay introduced by this filter numerous 

techniques are used in the technical literature. Methods 

based on advanced filtering techniques are presented in 
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[94]-[98]. Other methods use Neural Networks for 

detection of the true zero-crossing of the grid voltage 

waveform [99]-[101]. An improved accuracy in the 

integrity of the zero-crossing can also be obtained by 

reconstructing a voltage representing the grid voltage 

[102]-[105]. 

However, starting from its simplicity, when the two 

major drawbacks are alleviated by using advanced 

techniques, the zero-crossing method proves to be 

rather complex and unsuitable for applications which 

require accurate and fast tracking of the grid voltage. 

The arctangent function technique is another solution 

for detecting the phase angle and frequency of the grid 

voltage. An orthogonal voltage system is required in 

order to implement this technique. This method is used 

in adjustable speed drives applications in order to 

transform the feedback signals to a reference frame 

suitable for control purposes [19]. However, this 

method has the drawback that requires additional 

filtering in order to obtain an accurate detection of the 

phase angle and frequency in the case of a distorted grid 

voltage. Therefore, this technique is not suitable for 

grid-connected converter applications. 

Recently, there has been an increasing interest in 

PLL techniques for grid-connected converter systems 

[106]. Usually, the PLL technique is mainly applied in 

communication technologies. Though, it has been 

proven that its application in the grid-connected 

converter systems was a success [91], [92], [106]-[126]. 

Used for such systems, the PLL is a grid voltage phase 

detection algorithm. The main task of the PLL 

algorithm is to provide a unitary power factor operation 

of a grid-connected converter system. This task 

involves synchronization of the converter output current 

with the grid voltage, and to provide a clean sinusoidal 

current reference to the current controller. Moreover, 

using the PLL, the grid voltage parameters such as 

amplitude and frequency, can be easily monitored. 

Like in the case of the arctangent function technique, 

an orthogonal voltage system is required for the PLL 

algorithm. In a three-phase system, the grid voltage 

information can easily be obtained through the Clarke 

Transformation. However, for a single-phase system, 

the grid voltage is much more difficult to acquire [91]. 

Therefore, more attention should be paid for the 

generation of the orthogonal voltage system. 

The general structures of a single-phase and three-

phase PLL including the grid voltage monitoring are 

presented in Fig. 43a and Fig. 43b respectively. 

Usually, the main difference among different single-

phase PLL methods is the orthogonal voltage system 

generation structure. 
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Fig. 43. General structure of a: a) single-phase PLL and b) 

three-phase PLL. 

Next paragraph discusses about techniques used for 

generating the orthogonal voltage systems. The 

structure responsible for generating the orthogonal 

voltage system is called orthogonal signal generator. 

b) Orthogonal signal generators 

In the technical literature, some techniques for 

generating the orthogonal voltage components from a 

single-phase input signal are described, some of which 

are compared in [106] and [127]. An easy technique of 

generating the orthogonal voltage system in a single-

phase system incorporates a transport delay function, 

which is responsible for introducing a phase shift of 90 

degrees with respect to the fundamental frequency of 

the input signal [115]. A related method, but more 

complex of creating a phase shift of 90 degrees, uses 

the Hilbert Transformation [106] and [110]. Other 

methods of generating the orthogonal voltage system 

are based on inverse Park Transformation [106], [115], 

[122] and [126], using resonant structures such as 

Second Order Generalized Integrator (SOGI) [117] or 

Kalman estimator-based filter [112]. 

2)  Grid impedance estimation 

In order to comply with certain stringent standard 

requirements for islanding detection such as the 

German standard VDE 0126-1-1 [128] for grid-

connected PV systems, it is important to estimate the 

impedance of the distribution line (grid). The standard 

requirement is to isolate the supply within 5 s after an 

impedance change of 1 ohm. Therefore, the PV 

inverters should make use of an online estimation 

technique in order to meet these regulation 

requirements. Moreover, the estimation of the grid 

impedance can also be used in order to increase the 

stability of the current controller by adjusting its 

parameters online (see Fig. 46). If the variation is 

mainly resistive then the damping of the line filter is 

significant and makes the PV inverter control more 

stable. As it can be noticed from Fig. 45, if the variation 

is mainly inductive, then the bandwidth of the controller 

decreases [129]. Also, in this case, due to the additional 

inductance of the grid, the tuning order of the line filter 

becomes lower and the filter will not fulfill the initial 

design purpose. In order to alleviate this problem, the 

gain scheduling method can be used for adjusting 

online the current controller parameters, as presented in 

Fig. 46. Therefore, besides the standard requirements 

the knowledge about the grid impedance value is an 

added feature for the PV inverter [130]. 
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Fig. 44. Adaptive control of the grid-connected inverter [138]. 
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Fig. 45. Bode plot of plant for different values of the grid 

inductance L in case of using an LCL filter. 

 
Fig. 46.Gain scheduling method [138]. 

According to [130] different techniques, as presented 

in [131]-[136] can be used for line impedance 

measurements. It is noticeable that, usually, these 

methods use special hardware devices. Once the inputs 

are acquired by voltage and current measurement, the 

processing part follows, typically involving large 

mathematical calculations in order to obtain the 

impedance value. 

The state of the art divides the measuring solutions 

into two major categories: the passive and the active 

methods. 

The passive method uses the non characteristic 

signals (line voltages and currents) that are already 

present in the system. This method depends on the 

existing background distortion of the voltage [137] and, 

in numerous cases, the distortion has neither the 

amplitude nor the repetition rate to be properly 

measured. This will not be interesting for implementing 

it in a PV inverter. 

Active methods make use of deliberately 

“disturbing” the power supply network followed by 

acquisition and signal processing [131], [132], [133] 

and [135]. The way of “disturbing” the network can 

vary, therefore, active methods are also divided into 

two major categories: transient methods and steady-

state methods. 

Other two new active methods for estimating the grid 

impedance are presented in [138] and [139]. The 

method presented in [138] is based on producing a 

small perturbation on the output of the power converter 

that is in the form of periodical variations of active and 

reactive power (PQ variations). The control diagram for 

the implementation of this technique is shown in Fig. 

47. 
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Fig. 47. Control diagram of the PQ control technique [138]. 

The main idea is to make the power converter 

working in two operation points (see Fig. 48) in order to 

solve the equation of the equivalent grid impedance. 
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  a)         b) 

Fig. 48. a) Principle for the variation of active (P) and reactive 

(Q) power; b) Power converter working in two operation 

points [138]. 

During the perturbation, measurements of voltage 

and current are performed and signal processing 

algorithms are used in order to estimate the value of the 

grid impedance. 

The method proposed in [139] is based on producing 

a perturbation on the output of the power converter that 

is in the form of periodical injection of one or two 

voltage harmonic signals (see Fig. 49). The single 

harmonic injection uses a 600 Hz signal and the double 

harmonic injection uses a 400 Hz and 600 Hz signals, 

respectively. During the perturbation, the current 

response(s) at the same frequency as the injected 

signal(s) is/are measured. The value of the grid 

impedance is estimated using two different signal 

processing algorithms. The DFT technique is used for 

the single harmonic injection and the statistic technique 

is used for the double harmonic injection (see Fig. 50). 
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a)         b) 

Fig. 49. Harmonic injection methods [139]: a) single harmonic 

injection; b) double harmonic injection. 
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a)          b) 

Fig. 50. Grid impedance estimation algorithms [139]: a) single 

harmonic injection; b) double harmonic injection. 

3) Islanding detection 

A grid-connected PV system shall cease to energize 

the utility line from a de-energized distribution line 

irrespective of connected loads or other generators 
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within specified time limits. This is to prevent back-

feeding to the line, also called islanding, which could 

create hazardous situation for utility maintenance 

personnel and the general public. Although the 

probability of islanding occurrence is extremely low 

[158], standards dealing with the interconnection of 

inverter based photovoltaic system with the grid require 

that an effective anti-islanding method is incorporated 

into the operation of the inverter [87], [140], [141]. 

The German standard VDE 0126-1-1 [128] for grid-

connected PV systems requires isolating the supply 

within 5 s after an impedance change of 1 ohm. The test 

setup proposed by this standard is shown in Fig. 51. 
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Fig. 51. Test setup for the German standard VDE 0126-1-1 

[128]. 

According to IEEE 929-2000 standard, a PV inverter 

shall cease to energize the utility line in ten cycles or 

less when subjected to a typical islanded load in which 

either of the following is true: 

• There is at least a 50% mismatch in real power load 

to inverter output (that is, real power load is <50% or 

>150% of inverter power output). 

• The islanded-load power factor is <0.95 (lead or 

lag). 

If the real-power-generation-to-load match is within 

50% and the islanded-load power factor is >0.95, then a 

PV inverter will cease to energize the utility line within 

2 seconds whenever the connected line has a quality 

factor of 2.5 or less. 

The test setup for the IEEE 929-2000 is depicted in 

Fig. 52. 
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Fig. 52. Islanding operation test setup for IEEE 929-2000 

standard [87]. 

There are numerous islanding detection methods for 

grid-connected PV systems reported in the technical 

literature [142]-[157] and their development has been 

summarized in a number of recent technical papers 

[147] and reports [142], [143]. They can be classified 

into two broad categories, namely, passive and active 

which can be inverter built or utility supported. The 

passive methods are based on the detection of the 

following: 

• Over-voltage/under-voltage protection (OVP/UVP) 

[142], [144]. 

• Over-frequency/under-frequency protection (OFP 

/UFP) [142], [144]. 

• Voltage phase jump [142], [144], [147]. 

• Voltage harmonic monitoring [144], [147]. 

• Current harmonic monitoring. 

However, passive methods have a number of 

weaknesses and inability to detect islanding. The use of 

non-detection zones (NDZs) is used as a measure of 

performance for both these techniques as well as the 

active ones in a number of papers [152], [154]. An 

evaluation of different but most widely-used passive 

anti-islanding methods is offered for passive methods in 

[136] and an excellent overview report for both passive 

and active methods is available in [142].  

Active methods have been developed in order to 

overcome the limitations of the passive methods. In 

simple terms, active methods introduce perturbations in 

the inverter output power for a number of parameters as 

follows: 

• Output power variation either real or reactive 

[144], [155]. 

• Active frequency drift or frequency shift up/down 

[142], [147]-[151]. 

• Sliding mode or slip-mode frequency shift [142], 

[147], [151]. 

• Sandia frequency shift or accelerated frequency 

drift or active frequency drift with positive feedback 

[147], [150]. 

• Impedance estimation [138], [139]. 

• Detection of impedance at a specific frequency or 

monitoring of harmonic distortion [142], [157]. 

• Sandia voltage shift [142]. 

• Frequency jump [142]. 

In a recent paper, it has been shown that although the 

effectiveness of passive methods can be established by 

non-detection zones [146] as represented by the power 

mismatch space ( P vs.  Q), in active frequency 

drifting methods their performance can be evaluated by 

using load parameter space based on the values of the 

quality factor and resonant frequency of the local load 

[154]. 

Although most of the papers have been concentrated 

on PV inverters, islanding detection is also needed for 

all other inverter based systems using different sources 

such as fuel cells [140], [155]. The algorithm proposed 

in [155] is an active method and continuously perturbs 

the reactive power supplied by the inverter by as much 

as ±5% while monitoring the utility voltage and 

frequency simultaneously. When islanding occurs, the 

deviation of the frequency taking place results in a real 

power reduced to 80%. A drop in voltage positively 

confirms islanding which in turn results in the inverter 

being successfully disconnected. 

Many papers have concentrated on single-phase 

inverters and others also address three-phase 

technology [143], using DQ implementation [156]. 

Recently, the power mismatch for the 3rd and 5th 

harmonics and the implementation of an active anti-

islanding method using resonant controllers was 

reported in [157]. 

Although numerous techniques exist and their 

implementation varies as it has been discussed so far, it 

is important to note that a recommendation for robust 

software based algorithms would simplify matters for 

the easier adoption of the most robust and simplest 

technique of all, and this should be kept as a guide for 

the further development of the anti-islanding 

technology [158]. 
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V.  STATUS AND TRENDS 

A.  Wind power 

The wind turbine market was dominated in the last 

years by ten major companies [6], [48] and [50]. At the 

end of 2005 the wind turbine market share by 

manufacturer was as shown in Fig. 53. 

The Danish company VESTAS Wind Systems A/S 

was still on the top position among the largest 

manufacturers of wind turbines in the world, followed 

by GE Wind, as the second largest in the world. 

German manufacturers ENERCON, Gamesa and 

Suzlon are in third, fourth and fifth positions, 

respectively. Notice that, the first four largest suppliers 

(Vestas, Gamesa, Enercon, GE Wind) had much larger 

markets with the first leading positions, compared to the 

others. 

 
Fig. 53. Wind turbine market share by manufacturer (end of 

2005). 

Nowadays, the most attractive concept seemed to be 

the variable speed wind turbine with pitch control. Out 

of the Top Five-suppliers, only Siemens Wind Power 

(ex Bonus) used the ‘traditional’ active stall fixed speed 

concept, while the other manufacturers had at least one 

of their two largest wind turbines with the variable 

speed concept. 

However, recently Siemens Wind Power has released 

the multi-megawatt class variable speed full-scale 

power converter wind turbine based on the squirrel-

cage induction generator. The most used generator type 

was the induction generator (WRIG and SCIG). Only 

ENERCON and GE wind used the synchronous 

generator (WRSG). Only one manufacturer, 

ENERCON, offered a gearless variable speed wind 

turbine. All wind turbines manufacturers used a step-up 

transformer for connection of the generator to the grid. 

A trend towards the configuration using a doubly-fed 

induction generator concept (Type C) with variable 

speed and variable pitch control, can be identified. In 

order to illustrate this trend, a dedicated investigation of 

the market penetration for the different wind turbine 

concepts is presented in [6]. The analysis cover 

approximately 75% of the accumulated world power 

installed at the end of 2004 as shown in Fig. 54. 

Full-scale power converter based wind turbines have 

a relative constant market share over the years, while 

the interest for the variable-rotor resistance wind 

turbines (Type B) have fall down in the considered 

period. 

 
Fig. 54. Wind World share of yearly installed power for the 

considered wind turbine concepts (see Fig. 7 to Fig. 10). 

B.  Solar power 

PV solar electricity is also a booming industry; since 

1980, when terrestrial applications began, annual 

installation of photovoltaic power has increased to 

above 750 MWp, the cumulative installed PV power in 

2004 reaching approximately 2.6 GWp [159] and [160]. 

 
Fig. 55. Cumulative installed capacity from 1992 to 2004 in 

the IEA-PVPS reporting countries (source: IEA-PVPS, 

http://www.iea-pvps.org). 

The annual rate of growth has varied between 20% in 

1994 to over 40% in 2000, but the growth between 

2002 and 2003 of 36% has been similar to the latest 

three years. As in the previous years the vast majority 

of new capacity was installed in Japan, Germany, and 

USA, with these three countries accounting for about 

88% of the total installed in the year [160]. 

Historically the main market segments for PV were 

the remote industrial and developing country 

applications where PV power over long term is often 

more cost-effective than alternative power options such 

as diesel generator or mains grid extension. According 

to the IEA-PVPS, since 1997, the proportion of new 

grid-connected PV installed in the reporting countries 

rose from 42% to more than 93% in 2004 [160] (see 

Fig. 55). 

According to [161], the prices for PV modules are 

around €5.7/Wp in Europe, with the lowest prices of: 

€3.10/Wp for monocrystalline modules, €3.02/Wp for 

polycrystalline modules and €2.96/Wp for thin film 

modules. 

The prices for PV modules in the recent years are 

shown in Fig. 56. 

In addition to the PV module cost, the cost and 

reliability of PV inverters are basic issues if market 

competitive PV supply systems are the aim. The 

inverter cost share represents about 10-15% of the total 

investment cost of a grid connected system. 
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Fig. 56. Development and prognoses of specific cost and 

production quantity for the PV inverter of nominal powers 

between 1 and 10 kW during two decades (¦ indicates specific 

prices of products on the market [162]. 

The development of PV inverter specific cost 

(€/WAC) in small to medium power range (1-10 kW) is 
illustrated in Fig. 56. It can be seen that the inverter cost 
of this power class has decreased by more than 50% 
during the last decade. The main reasons for this 
reduction are the increase of the production quantities 
and the implementation of new system technologies 
(e.g. string-inverters). A further 50 % reduction of the 
specific cost is anticipated during the coming decade. 
The corresponding specific cost is expected to achieve 
about 0.3 €/WAC by the year 2010, which requires the 
implementation of specific measures for the 
development and the manufacturing processes [162]. 

VI.  CONCLUSION 

The paper discusses the applications of power 
electronic for both wind turbine and photovoltaic 
technologies. The development of modern power 
electronics has been briefly reviewed. The applications 
of power electronics in various kinds of wind turbine 
generation systems and offshore wind farms are also 
illustrated, showing that the wind turbine 
behavior/performance is significantly improved by 
using power electronics. They are able to act as a 
contributor to the frequency and voltage control by 
means of active and reactive power control. 

Furthermore, PV systems are discussed including 
technology, inverters and their control methods. 

Finally, a status of the wind turbine and PV market is 
given and some future trends are highlighted. Both 
wind and PV will be important power sources for the 
future energy system. 
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Abstract 

 

This work intends to present a laboratory work material for teaching Maximum Power Point Tracking (MPPT) 

for graduate students. For good understanding of the MPPT methods, it is important to be aware of the PV arrays’ 

characteristics in various conditions. Thereby a detailed model of the PV array has been developed, using Matlab. The 

model allows characterizing the PV array in different temperature, irradiance and shading conditions, using Graphical 

User Interface (GUI). The outputs of the model are the I(V) and P(V) characteristics, as well as the voltage, current, 

and power at the Maximum Power Point of the PV array. The current and voltage vectors are automatically loaded into 

a look-up table in a Simulink model. Two of the most popular MPPT algorithms, the Perturb & Observe (P&O) and the 

Incremental Conductance (INC) have been considered: first simulated in Simulink and than experimentally tested on a 

DSP platform. For experimental validation, a hardware setup with a grid connected inverter and a TMS320 F2812 

eZdsp board was used. 

Keywords: Teaching, Photovoltaic, Maximum Power Point Tracking, Graphical User Interface 

1. MODELING THE PV ARRAY 

The basic (and most commonly used) 

expression of the solar panel output voltage in function 

of the load current is described by the following 

equation:[1]  
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ISC – Current at shortcircuit 

ISC, 1000 – given in datasheet 

G – irradiation 

VOC – Open loop voltage 

KB = 1.3806 10-23 [J/K] B

q = 1.6 10-19 [C] 

T –temperature [K] 

n – diode non-ideality factor 

ns – number of cells in series 

Io – dark current 

1.1. The Graphical User Interface (GUI) 

Based on the above equations, the PV model has 

been implemented using Matlab. The GUI, represented in 

Figure 1, allows the student to plot the I(V) and P(V) 

characteristics of a PV. The user has access to choose the 

type of the PV panels (BP-MSX120 or KC125G), the 

irradiation intensity (in % of the Standard Test 

Conditions, STC), the cell temperature, as well as the 

number of panels in series, which form the string and the 

number of strings in parallel. These options offer a very 

high flexibility and a wide range of different PV plant 

configurations with different voltage and current levels 

can be simulated. 

Furthermore, the effects of the partial shading can be 

visualized by choosing the shading degree and the 

shaded area. Modeling the partial shading effects has 

been made based on the assumption that every cell has its 

own bypass diode. 



 

 

Figure 1 The Graphical User Interface for the PV model 

 

2. SIMULATION OF THE MAXIMUM POWER 

POINT TRACKING METHODS 

2.1 The Perturb & Observe (P&O) method 

The most commonly used MPPT algorithm is the 

(P&O), due to its ease of implementation in its basic 

form. However, it has some limitations, like oscillations 

around the MPP in steady state operation, slow response 

speed, and even tracking in wrong way under rapidly 

changing atmospheric conditions. [2][3][4][5]

 

Figure 2 The Simulink implementation of the P&O algorithm 

 

 

Figure 3 Flowchart of the P&O method 

2.2 The Incremental Conductance (INC) method 

The INC uses the PV array's incremental 

conductance di/dv to compute the sign of dp/dv.[1]. It 

does this using an expression derived from the condition 

that, at the MPP, dp/dv = 0. Beginning with this 

condition, it is possible to show that, at the MPP di/dv = 

-i/v [2]. Thus, INC can determine that the MPPT has 

reached the MPP and stop perturbing the operating point 
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Figure 4 Flowchart of the INC method 

 

Figure 5 The Simulink implementation of the INC algorithm  

 

The control diagram of the system for simulating the 

two MPPT algorithms is presented in Figure 6: 
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Figure 6 Block diagram of the simulation model  

 

2.3 Laboratory tasks 

The students have several tasks to complete in order 

to understand the effects of the MPPT sampling rate and 

voltage increment size, as well as the differences 

between the two MPPT algorithms. 

a. Effect of the MPPT sampling rate and voltage 

increment

) Start the PV simulator. In the GUI, select the BP-

MSX120 panels (16 panels in series), 50% 

irradiation of Standard Test Conditions (STC), and 

25ºC temperature, without partial shading. 

(Irradiance at STC, G= 1000W/m2) 

) Experiment with a sampling frequency of 10Hz 

and 1Hz during an irradiance change from 30% to 

100% (of STC). Measure the settling time of the 

PV power for both the P&O and INC. 

) Tune the voltage increment to 1V and 5V at a 

sampling rate of 10Hz and observe its effects on 

the settling time of the PV power and oscillations 

around the MPP for both methods. 

b. Efficiency of the P&O and INC algorithms 

) Simulate both MPPT methods for irradiations of 

G= 10, 20,…120% of the STC and determine their 

efficiency for every value of G, by comparing the 

power at the DC side with the theoretical 

maximum power at the actual irradiation, shown in 

the GUI. 

) Fill out Table 1 

) Calculate the overall efficiency of both methods 

using the European efficiency formula: 

 

5% 10% 20%

30% 50% 100%

0.03 0.06 0.13

0.1 0.48 0.2

EU* * * *

* * *

! + " + " +

" + " + " +

"

 (2) 

 

G[%] G[W/m2] PMPP[W] PPV[W] 

P&O 

PPV[W] 

INC 

 [%] 

P&O

 [%] 

INC 

5 50      

10 100      

20 200      

30 300      

50 500      

100 1000      

PMPP – maximum power calculated from model 

PPV – maximum power drawn by the MPPT 

Table 1 Comparison of the P&O and INC methods for 

different irradiations 



 

3. EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION 

The hardware setup used to validate the simulation results is shown below: 

 

 

Figure 7 Block diagram and scheme of the hardware setup 

 

For experimental testing, the control diagram 

from Figure 6, containing both the P&O and INC 

methods has been implemented in Simulink. The Real 

Time Workshop and Simulink together with Embedded 

Target for TI C2000 compile the model generating a 

real-time C code, which is automatically forwarded to 

the Code Composer Studio (CCS), a programming, 

debugging and monitoring environment for Texas 

Instruments DSPs. The DSP code is generated in CCS 

and is downloaded to the F2812 DSP. The CCS 

interface, which allows the students to tune online the 

control parameters, as well as to visualize the important 

variables, is shown in Figure 8: 

The PV array is emulated by programmable DC 

sources, controlled from Simulink, through a 

Measurement Computing DAS 1002 interface card. The 

DC sources are controlled according to (1). 

3.1. Laboratory tasks 

 In order to compare the simulations with the 

experimental results, the same tasks are repeated as 

described in Section 2.3 

 In addition, after filling out Table 1, the 

experimental measurements should be compared to 

the simulation results. 

 

 

 

Figure 8: The CCS interface, showing the measured P(V) 

characteristics, as well as the control and monitoring variables 

 

Conclusions 

In the present paper a complete laboratory 

work package has been presented for testing the most 

popular MPPT algorithms, using a PV model with 

Graphical User Interface. The GUI allows the students 

to observe the characteristics of the PV panel in various 

conditions. Together with the PV model a complete 

Simulink control diagram for single phase PV inverter is 

provided, where both the P&O and INC MPPT methods 

are implemented. The parameters as MPPT sampling 

time and voltage increment size can be chosen using 

simulation results, and can be validated experimentally 



using a Green Power Inverter setup with a TI C2000 

DSP and Code Composer Studio. 

The presented laboratory exercises have been used with 

success during a PhD course in the area of power 

electronics for renewable energy sources. 
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Abstract— This work presents the construction of a model
for a PV panel using the single-diode five-parameters model,
based exclusively on data-sheet parameters. The model takes
into account the series and parallel (shunt) resistance of the
panel. The equivalent circuit and the basic equations of the
PV cell/panel in Standard Test Conditions (STC)1 are shown,
as well as the parameters extraction from the data-sheet values.
The temperature dependence of the cell dark saturation current
is expressed with an alternative formula, which gives better
correlation with the datasheet values of the power temperature
dependence . Based on these equations, a PV panel model, which
is able to predict the panel behavior in different temperature and
irradiance conditions, is built and tested.

I. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays the worldwide installed Photovoltaic power ca-

pacity shows a nearly exponential increase, despite of their

still relatively high cost. [1] This, along with the research

for lower cost and higher efficiency devices, motivates the

research also in the control of PV inverters, to achieve higher

efficiency and reliability. The possibility of predicting a pho-

tovoltaic plant’s behavior in various irradiance, temperature

and load conditions, is very important for sizing the PV plant

and converter, as well as for the design of the Maximum

Power Point Tracking (MPPT) and control strategy. There are

numerous methods presented in the literature, for extracting

the panel parameters. The majority of the methods are based

on measurements of the I-V curve or other characteristic

of the panel [2] [3] [4]. In this paper a photovoltaic panel

model, based only on values provided by the manufacturer’s

data sheet, suitable for on-line temperature and irradiance

estimations and model-based MPPT, is presented.

The equivalent circuit of the single-diode model for PV cells

is shown below:

The general current-voltage characteristic of a PV panel

based on the single exponential model is:

i = Iph − Io

(

e
v+iRs
ns Vt − 1

)

−
v + iRs

Rsh

(1)

In the above equation, Vt is the junction thermal voltage:

Vt =
AkTstc

q
(2)

1The testing conditions to measure photovoltaic cells or modules nominal
output power. Irradiance level is 1000W/m

2, with the reference air mass 1.5
solar spectral irradiance distribution and cell or module junction temperature
of 25oC.

v

i

iD

Iph

iRsh

RSH

RS

D

Fig. 1. Equivalent circuit of a photovoltaic cell using the single exponential
model

where:

• Iph - the photo-generated current in STC

• Io - dark saturation current in STC

• Rs - panel series resistance

• Rsh - panel parallel (shunt)resistance

• A - diode quality (ideality) factor

are the five parameters of the model, while k is Boltzmann’s

constant, q is the charge of the electron, ns is the number

of cells in the panel connected in series, and Tstc(oK) is the

temperature at STC. It is a common practice to neglect the

term ’−1’ in (1), as in silicon devices, the dark saturation

current is very small compared to the exponential term.

II. DETERMINATION OF THE PANEL MODEL PARAMETERS

FROM DATASHEET VALUES

In order to construct a model of the PV panel, which

exhibits the specifications described in the datasheet, using the

above-mentioned single-diode model, there are five parameters

to be determined: Iph, Io, A, Rs, and Rsh. The goal is to find

all these parameters without any measurement, using only the

data from the product data-sheet.

A. Starting equations

Equation (1) can be written for the three key-points of the

V-I characteristic: the short-circuit point, the maximum power

point, and the open-circuit point.

Isc = Iph − Io e
Isc Rs
ns Vt −

Isc Rs

Rsh

(3)

Impp = Iph − Io e
Vmpp+Impp Rs

ns Vt −
Vmpp + Impp Rs

Rsh

(4)

Ioc = 0 = Iph − Io e
Voc
ns Vt −

Voc

Rsh

(5)
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where:

• Isc -short-circuit current in STC

• Voc -open-circuit voltage in STC

• Vmpp -voltage at the Maximum Power Point (MPP) in

STC

• Impp -current at the MPP in STC

• Pmpp -power at the MPP in STC

• ki -temperature coefficient of the short-circuit current

• kv -temperature coefficient of the open-circuit voltage

The above parameters are normally provided by the data-

sheet of the panel. An additional equation can be derived using

the fact that on the P-V characteristic of the panel, at the MPP,

the derivative of power with voltage is zero.

dP

dV




















V=Vmpp

I=Impp

= 0 (6)

So far there are four equations available, but there are five

parameters to find, therefore a fifth equation has to be found.

For this purpose can be used the derivative of the current

with the voltage at short-circuit conditions, which is mainly

determined by the shunt resistance Rsh [2].

dI

dV





















I=Isc

= −
1

Rsh

(7)

B. Parameter extraction

From the expression of the current at short-circuit and open-

circuit conditions, the photo-generated current Iph and the dark

saturation current Io can be expressed:

Iph = Io e
Voc
ns Vt +

Voc

Rsh

(8)

By inserting Eq.(8) into Eq.(3), it takes the form:

Isc = Io

(

e
Voc
ns Vt − e

Isc Rs
ns Vt

)

+
Voc − Isc Rs

Rsh

(9)

The second term in the parenthesis from the above equation

can be omitted, as it has insignificant size compared to the first

term. Than (9) becomes:

Isc = Io e
Voc
ns Vt +

Voc − Isc Rs

Rsh

(10)

Solving the above equation for Io, results in:

Io =

(

Isc −
Voc − Isc Rs

Rsh

)

e−
Voc
ns Vt (11)

Eq.(8) and (11) can be inserted into Eq.(4), which will take

the form:

Impp = Isc −
Vmpp + Impp Rs − Isc Rs

Rsh

−

(

Isc −
Voc − Isc Rs

Rsh

)

e
Vmpp+Impp Rs−Voc

ns Vt

(12)

The above expression still contains three unknown parame-

ters: Rs, Rsh, and A. The derivative of the power with voltage

at MPP can be written as:

dP

dV




















V=Vmpp

I=Impp

=
d (IV )

dV
= I +

dI

dV
V (13)

Thereby, to obtain the derivative of the power at MPP, the

derivative of Eq.(12) with voltage should be found. However,

(12) is a transcendent equation, and it needs numerical meth-

ods to express Impp. Eq.(12) can be written in the following

form:

I = f (I , V ) (14)

where f(I, V ) is the right side of (12). By differentiating (14):

dI = dI
∂f (I , V )

∂I
+ dV

∂f (I , V )

∂V
(15)

the derivative of the current with voltage results in:

dI

dV
=

∂
∂V

f (I , V )

1− ∂
∂I

f (I , V )
(16)

From (16) and (13) results:

dP

dV
= Impp +

Vmpp ∂
∂V

f (I , V )

1− ∂
∂I

f (I , V )
(17)

From the above:

dP

dV





















I=Impp

= Impp

+ Vmpp

−
(Isc Rsh−Voc+Isc Rs)e

Vmpp+Impp Rs−Voc
ns Vt

ns Vt Rsh
−

1
Rsh

1 + (Isc Rsh−Voc+Isc Rs)e
Vmpp+Impp Rs−Voc

ns Vt

ns Vt Rsh
+ Rs

Rsh

(18)

There are two equations now, Eq.(12) and (18), with three

unknowns. Eq.(7) can be the used as the third equation.

Equations (7), (17) and (18) lead to:

−
1

Rsh





















I=Isc

=
−

(Isc Rsh−Voc+Isc Rs)e
Isc Rs−Voc

ns Vt

ns Vt Rsh
−

1
Rsh

1 + (Isc Rsh−Voc+Isc Rs)e
Isc Rs−Voc

ns Vt

ns Vt Rsh
+ Rs

Rsh

(19)

It is possible now to determine all the three unknown param-

eters, the Rs, A, and Rsh using Eq.(12), (18) and (19). As

these equations does not allow to separate the unknowns and

solve them analytically, they are solved using numerical meth-

ods.The flowchart for determining these variables is shown on

Fig. 2

III. CONSTRUCTION OF THE PV FULL CHARACTERISTIC

MODEL

This section describes the construction of a PV panel model,

following the logic of the implementation in Matlab.
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Start

Initialize Rs, Rsh, 
and Vt

Vt  = f(Rs, Rsh) from 

expression of Impp

Rsh = f(Rs, Vt) from 
expression of dP/dV

Final values for 
Rs, Rsh, and Vt

End

dP/dV@MPP = 0 ?

YES

NO

New
Rsh

Newton-Raphson or 
Bisection method

dI/dV@Isc = -1/Rsh ?

New

Rs

NO

YES

Fig. 2. Flowchart for determination of the PV panel parameters

A. Input parameters

The list of input parameters contains the values from the

panel data sheet, as well as the values calculated using data

sheet values. Considering the concrete case of the BP-MSX120

panels produced by British Petrol, (installed on the roof of the

Green Power Laboratory at Aalborg University) the input data

to the model are:
Isc = 3.87 (A) kp = −0.5± 0.05
Impp = 3.56 (A) ns = 72;
Vmpp = 33.7 (V ) Rs = 0.47 (Ω)
Pmpp = 120 (W ) Rsh = 1365 (Ω)
kv = −0.160± 0.01 A = 1.397

All the above parameters are considered in Standard Test

Conditions (STC), and they are given in the product data-

sheet, except the last three, Rs, Rsh and A, which have been

calculated from the data-sheet values, as shown in the previous

section.

B. Expression of photo-current Iph and dark saturation cur-

rent Io

The first equations when constructing the model are the

expressions of Io from (3) and Iph from (5), in STC.

Io =

(

Isc −
Voc − Isc Rs

Rsh

)

e−
Voc
ns Vt (20)

Iph = Io e
Voc
ns Vt +

Voc

Rsh

(21)

The above expressions are considered in STC. To include

the effects of the environment, e.g. temperature and irradiance,

these equations has to be completed with the corresponding

terms.

C. The short-circuit current and photo-current irradiance

dependence

Both of them are considered to be directly proportional to

the irradiation.

Isc(G) = IscG

Iph(G) = IphG
(22)

D. The open-circuit voltage irradiance and temperature de-

pendence

In order to include the irradiance dependence in the equation

of Voc, the open-circuit voltage can be expressed from (5):

Voc(G) = ln

(

Iph(G)Rsh − Voc(G)

Io Rsh

)

ns Vt (23)

The above equation needs to be solved numerically. Using

the Newton-Raphson algorithm, the result can be found after

a few iterations, using the open-circuit voltage at STC. The

open-circuit voltage shows a linear dependence with the tem-

perature:

Voc(T ) = Voc + kv(T − Tstc) (24)

E. Short-circuit current temperature dependence

The short-circuit current of the PV panel depends linearly

on the temperature:

Isc(T ) = Isc(1 +
ki
100

(T − Tstc)) (25)

F. Temperature dependence for the dark saturation current

According to Castañer and Silvestre [5], the dark satura-

tion current does not depend on the irradiance conditions ,

but it shows a strong dependence with temperature. Similar

approach is adopted by Rauschenbach, in [6], where the dark

current is considered independent on irradiation. However, the

temperature dependence is not discussed there. Castañer and

Silvestre give a formula which shows a non-linear dependence

with temperature:

Jo = BTXTIe−
Eg
kT (26)

where Jo is the dark saturation current density, B and

XTI are constants independent on temperature, and Eg is the

semiconductors band gap energy. Xiao et al, in [7] consider

that the dark saturation current is dependent on both the

irradiance and temperature, and give the following formula

for Io:

Io(G,T ) =
Iph(G,T )

e
Voc(T )

Vt(T ) − 1
(27)

Gow and Manning, in [8], and after them, Walker in [9],

use a cubic dependence of Io on temperature:

Io(T ) = Io(T1)

(

T

T1

)
3

A

e
−qVg
nk

(1/T1−1/T2) (28)

where Io(T1) is the dark current calculated at a given

reference (standard) temperature. Vg is the band gap energy

of the semiconductor.
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G. The proposed method for Io(T )

This work proposes the inclusion of temperature effects in

the dark current using a similar approach as in the case of the

photo-current in (21) and (30), by updating the parameters of

(20) with their corresponding temperature coefficients:

Io(T ) =

(

Isc(T )−
Voc(T )− Isc(T )Rs

Rsh

)

e−
Voc(T)

ns Vt (29)

As the expression of Io in (20) is valid in STC (based on the

Shockley equations), it is a natural step to consider it valid also

at other temperatures than the STC, as the Shockley equation

includes the temperature effects. The temperature dependence

of all the parameters in (20) is given in the data sheet.

H. Temperature dependence of the photo-current

The photo-current temperature dependence can be expressed

by including in (21) the temperature effect:

Iph(T ) = Io(T ) e
Voc(T)

ns Vt +
Voc(T )

Rsh

(30)

I. Full-characteristic model

Until this point, temperature and irradiance dependence of

the parameters of (1) has been expressed. The parameters

in (22), (23), (24), (25), (29), (30) can be inserted in (1)

to obtain the I-V relationship of the PV panel, which takes

into account the the irradiance and temperature conditions.

It should be noted that in order to include in one equation

both the irradiation and temperature effects, the principle of

superposition is applied.

If one wants to take into account also the reverse characteris-

tics of the PV panel (the second quadrant), e.g. for modeling

the effects of partial shading, (1) can be completed with the

terms describing the reverse characteristic. In the literature

can be found different approaches for modeling the reverse

characteristic ( [10], [11], [12]), but the most used method is

the one described by Bishop in [10]:

i = Iph−Io e
v+i Rs
ns Vt −

(v + i Rs)

Rsh

(

1 + a

(

1−
v + i Rs

nsVbr

)

−m
)

(31)

In the above equation, m is the avalanche breakdown expo-

nent, a is the fraction of the ohmic current in the avalanche

breakdown, and Vbr is the cell junction breakdown voltage

[11], [10]. It should be noted that in practice the PV panels

have bypass diodes installed, in order to avoid avalanche

breakdown of the cells in case of partial shading. Typically

is not possible for a panel to enter to the second quadrant of

the characteristics, only for individual cells, or a group of cells

(ns = 1 and up to several).

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

The equations from the previous section has been imple-

mented in Matlab, in order to verify the model in different

temperature and irradiance conditions. The results have been

compared to the characteristics and values provided by the

product data-sheet.
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Fig. 3. V-P characteristic of the BP-MSX120 model in STC

The temperature dependencies of the model’s V-I curve have

been verified by plotting the characteristics for four different

temperatures.
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Fig. 4. Voltage-Current characteristics of the PV panel model at four different
temperatures and standard irradiation

It can be seen on the above figures, that the short-circuit

current, the open-circuit voltage, and the maximum power

are in very good agreement with the data-sheet values. The

change in the open-circuit voltage and short-circuit current

are in accordance with the temperature coefficients given in

the data-sheet.
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Fig. 5. V-I characteristics of the model at different irradiances and standard
cell temperature

From the above figures it can be noted that, according to

the theory, the short-circuit current shows a linear dependence

with the irradiation, unlike the open-circuit voltage, which
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Fig. 6. V-P characteristics of the model at different irradiations and standard
temperature

increases logarithmically with the irradiation.

The two-quadrant I-V characteristic of a cell can be plotted

by setting the parameters a, m, and Vbr to the desired values.

More details can be found in [10], [12] and [11].
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Fig. 7. Full characteristic of a PV cell using the single-diode model

Fig. 8 and 9 show that using the proposed method, the

P-V characteristic of the panel is kept within the tolerance

limits given in the product datasheet for both 50oC and 75oC
. The method described in [7] performs similar to the one

described here, exceeding with only a small amount the upper

tolerance limit at 50oC. The method presented in [8] predicts

a lower power than the tolerance limits of the datasheet, for

both considered temperatures.
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Fig. 8. Simulated P(V) characteristics in the vicinity of MPP using three
different methods for temperature dependence of the dark saturation current,
at 50oC
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Fig. 9. Simulated P(V) characteristics in the vicinity of MPP using three
different methods for temperature dependence of the dark saturation current
at 75oC

V. CONCLUSIONS

A model for photovoltaic panels, based exclusively on

datasheet parameters has been developed and implemented.

The method for extracting the panel parameters from datasheet

values has been presented, and the obtained values have been

used in the implemented model. The model exhibits a very

good agreement with all the specifications given in the product

datasheet. A new approach for modeling the temperature

dependence of the dark saturation current has been proposed,

and compared to the other presented methods. The results

show that it gives better correlation with the datasheet values.
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Abstract—This paper concerns the evaluation of perfor-
mance of grid-connected PV inverters in terms of conversion
efficiency, European efficiency, static and dynamic MPP
efficiency. Semi-automated tests were performed in the PV
laboratory of the Institute of Energy Technology at the Aal-
borg Univeersity (Danmark) on a commercial transformer-
less PV inverter. Thanks to the available experimental test
setups, that provide the required high measuring accurancy,
and the depeloped PV simulator, which is required for
MPPT performance evaluation, PV inverters can be pre-
tested before beeing tested by accreditated laboratories.

I. INTRODUCTION

The exponential trend of the worldwide installed PV

capacity experienced in the last years, shows that the PV

technology has the prospective to play an important rule

towards a sustainable energy system [1]. The estimation of

the pay back time and the profitability of grid-connected

photovoltaic (PV) systems requires information about

performance of PV modules and inverters. For this reason,

the attention is strongely paid on the efficiency.

This paper concerns the evaluation of the efficiency of

grid-connected PV inverters. They are normally compared

based on the so called European efficiency ηEURO which

is a weighted conversion efficiency that considers several

operating conditions [2]. Also the conversion efficiency

is a decisive sale factor for PV inverters and therefore it

strongly affects the price; the relation between conversion

efficiency and price is presented in reference [2] where

the analysis is based on a market survey of all PV inverter

available in Germany [3].

More attention has been paid on the Maximum Power

Point Tracker (MPPT) as the PV industry aims to reduce

the cost associated with PV inverters by increasing the

overall efficiency. The MPPT is the fundamental com-

ponent for the maximization of the output power of a

PV array [2] [4]. It attemps to set the system working

point to the optimum, independent of weather conditions

(i.e. solar irradiance and temperature). At the moment no

standardized test procedures for the MPPT performance

evaluation are available but several proposals exist [5] [6].

The effectiveness of the selected MPP tracking algo-

rithm affects the overall efficiency of a grid-connected PV

inverter. For this reason the so called total efficiency has

been introduced to account both the conversion efficiency

η and the MPPT efficiency ηMPPT ; it is defined as the

product ηtot = η · ηMPPT [7].

Both the conversion efficiency and the MPPT efficiency

depend on the actual power and the dc voltage [2]

[8]. In many cases only maximum values are shown to

constumers; only in few cases η and ηMPPT are evaluated

in the entire ac power range at different dc voltages

(usually three levels - minimum, rated and maximum dc

voltages) [7] [9].

The main goal of this paper is to show the facilities

developed at the PV laboratory of the Insititute of Energy

Technology (IET) at Aalborg University (Denmark) for

PV inverters performance evaluation. An example of test

results for a commercial grid-connected PV inverter is

given. Test results regard conversion efficiency, European

efficiency, static and dynamic MPPT efficiencies.

II. CONVERSION EFFICIENCY

For safety reasons, most grid-connecteed PV converters

have a galvanic isolation which comprises a transformer

that can either be placed in the dc-dc converter in the

form of a high frequency transformer, or on the ac

output side, in the form of a low frequency transformer

[10]. In any cases, the galvanic isolation increases the

cost and size of the whole system and decreases the

overall efficiency of the PV converter. A higher efficiency,

smaller size and weight and a lower price for the inverter

can be achieved if the isolation transformer is omitted.

However transformerless solutions present some safety

issues caused by the solar panel parasitic capacitance to

ground [10] [11].

The increased conversion efficiency of transformerless

PV inverters is within 1% − 2.5% with respect to PV

inverters with galvanic isolation [7].

A. Experimental test setup for conversion efficiency eval-

uation

A block diagram of the experimental test setup is

shown in Fig.1. The setup includes a controllable dc

power supply (Magna Power Electronics 1000V/45A) that

feeds the PV inverter. The inverter input power Pdc and

output power Pac are measured using the precision power

analyzer Yokogawa WT3000 which is characterized by a

power accuracy of ±0.02% of reading at full scale. Pdc

and Pac are acquired using LabVIEW with a sampling

period of 200ms; it calculates the sampled conversion

Authorized licensed use limited to: Aalborg Universitetsbibliotek. Downloaded on January 25, 2009 at 12:40 from IEEE Xplore.  Restrictions apply.
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of the experimental test setup for the evaluation
of the conversion efficiency. ηavg,30s - conversion efficiency averaged
over 30s time intervals; V ∗

dc
- reference dc voltage; I∗

grid
- amplitude

of the reference grid current.

efficiency η(k) as the ratio:

η(k) =
Pac(k)

Pdc(k)
(1)

LabVIEW finally averages η(k) over 30s time intervals.

Each measure is characterized by a specific dc voltage and

ac power; the dc voltage is varied by means of a Matlab

script that comunicates with the dc power supply through

a serial connection whereas the ac power is controlled by

varing the amplitude of the reference grid current with

the inverter operating in Power Supply (PS) mode.

III. EUROPEAN EFFICIENCY

The most used factor for comparing grid-connected PV

inverters is the so called European efficiency, which is a

weighted conversion efficiency. It is a useful comparative

tool for designers and consumers, as systems are installed

in a wide range of solar resource regimes. It aims to

approximate the integral of the conversion efficiency

versus time over the entire day. The European efficiency

is defined as follows [7] [12]:

ηEURO = 0.03 · η5% + 0.06 · η10% + 0.13 · η20% +

+ 0.10 · η30% + 0.48 · η50% + 0.20 · η100%

where ηi% is the conversion efficiency at i% of the

inverter ouput rated power.

IV. MPPT EFFICIENCY

In order to correctly characterize PV inverters perfor-

mance, the MPP tracking must be evaluated. In fact, apart

from the conversion efficiency, the MPPT efficiency also

produces a reduction of the inverter output power with

respect to the available power. In the last years, MPPT

performance has become a sale argument for manufac-

turers [6]. However there are no standards which define

how to evaluate MPPT performance but some proposals

are presented in the literature [5] [6].

To evaluate MPPT performance, a flexible PV array

simulator is required [6] [13] [14]. MPPT performance

evaluation is a problematic task; in fact for most com-

mercial PV inverters ηMPPT is above 99% in most of

the ac power-dc voltage range [8]. It yields that a very

high accurancy is a fundamental feature for the measuring

system and the PV simulator (i.e. high resolution is

required around the MPP on the I-V curve). Having the

suitable experimental test setup, measuring static MPPT

performance is rather straightforward. On the contrary,

the determination of dynamic MPPT performance is a

challenging task as operating conditions can be changed

in many ways [12] [13] [14].

The behaviour of the MPPT can be analyzed both in

static and dynamic conditions; the static MPPT efficiency

describes the ability of the MPPT to find and hold the

MPP under constant environmental conditions (i.e. solar

irradiance and cell-temperature) whereas the dynamic

MPPT efficiency describes the ability in tracking the

MPP in case of variable conditions [5] [6]. The MPPT

efficiency is calculated as follows:

ηMPPT (t) =
PPV (t)

PMPP (t)
· 100 (2)

where

• PPV (t) is the output power of the programmable dc

power supply included in the PV simulator;

• PMPP (t) is the power at the MPP.

In case of discrete time calculations, the above variables

are sampled, thus the MPPT efficency at each sample is

calculated as follows:

ηMPPT (k) =
PPV (k)

PMPP (k)
· 100 (3)

In static conditions, ηMPPT (t) is averaged over a

specfied period when the steady state is achieved and

no further variations of ηMPPT (t) occur; depending on

the operating conditions, the transient can take several

seconds.

In dynamic conditions, when the MPP changes due

to irradiance variations, the MPP tracking is usually

analyzed using staircase or trapezoidal irradiance profiles

[12] [15]. Knowing the values of PMPP (t) and PPV (t)
during the dynamic test, the equivalent efficiency can be

calculated as follows [15]:

ηMPPT = 100

∫ T0

0
PPV (τ)dτ

∫ T0

0
PMPP (τ)dτ

(4)

where T0 is the test period. In case of a discrete time

calculation with sampling time Ts, the MPPT efficency

at each sample is calculated as follows:

ηMPPT =

∑N

k=1 PPV (k)Ts
∑N

k=1 PMPP (k)Ts

=

∑N

k=1 PPV (k)
∑N

k=1 PMPP (k)
(5)

A. PV simulator

A flexible PV array simulator has been developed in

the PV laboratory of the Institute of Energy Technology

at Aalborg University (Denmark). It is based on the
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model of a PV panel which is composed by ns series

connected solar cells. Several methods for the PV module

characterization are presented in the literature, mainly

based on the measurement of the I-V curve. However, the

developed PV simulator is based on the model of the PV

panel from only the values provided by the manufacturer

data sheet [16].

1) PV panel model: The equivalent circuit of the

single-diode model for PV cells is shown in Fig.2 [16].
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Fig. 2. Equivalent circuit of a photovoltaic cell based on the single-
diode model.

The general current-voltage characteristic of a PV panel

based on the single exponential model is [16]:

i = Iph − Io

(

e
v+iRs
ns Vt − 1

)

−
v + iRs

Rsh

(6)

In the above equation, Vt is the junction thermal voltage:

Vt =
AkTstc

q
(7)

where:

• Iph - the photo-generated current in Standard Test

Conditions1 (STC)

• Io - dark saturation current in STC

• Rs - panel series resistance

• Rsh - panel parallel (shunt) resistance

• A - diode quality (ideality) factor

are the five parameters of the model, while k is Boltz-

mann’s constant, q is the charge of the electron, ns is the

number of series cells in the PV module, and Tstc (
◦K) is

the temperature at STC. The five above parameters can be

obtained from the PV model data sheet as it is explained

in [16]. The model of the entire PV panel array can be

obtained by considering that it is composed byNsp strings

in parallel, each one composed by Nps panels in series.

The model takes into account irradiance and PV panel

temperature dependencies. In order to get one equation

with both irradiation and temperature effects, the super-

position principle is applied. The irradiance dependence

is taken into account by Eq.8, where it can be seen that

the short circuit current Isc is directly proportional to the

irradiance [16]:

Isc(G) = Isc,stc
G

Gstc

(8)

where Gstc = 1000W/m2 is the irradiance is STC. The

temperature dependence is taken into account by Eq.s 9

and 10 [16].

Voc(T ) = Voc + kv(T − Tstc) (9)

1Irradiance level of 1000W/m2, with the reference air mass 1.5 solar
spectral irradiance distribution and cell junction temperature of 25◦C.

Isc(T ) = Isc

[

1 +
ki
100

(T − Tstc)

]

(10)

where:

• T is the PV module operating temperature in ◦C;

• kv and ki are respectively Voc and Isc temperature

coefficients available in the data sheet .

2) Real-time implementation: The PV simulator com-

prices two programmable series connected Delta Elek-

tronika SM300-10 dc power supplies (V1max = 300V ,

V2max = 330V , Imax = 10A). The ouput voltage are

controlled in real time by a DS1103 dSpace system,

according to the model of the PV array. The model

is based on a number of series/parallel connected BP-

MSX120 PV panels.

B. Experimental test setup for MPPT evaluation

A block diagram of the experimental test setup is

shown in Fig.3. The inverter input power Pdc is measured
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Fig. 3. Block diagram of the experimental test setup for MPPT
performance evaluation. ηMPPT,30s - MPPT efficiency averaged over
30s time intervals; IPV - measured dc current; V ∗

PV
- reference dc

voltage.

using the precision power analyzer Yokogawa WT3000

which is characterized by a power accuracy of ±0.02% of

reading at full scale. Pdc is acquired using LabVIEW with

a sampling period of 200ms; it calculates the sampled

MPPT efficiency ηMPPT (k) according to Eq.3. In case on
static MPPT evaluation, LabVIEW averages ηMPPT (k)
over the desired period.

V. EXPERIMENTAL TESTS AND RESULTS

An example of test results on a commercial PV inverter

is given; tests concer conversion efficiency, European

efficiency, static and dynamic efficiency. The PV inverter

under test is the transformerless Refusol 11kW from

REFU Elektronik GmbH, Germany. Measurement were

carried out in the PV laboratory of the Insititute of Energy

Technology at Aalborg University (Denmark).

A Graphical User Interface (GUI) for real time evalua-

tion has been developed using dSPACE ControlDesk; it is

shown in Fig.4. The GUI offers the flexibility of simulat-

ing different PV panel arrays in specified environmental
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Fig. 4. Control Desk graphical user interface of the PV array simulator showing test results on a commercial PV inverter.

conditions. The PV array simulator can be used for testing

the MPPT in two ways:

• simulating a specific PV panel array in specific

environmental conditions. Thus, inputs are the MPP

power and MPP voltage in STC and environmental

conditions (PV module temperature and irradiance

profile);

• specifying the MPPT at the desired operating condi-

tion. Thus, inputs are MPP power and MPP voltage

and fill factor.

When the fill factor is set to zero, the first option is

enabled, meaning that the PV module temperature and the

irradiance have to be defined; in this case the following

options for the irradiance are available:

• manual, where G is set to the desired constant value;

• trapezoidal, where G is a trapezoidal profile charac-

terized by the desired maximum irradiance Gmax,

the top width and slope dG/dt;
• staircase, where G is a staircase profile (increasing or

decreasing with respect to the first half) characterized

by the desired step time;

• recorded, where G is a custom profile recorded in

the PV simulator; it can be a measured irradiance

profile.

Measurements were performed with fill factor of 0.7
and line-to-line grid voltage of 400V .

A. Conversion efficiency

To demonstrate the dependence of the conversion ef-

ficiency on the dc voltage and the ac output power, the

dc voltage range [Vmin = 200V ;Vmax = 800V ] was

devided in 21 steps of 30V and the ac power range in

24 steps from 5% to 120% of the output rated power. It

results in a set of 504 measurements. In each measure the

ac output power was regulated by controlling the amplitde

of the reference grid current by means of the REFU

software whereas the dc voltage was regulated by means

of the serial connection between the programmable dc

power supply (Magna Power Electronics 1000V/45A) and

the remote computer. Experimental results are presented

in Fig.5 as 3D mapping plot in the ac power versus dc

voltage plane. The power is normalized according to the

inverter nominal power and is stated as a percentage.

The area with the maximum efficiency is represented

in brown, where the measured efficiency is above 98.0%.

The maximum value is 98.1% which corresponds to

Vdc = 590V and Pac% = 80%. Even below 10% of

the rated power, the conversion efficiency decreases to

the acceptable value of 95.0%. The white area in Fig.5
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Fig. 5. Measured conversion efficiency shown as a 3D mapping plot
in the ac power versus dc voltage plane.

represents the locus of forbidden operating points where

the inverter is not capable to provide the required ac power

at the specified dc voltage.

The conversion efficiency is also plotted in Fig.6 at four

significant voltages; selected levels are:

• Vdc = 440V , which is the lowest dc voltage at which

the inverter can work in the entire ac power range;

• Vdc = 590V , which is the dc voltage at which the

highest conversion efficiency has been measured;

• Vdc = 800V , which is the highest dc voltage at

which the inverter can work;

• Vdc = 710V , which is in the middle voltage between

Vdc = 590V and Vdc = 800V .
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Fig. 6. Measured conversion efficiency versus the ac power at four dc
voltage levels.

Fig.s 5 and 6 prove that the conversion efficiency is not

only affected by the inverter output power but also by the

dc voltage; in most cases, this dependence is not shown

to customers in manufacturers’ datasheets.

According to the IEC 61683, the worst accuracy on the

conversion efficiency can be calculated as follows [17]:

max deviation = ±0.2 · (1− η) · η[%] (11)

Given ηmax = 98.1%, the worst accuracy is ±0.38%; the

accuracy guaranteed by the measuring system is definitely

below this value thanks to the precision power analyzer

Yokogawa WT3000 (an accurancy around ±0.14% is

expected in the worst case) [2].

B. European Efficiency

Having the conversion efficiency in the entire ac power

and dc voltage ranges, the European efficiency was easily

calculated at different dc voltage levels (21 steps of 30V

from Vmin = 200V to Vmax = 800V ). However only

dc voltage levels at which the PV inverter is able to

provide the rated power are considered. Therefore the

calculation of ηEURO is restricted within [410V ; 800V ].
The European efficiency at different dc voltage levels is

presented in Fig.7.
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Fig. 7. European efficiency at different dc voltage levels.

The maximum European efficiency is ηEURO,max =
97.6% and is achieved at Vdc = 560V . Two considera-

tions lead from Fig.7:

• the dependence of ηEURO on the dc voltage is not

strong, meaning that ηEURO is almost constant in

the entire voltage range;

• ηEURO is only slightly below the maximum conver-

sion efficiency, indicating an optimal inverter topol-

ogy [8].

C. Static MPPT efficiency

In static conditions, the sampled MPPT efficiency

ηMPPT (k) is averaged over 30s time intervals when no

further variations occur; a stabilization time of 60s is a

resonable choice.

The static MPPT efficiency was measured at different

MPP voltage levels and MPP power levels (15 steps). The

voltage is varied from the minimum MPP voltage Vmin =
200V to the maximum voltge of the PV simulator with

30V steps. This results in 90 measurements presented in

Fig.8 using a three-dimentional representation.
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Fig. 8. Measured static MPPT efficiency shown as a 3D mapping plot
in the ac power versus MPP voltage plane.

From Fig.8 it can be concluded that the inverter under

test has a high static MPPT efficiency. The maximum

value is 99.9% and corresponds to VMPP = 440V
and Pdc% = 30%. Even below 10% of the dc nominal

power, the MPPT efficiency is high. In the white area,

the static MPPT effciciency can not be measured due to

the limitation of the dc power supplies used in the PV

simulator.
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D. Dynamic MPPT efficiency

In dynamic conditions the MPP tracking is usually

analyzed using staircase or trapezoidal irradiance profiles

[12] [15]. Here, a trapezoidal irrandiance profile is used.

It is shown in Fig.9.
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Fig. 9. Trapezoidal irrandiance profile for dynamic MPPT performance.

Fig.9 represents a fast irradiance variation at which

many PV inverters can experience some troubles in the

tracking (e.g. the MPP is reached slowly and thus ηMPP

drops drastically).

The MPPT efficiency measured during the test is shown

in Fig.10.

Fig. 10. Measurement MPPT efficiency (averaged over 1sec) during
the trapezoidal irradiation profile (see Fig.9).

CONCLUSIONS

The main goals of this paper are (i) to show the

facilities developed at the PV laboratory of the Institute of

Energy Technology at the Aalborg University (Danmark)

for PV inverter performance evaluation and (ii) to give

an example of test results for a commercial PV inverter.

Thanks to the available experimental test setups, PV

inverters can be pre-tested before beeing tested by accred-

itated laboratory. The PV laboratory does not claim to be

an accreditated laboratory but it provides good facilities

to support courses dealing with the PV technology. The

PV simulator included in this paper will be included in

a PhD/industrial course about PV systems (visit the IET

home page: www.iet.aau.dk).
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Abstract— In this paper a real time flexible PV array simu-
lator is presented. It is a system that can simulate diffent PV
panel arrays in specific environmental conditions. To evaluate
performance of the Maximum Power Point Tracking (MPPT) of
grid-connected Photovoltaic (PV) inverters only measurements
undertaken with an appropriate PV array simulator provide
accurate and reproducible results. Thus the PV array simulator
has been developed and implemented. MPPT efficiency tests on
a commercial grid-connected PV inverter have been performed
to validate the PV array simulator.

I. INTRODUCTION

Global energy consumption is rising and an increased focus

on distributed power generation systems (DPGS) with renew-

able energy sources has been observed. The very low environ-

mental impact of the renewable energies makes them a very

attractive solution for a growing demand [1]. To increase the

level of penetration of grid-connected photovoltaic systems,

drawbacks must be overcome. The main disadvantages of PV

systems are their low efficiency, high cost and dependence

on environmental conditions, such as solar irradiance, PV

module temperature and shadowing conditions. The efficiency

of a PV system can be improved by implementing a control

algorithm which forces the PV system to work always at the

Maximum Power Point (MPP). Such a point is dependent

on solar irradiance and temperature [2]; it is continuously

searched by the Maximum Power Point Tracker (MPPT).

Several MPPT algorithms have been developed ; they can

either be implemented in the dc-dc converter or in the dc-

ac converter [3] [4]. In order to correctly characterize PV

inverters performance, the MPP tracking must be evaluated [5].

In fact, beyond the conversion efficiency, the MPPTs efficiency

also produces a reduction of the inverter output power with

respect to the maximum available power. However there are

no standards which define how to evaluate MPPT performance,

and manufacturers are not forced to do those kinds of tests and

show the results to customers. Like the conversion efficiency, it

is a good parameter for comparison with competitors’products.

For MPPT performance evaluation on PV inverters, a real

PV panel array is not suitable; a flexible PV array simulator

is required. It is a system which can simulate different PV

panel arrays in different irradiance conditions and PV module

temperatures.

In this paper, a flexible PV array simulator has been developed

and validated by performing MPPT efficiency tests on a

commercial grid-connected PV inverter. The PV simulator is

based on the model of a solar cell. Therefore such a model is

introduced in the next section.

II. MODELING OF PV CELLS

The prediction of the behavior at different irradiance, tem-

perature and load conditions, is very important for sizing the

PV plant and converter, as well as for the design of the MPPT

and control strategy. Thus, several methods for PV module

characterization are presented in the literature, mainly based

on the measurement of the I-V curve [6] [7]. However, it is

possible to develop a model of the PV panel from only the

values provided by the manufacturer’s data sheet [8].

The equivalent circuit of the single-diode model for PV

cells is shown in Fig.1 [2] [8]. The general current-voltage

sR
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s
R
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shR
i
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+

−

Fig. 1. Equivalent circuit of a photovoltaic cell based on the single-diode
model.

characteristic of a PV panel based on the single exponential

model is [2] [8]:

i = Iph − Io

(

e
v+iRs
ns Vt − 1

)

−
v + iRs

Rsh

(1)

In the above equation, Vt is the junction thermal voltage:

Vt =
AkTstc

q
(2)

where:

• Iph - the photo-generated current in Standard Test Con-

ditions1 (STC)

• Io - dark saturation current in STC

• Rs - panel series resistance

• Rsh - panel parallel (shunt) resistance

1Irradiance level of 1000W/m
2, with the reference air mass 1.5 solar

spectral irradiance distribution and cell junction temperature of 25◦C.
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• A - diode quality (ideality) factor

are the five parameters of the model, while k is Boltzmann’s

constant, q is the charge of the electron, ns is the number of

series cells in the PV module, and Tstc (◦K) is the temperature

at STC. The five above parameters can be obtained from the

PV model data sheet as it is explainded in [8]. The model of

the entire PV panel array can be obtained by considering that it

is composed by Nsp strings in parallel, each one composed by

Nps panels in series. The model takes into account irradiance

and PV panel temperature dependencies. In order to get one

equation with both irradiation and temperature effects, the

principle of superposition is applied.

A. Irradiance dependence

The power produced by the PV system (cell, module or

array) changes when irradiance changes. It depends on the

short-circuit current (Isc) which is directly proportional to the

irradiance through Eq.3 :

Isc(G) = Isc,stc
G

Gstc

(3)

where Gstc = 1000W/m2 is the irradiance is STC. Fig.2

shows how the power-voltage curve of a commercial PV

module depends on the irradiance.
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Fig. 2. Power-voltage curve of a PV module at different irradiance levels.

B. Temperature dependence

The operating temperature has a strong effect on the electri-

cal response of a solar cell. A suitable model of temperature

effects is mandatory [2]. The open-circuit voltage (Voc) and

the short-circuit current (Isc) depend on the cell temperature

as follows:

Voc(T ) = Voc + kv(T − Tstc) (4)

Isc(T ) = Isc

[

1 +
ki
100

(T − Tstc)

]

(5)

where:

• T is the PV module operating temperature in ◦C;

• kv and ki are respectively Voc and Isc temperature

coefficients available in the data sheet .

Fig.3 shows how the power-voltage curve of a commercial

PV module depends on the temperature.
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Fig. 3. Power-voltage curve of a PV module at different temperature levels.
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Fig. 4. PV array simulator test setup.

III. REAL TIME PHOTOVOLTAIC ARRAY SIMULATOR

A block diagram of the PV array simulator test setup is

represented in Fig.4. The PV simulator is composed by a

programmable dc power supply, which is controlled in order

to work as closely as possible with the simulated PV panels

array, in the specific conditions of irradiance and PV module

temperature. A wide bandwidth is required for such a control

system so that the actual behavior of the desired PV panel

array is closely reproduced.

The developed PV simulator is based on the voltage control

of the power supply. This means that the current supplied by

the programmable dc power supply is measured and used to

find the operating point on the current-voltage curve of the

simulated PV panels array. The correspondent voltage is used

as a reference to control the power supply in the next step. The

drawback of such approach is that, considering the P-V courve

of the array, on the right side of the MPP, a small error in the

reference voltage vref produces a big error in the current; thus

current variations are experienced and can eventually lead to

instability. The control system has been stabilized by filtering

the measured current ipv . Better results could be obtained with

linear current control of the dc power supply; however such

an approach would require extra hardware (an external current

controller) [9].

The PV simulator has been imlemented into a dSPACE plat-

form. A Graphical User Interface (GUI) has been developed

for real time evaluation. The GUI offers the flexibility of sim-

ulating different PV panel arrays in specified environmental

conditions. The PV array simulator can be used for testing the

MPPT in two ways:

• simulating a specific PV panel array in specific envi-

ronmental conditions. Thus, inputs are the PV panel
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Fig. 5. Control Desk graphical user interface of the PV array simulator showing test results on a commercial PV inverter

array configuration (PV module type, Nps and Nsp) and

environmental conditions (PV module temperature and

irradiance profile);

• specifying the MPPT. Thus, inputs are MPP power

(Pmpp) and MPP voltage (Vmpp).

In the first case the MPP coordinates are calculated, whereas in

the second case they are specified; in both cases the istanateous

MPPT efficency is calculated as follows:

ηMPPT (t) =
PPV (t)

PMPP (t)
=

VPV (t) · IPV (t)

VMPP (t) · IMPP (t)
100 (6)

where

• PPV (t), VPV (t) and IPV (t) are respectively istantaneous

output power, voltage and current of the programmable

dc power supply; they define the operating point on

the simulated PV panel array power-voltage and current-

voltage curves;

• PMPP (t), VMPP (t) and IMPP (t) are respectively istan-

taneous power, voltage and current at the MPP.

In case of discrete time calculations, the above variables are

sampled, thus the MPPT efficency at each sample is calculated

as follows:

ηMPPT (k) =
PPV (k)

PMPP (k)
=

VPV (k) · IPV (k)

VMPP (k) · IMPP (k)
100 (7)

IV. MPPT EFFICIENCY TESTS

The developed PV array simultator has been used to perform

MPPT efficiency tests on a commercial three-phase grid-

connected PV inverter (Pn = 15kW , Vn = [200V ; 900V ],
In = 36A, Vmpp = [200V ; 850V ]).

A. MPPT efficiency in stationary conditions

In stationary conditions, ηMPPT (t) is averaged over a spec-

fied period (typically 1-10s) when the steady state is achieved

and no further variation of ηMPPT (t) occur; depending on the

operating conditions, the transient can take several seconds.

Fig.6 shows ηMPPT (t) averaged over 5s in stationary condi-

tions. It can be seen that the stationary MPPT efficiency of
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Fig. 6. MPPT efficiency in stationary conditions with Pmpp = 4.5kW and
Vmpp = 550V .

the inverter is very high (ηMPPT (t) = 99.6%). This means
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that the MPP tracking system has been well designed. A PV

array simulator is a fundamental tool as it allows the eval-

uation of performance with different designs of the tracking

algorithm. The stationary MPPT efficiency has been evaluated

at only one operating point (Pmpp = 4.5kW ,Vmpp = 550V );

however in the same way it can be evaluated for different

inverter output voltage and power so that the 3D graph of

ηMPPT = f(Pinv, Vinv) can be obtained with Pinv ≤ Pinv,n

and Vinv,min ≤ Vinv ≤ Vinv,max.

B. MPPT efficiency in dynamic conditions

In dynamic conditions, when the MPP changes due to irra-

diance variations, the MPP tracking is usually analyzed using

staircase or trapezoidal irradiance profiles. If the irradiance

change is fast enough, the MPPT is not able to follow the

MPP operating point [5]. Knowing the values of PMPP (t)
and PPV (t) during the dynamic test, the equivalent efficiency

can be calculated as follows [5]:

ηMPPT = 100

∫ T0

0
PPV (τ)dτ

∫ T0

0
PMPP (τ)dτ

= 100

∫ T0

0
VPV (τ) · IPV (τ)dτ

∫ T0

0
VMPP (τ) · IMPP (τ)dτ

(8)

where T0 is the test period. In case of a discrete time

calculation with sampling time Ts, the MPPT efficency at each

sample is calculated as follows:

ηMPPT =

∑N

k=1 PPV (k)Ts
∑N

k=1 PMPP (k)Ts

=

∑N

k=1 PPV (k)
∑N

k=1 PMPP (k)
(9)

1) Staircase irradiance profile: Staircase irradiance profiles

are used to test the inverter MPPT efficiency at different

irradiation levels, in accordance with the European Efficiency

formula [10]. Fig.7 shows a staircase irradiance profile that

decreases in the first half of the test so it is classified as

decreasing staircase irradiance profile; it is characterized

by steps of 10s duration. Experimental results are shown
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Fig. 7. Decreasing stercase irradiance profile for dynamic MPPT efficiency
test (10s steps; irradiation levels according to the European Efficiency test).

in Fig.8. The MPPT efficiency, calculated using Eq.9, is

ηMPPT = 96.84%. In Fig.8 it can be seen that the MPP

tracker is not capable of follow the MPP within the step

time of 10s. This produces a reduction of the captured power

with respect to the maximum available power which can be

provided by the PV panel array.
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Fig. 8. Decreasing staircase irradiance profile test results.

Fig.9 shows an increasing staircase irradiance profile with 10s
steps. Experimental results are shown in Fig.10. The MPPT
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Fig. 9. Increasing staircase irradiance profile for dynamic MPPT efficiency
test (10s steps; irradiation levels according to the European Efficiency test).
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Fig. 10. Increasing staircase irradiance profile test results.

efficiency, calculated using Eq.9, is ηMPPT = 89.72%. In

Fig.10 it can be seen that the MPP Tracker is not capable of

follow the MPP within the step time of 10s.

2) Trapezoidal irradiance profile: Trapezoidal irradiance

profiles are used to test the inverter at dynamic irradinance

conditions. Fig.11 shows a trapezoidal irradiance profile.

Experimental results are shown in Fig.12.The MPPT effi-

ciency, averaged over 2s, in represented in Fig.13.

The MPPT efficiency, calculated using Eq.9, is ηMPPT =
97.05%. Fig.12 shows that in case of trapezoidal irradiance

variation, which can occur when the sun is temporarely

shadowed, the MPP trackng is good. This shows the good

design of the tracking algorithm based on the evaluation of

performance of the MPPT using a PV array simulator.
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Fig. 11. Trapezoidal irradiance profile for the dynamic MPPT efficiency test.
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Fig. 12. Trapezoidal irradiance profile test result.
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Fig. 13. MPPT efficiency during the test with trapezoidal irradiance profile.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper a real time flexible PV array simulator has been

developed. It is based on the model of the solar cell obtained

from data sheet parameters according to [8]. It has been

implemented and a Graphical User Interface using dSPACE

Control Desk has been created for real time evaluation. The

PV array simulator is then validated by performing MPPT

efficiency tests on a commercial grid-connected PV inverter

in stationary and dynamic conditions. Experimental results

prove that the developed PV array simulator can be used

during the design and tuning of the MPP tracking algorithm,

as performance with different design criteria can be easily

compared.
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Abstract: - It is a well-documented fact that partial shading of a photovoltaic array reduces it output

power capability. However, the relative amount of such degradation in energy production cannot be 

determined in a straight forward manner, as it is often not proportional to the shaded area. This paper 

clarifies the mechanism of partial PV shading on a number of PV cells connected in series and/or 

parallel with and without bypass diodes. The analysis is presented in simple terms and can be useful 

to someone who wishes to determine the impact of some shading geometry on a PV system. The 

analysis is illustrated by measurements on a commercial 70 W panel, and a 14.4 kW PV array.
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1 Introduction
The photovoltaic (PV) industry is experiencing rapid 

growth due to improving technology, lower cost,

government subsidies, standardized interconnection to 

the electric utility grid, and public enthusiasm for an

environmentally benign energy source [1]-[2]. More 

precisely, PV usage worldwide has grown between 15% 

and 40% for each of the past 10 years, while the 

inflation adjusted cost of PV energy has declined by 

roughly by a factor of 2 over the same time period [3].

PV system sizes vary from the MW range, in utility 

applications, down to the kW range in residential 

applications. In the latter systems, the PV array is

typically installed on the roof of a house, and partial 

shading of the cells from neighboring structures or trees 

is often inevitable. Then impact of partial shading on PV 

system performance has been studied at great length in 

the past [4]-[11]. Some past studies assume that the 

decrease in power production is proportional to the 

shaded area and reduction in solar irradiance, thus 

introducing the concept of shading factor. While this 

concept is true for a single cell, the decrease in power at 

the module or array level is often far from linearity with 

the shaded portion. Other past studies tend to be rather

complicated and difficult to follow by someone with 

limited knowledge on electronic/solid-state physics.

The objective of this study is to clarify the impact of 

shading on a solar panel performance in relatively 

simple terms that can be followed by a power engineer 

or PV system designer without difficulty. First, the 

circuit model of a PV cell and its I-V curve are 

reviewed. This is followed by the impact of partial 

shading on the I-V and P-V curves of a circuit 

containing two cells with and without bypass diodes. 

The concept is extended to the circuits with series and 

parallel submodules. Finally, the impact of shading is 

illustrated by measurements on a commercial PV panel 

and a large PV array.

2   V-I Characteristics of a PV Cell
The most commonly used circuit model to describe the 

electrical behavior of a PV cell is the single diode model 

as shown in Fig.1 below [9], [12], [13]. The current 

generated by the cell is expressed by

1
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Fig. 1: Equivalent circuit of PV cell using single diode model.



The circuit parameters defined in Equations (1) and (2) 

are defined as follows:

Iph

I

- photo-generated current,

o

R

- dark saturation current,

s

R

- panel series resistance,

sh

A - diode quality (or ideality) factor,

- panel parallel (or shunt) resistance,

k - Boltzmann’s constant, 

q - electron charge,

ns

T - cell temperature (in degree Kelvin).

- number of cells connected in series, 

It is a common practice to neglect the term ‘-1’ in 

Equation (1) since the dark saturation current is very 

small compared to the exponential term in silicon

devices. Fig. 2 below shows typical I-V curves of a 

crystalline silicon (c-Si) PV cell at different irradiance 

intensity G at standard temperature condition of 25o C.

Fig. 2. Forward I-V characteristic of c-Si PV cell at different 

irradiance intensities.

3 Shading of Series-Connected Cells
Today, commercial c-Si PV panels usually have all their

cells connected in series. In order to protect the cells 

from destructive reverse voltages in case of shadowing 

or other abnormalities, a number of bypass diodes are 

utilized. For example, one bypass diode connected in 

parallel with each set of 18 cells is common practice 

[11]. In this Section, the operation of the bypass diode is 

illustrated by a simple example where two series-

connected cells, with different irradiation intensities on 

their surfaces, serve a resistive load as illustrated in Fig. 

3 below. It is assumed that the shaded cell irradiation is 

25% of the non-shaded cell as indicated by the 

individual I-V curves in Fig. 4(a).

Two cases are considered: In the first case, the shaded 

cell has an ideal bypass diode (with negligible forward 

bias voltage and series resistance) connected in parallel. 

If one varies the load resistance Rload from infinity to 

zero, the I-V curve of such configuration is shown in red

Fig. 4(a). Note that the voltage of the shaded cell falls to 

zero when the load current exceeds the cell’s short-

circuit current. Hence, for higher load, the shaded cell is 

short-circuited and does not contribute any power.

 !

n sh
V

!

 

 !

sh
V

!
sum
V
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R

Fig. 3. Two PV cells with different irradiance intensities connected in 

series (with and w/o bypass diode in parallel with shaded cell).

(a)

(b)
Fig. 4. I-V characteristic of two PV cells connected in series with 

different solar irradiance intensities: (a) with and (b) w/o bypass 

diode in parallel with shaded cell.

The second case considered is when the bypass diode is 

removed. The resultant I-V characteristics of this 

configuration are shown in Fig. 4(b). When the load is 

lower than the shaded cell short-circuit current, the 

circuit behaves just like the previous case (under the 

presence of the bypass diode). But as the load is 



increased beyond this value, the shaded cell becomes 

reverse biased and starts to behave like a high resistor. 

In other words, the shaded cell starts to consume some 

of the power produced by the non-shaded cell thus 

resulting in undesirable losses. The reverse-biased 

region of the I-V curve is obtained by modifying the cell 

model in Eqn. (1) according to Refs. [9] and [11].

Figure 5 shows the corresponding power-voltage curves 

for the above two cases, in addition to the case without 

shading in both cells. Note that without the bypass 

diode, maximum power is reduced by nearly 50%. On 

the other hand, the presence of the bypass diode results 

is a power curve with multiple peaks.

Fig. 5. P-V characteristics of two PV cells connected in series with 

different solar irradiance intensities (with and w/o bypass diode).

4 Partial Shading of PV Modules 
As mentioned in Section 3 above, it is a common 

practice to use one bypass diode per 18 series-connected 

cells, which form the so-called submodule [6]. 

Furthermore, a PV module is likely to contain a number 

of submodules in series [13], and higher output voltage

is obtained by connecting several modules in series to 

form a PV array. For higher power, a number of PV 

arrays are connected in parallel. The following material 

analyzes the impact of shading on part of a module 

which consists of series as well as parallel submodules 

that are protected by bypass diodes.

4.1 Partial shading of two series-connected 

submodules
Consider a module that consists of two series connected 

submodules (each containing 36 cells) with partial 

shading as shown in Fig. 6. For illustration, it is assumed 

that the clear and shadowed areas have a solar irradiance 

of GSTD = 1000 W/m2 and GSH = 250 W/m2,

respectively. Further, the bypass diodes are assumed to

have a forward voltage of Vd = 0.6 V and an on-

resistance of Rd = 10 m . Shadowing only two cells can

cause a considerable reduction in output power, and the 

amount of loss greatly depends on which two cells are 

shadowed. Two cases are considered: Case A where the 

two shaded cells belong to the same string, and Case B 

where these cells belong to different strings.

Fig. 6. Series connection of two submodules: (a) two cells shaded in 

one submodule, (b) one cell shaded in each submodule.

4.1.1 Case A

In Fig. 6(a), the shadowed cell will limit the output 

current of the submodule as explained in Section 3 

above. This has a similar effect as if the whole bottom 

submodule is shadowed. However, as there is a bypass 

diode in parallel, the non-shadowed submodule can still 

produce full power. These remarks are demonstrated by 

the blue dotted I-V and P-V curves in Fig. 7.

(a)

(b)
Fig. 7. Characteristics of the two partially shaded series-connected 

submodules: (a) I-V characteristic, (b) P-V characteristic.



4.1.2. Case B

In Fig. 6(b) both submodules have one shadowed PV 

cell; hence, their output power will be both limited by 

the same amount. The bypass diodes will have no effect 

in this case, and the total power output is almost as low 

as if the entire string is shadowed. The resulting I-V and 

P-V curves for this case are shown by the dotted dark 

curves in Fig. 7(a) and 7(b), respectively.

In summary, although only 2 out of 36 cells are 

shadowed (that is less than 6% of the total area), the 

maximum power reduction in Cases A and B are 50% 

and 70%, respectively. This clearly illustrates that it is 

erroneous to assume that maximum power production is 

proportional to the non-shaded area of a PV module. 

4.2 Partial shading of two parallel-connected 

submodules
This configuration considers the same two submodules 

described in Section 4.2 above with two shaded cells,

but connected in parallel, instead of series, as illustrated 

in Fig. 8 below. Once again, the same two cases are 

considered. Fig. 9 shows the corresponding I-V and P-V

curves the 72-cell module for both cases.

Fig. 8. Parallel connection of two submodules: (a) two cells shaded 

in one submodule, (b) one cell shaded in each submodule.

Note that the maximum power curve of Case B is the 

same as that of Case B of the previous section (i.e., max. 

power reduced by 70%). On the other hand, maximum 

power in Case A is reduced by only 35% (compared to 

50% in Case A of the previous section). This is due to 

the fact that the cell output current shows a stronger 

dependency (linear) on irradiation than the voltage

(logarithmic). 

Alternatively, when two submodules with irradiation 

intensities are connected together, the relative difference 

of their maximum power point (MPP) currents is much 

larger than the relative difference of their MPP voltages. 

Therefore, in case of the series connection, if one 

submodule is working at its MPP, the other submodule 

having the same current works far from its MPP. The 

opposite is true in the parallel connection (i.e., if one 

submodule is working at its MPP, the other one sharing 

the same voltage will work also in the vicinity of its 

MPP, thus resulting in a higher MPP power).

(a)

(b)
Fig. 9. Characteristics of the two partially shaded parallel-connected 

submodules: (a) I-V Characteristic, (b) P-V characteristic.

5 Experimental Test
In order to verify some of the simulated curves of the 

previous section, an experiment was conducted on a 

Kyocera KC70 multi-crystalline silicone PV panel using 

a Daystar-100 I-V curve tracer. The electrical specs of 

the 70 W panel are as follows (at standard temperature 

conditions):

o short-circuit current: Isc

o open-circuit voltage: V

= 4.35 A

oc

o voltage at MPP: V

= 21.5 A

mpp

o current at MPP: I

= 16.9 V

mpp

o power at MPP: P

= 14.14 A

max

o temp. coefficient of  I

= 70 W

sc: k t = 3.55 10-3 /o

o temp. coefficient of  V

C

sc: kv = -8.2 10-2 /o

The Kyocera KC70 photovoltaic panel has the electrical 

configuration of the cells and bypass diodes identical to 

the case depicted in Fig. 6. To create a partial shadowing 

condition, 2 cells belonging to the same submodule were 

covered with a sheet of cardboard, which makes the 

shadowing close to 100%, i.e., near zero solar irradiation 

on the covered area. The measurement results shown in 

C.



Fig. 10 below show a good agreement with the predicted

curves associated with Section 4.1.1.

(a)

(b)
Fig. 10. Experimental data of Kyocera KC70 PV panel with two 

shaded cells: (a) V-I characteristic, (b) P-V characteristic.

The next field data involves the impact of partial 

shading on the performance of a grid-connected, 14.4 

kW, 1-axis tracking, PV system that is located in Las 

Vegas, Nevada. The system consists of 4 identical 

tracking sub-arrays, as shown in Fig. 11(a), each of 

which contains two parallel strings of 12 series-

connected panels. Herein, each panel is rated at 150 W 

(each) and consists of 3 series-connected submodules 

with bypass diodes. Each submodule contains 24 cells 

connected in series as illustrated in Fig. 11(b). In 

summary, the array contains 8 parallel strings, each 

containing 36 submodules and 864 cells.

Fig. 11(c) shows a typical power production curve (in 

kW) of the array along with the incident solar radiation 

(in W/m
2) on a clear day. One can immediately note the 

dip in power production between the hours of 1:00 pm 

and 3:00 pm on this particular day of 9/11/08. A closer 

analysis showed that a power pole (only its shadow can 

be seen in the photo) shaded part of the front sub-array 

during those hours of that day. Further work will be 

conducted to estimate the yearly energy reduction due to

shading of this structure. The variation of the shadow on 

the photovoltaic collector will be determined by using 

techniques such as the one proposed in Ref. [16].

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 11 14.4 kW grid-connected PV system: (a) actual array,

(b) connection diagram, (c) power production on 9/11/08.



6 Conclusion
This paper presented the impact of shading on the I-V

and P-C curves of a solar panel, and clarified the basic 

mechanism that estimates the reduction in output power.

Such degradation in maximum power production clearly 

depends on the shaded area as well as the layout of the 

submodules and the bypass diodes. The analysis was 

illustrated by experimental data. It is hoped that this 

article will be of use to PV system designers when 

attempting to minimize the impact of shading  on system 

performance.
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Abstract—One of the most important parameters, which char-
acterizes a photovoltaic panel health state, is its series resistance.
An increase of this, normally indicates bad contacts between
cells or panels. An other important property, which characterizes
the aging of the panel is the reduction of its MPP power in
Standard Test Conditions (STC1). Simulation and experimental
measurements regarding the determination of a PV panel series
resistance, its MPP power in STC, as well as its temperature,
are presented in this paper. It is shown that the panel series
resistance can be determined experimentally without needing to
perform an entire I-V curve scan. The panel MPP power in STC
and its temperature - given the irradiance is measured - can be
well approximated using the measured I-V curve, and a simple
model of the PV panel.

Index Terms—Photovoltaic, modeling, diagnostics, series resis-
tance measurement, temperature estimation, STC power estima-
tion

I. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays the worldwide installed Photovoltaic power ca-

pacity shows a nearly exponential increase, despite of their

still relatively high cost. [1] This, along with the research

for lower cost and higher efficiency devices, motivates the

research also in the control of PV inverters, to achieve higher

efficiency and reliability. A relatively new tool for increasing

the reliability and production of the PV system is to use

diagnostic functions, which can warn the user/operator, if there

is a fault in the PV array, without the need of disconnecting it

from the system, and perform manual measurements. One of

the most predominant element in decreasing the PV modules

Fill factor (FF), is the series resistance [2], [3]. An other

phenomenon, directly related to the ageing of the modules,

is the the decrease of the MPP power in Standard Test

Conditions, with other words, decrease of power compared to

the datasheet. In the present work a simple estimation method

for the PV panels series resistance is presented, along with a

technique based on a simple model to approximate the panel

MPP power in STC. Furthermore, it is shown that in case the

1Standard Test Conditions - The testing conditions to measure photovoltaic
cells or modules nominal output power. Irradiance level is 1000W/m2 , with
the reference air mass 1.5 solar spectral irradiance distribution and cell or
module junction temperature of 25oC.

irradiation is measured, the panel effective temperature can be

estimated relatively precisely, using a simple model.

II. PV PANEL MODELING FOR DIAGNOSTICS

As mentioned previously, the diagnostic of the panel is

partly based on a simple model. The general model based

on the Shockley equation, which describes the current-voltage

relationship of a standard Silicone-based photovoltaic cell is

well known. There are many different approaches reported

in the literature for applying this equation to a PV cell,

with different degree of details and different types of losses

considered. [4]–[8]. However, these models rely on a num-

ber of parameters, which are not directly accessible for the

user/installer to measure, but they are necessary for creating a

good fitting model of the PV cell/panel. There are numerous

methods presented in the literature, for extracting the panel

parameters ( [9]–[13]), but most of them implies complicated

equations, 4, 5, or more parameters to determine, and/or

numerical methods to find the solutions. Keeping in mind that

simple, analytic expressions are desired in case of diagnostics,

in the present work a simplified model is used, where the

number of parameters is reduced to 3. Starting with the four-

parameter single-exponential model, where the module shunt

resistance is not considered:

v = Vt ln
(

Iph+I0−i

I0

)

− iRs, with

Vt =
nsAkT

q

(1)

In the above equation, the parameters have the following

meaning:

• I0 - dark saturation current (A)

• ns - number of cells in series

• q - charge of the electron (C)

• k - Boltzmann’s constant

• A - diode ideality factor

• T - temperature (K)

• Iph - photo-generated current (A)

The equivalent circuit of the single-diode model for PV cells

is shown on Fig. 1:
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Fig. 1. Equivalent circuit of a photovoltaic cell using the single exponential
four-parameter model.

For calculating the panel parameters, some simplification

to equation (1) are to be made. As the dark saturation current

in silicon devices is very small (and in comparison with the

exponential term), it can be neglected. An other simplification,

which is necessary to make, in order to obtain simpler and

more easily treatable equations is approximating the photo-

generated current Iph with Isc (Iph ≈ Isc). This is a common

practice to neglect the difference between the photo-generated

current and the short-circuit current, as it is generally very

small.

In this case (1) becomes:

v = Vt ln

(

Isc − i

I0

)

− iRs (2)

Due to the above simplifications, the four-parameter model

is reduced to a three-parameter model, and the equation system

for determining the panel model parameters can be written as:















Voc = Vt ln
(

Isc
I0

)

Vmp = Vt ln
(

Isc−Imp

I0

)

− ImpRs

Vmp

Imp
= Vt

Isc−Imp
+Rs

(3)

Where the third equation is coming from the derivative of

the power at MPP. In this case it is used the derivative of Pmp

with current.

Solving the above equation system (3) for Vt, Rs, and I0,

results in:

Vt =
(2Vmp − Voc) (Isc − Imp)

Imp − (Isc − Imp) ln
(

Isc−Imp

Isc

) (4)

Rs =
V t ln

(

Isc−Imp

Isc

)

+ Voc − Vmp

Imp

(5)

I0 =
Isc

e
Voc
Vt

(6)

The above model can be used to estimate different param-

eters of the panel based on measurements.

III. SERIES RESISTANCE MONITORING

As mentioned before, the change in a panel or array series

resistance indicates problems related to contacts and/or mal-

functioning cells. Thereby the monitoring of this parameter can

give important information about the condition of the array.

It will be shown later that Rs from (5) is not the real series

resistance of the panel, only a model parameter. The same

conclusions were reported in [14].

For measuring the panel series resistance, the IEC 60891

standard requires two I-V curve measurement at different ir-

radiance conditions, but at the same temperature and spectrum.

The series resistance is calculated than using two working

points on each characteristic. There are many alternative

methods reported for measuring or estimating a PV panel

series resistance. Wagner in [14] uses similar approach as the

IEC 60891 standard, but using only one I-V curve. The second

is simulated, using a model of the panel. Other methods use

the dark curve measurements, as in [15], [16], [17]. Araujo

and Sanchez in [11] use the area under the entire measured I-

V curve to determine the series resistance. A number of other

methods are reported as well, as in [2], [3], [9], and [10].

In this work a simple method, suitable for ’on-line’ mon-

itoring is suggested. It uses the slope of the I − V curve in

the vicinity of the open-circuit voltage. Similar approaches are

reported in [18], but there the slope of the I−V curve around

open-circuit is considered the same as the Rs parameter of

the model. In references [2], [9], [19] the slope of the I − V
curve around open-circuit is considered as an ’open-circuit

resistance’, and additional terms are used to calculate the series

resistance.

According to the equations, the derivative of the voltage

with current at open-circuit has the following form:

dv

di

∣

∣

∣

∣

OC

= −

(

Vt

Isc + I0
+Rs

)

(7)

It has been found empirically that in case of polycrystalline

silicone cells, the real series resistance of the panel can be

fairly well approximated with the slope only; in this case (7)

becomes:

dv

di

∣

∣

∣

∣

OC

∼= −RsPanel (8)

It should be noted that RsPanel is not identical to Rs. The

first one is the result based on the slope of the I − V curve,

while the latter one is calculated based on the PV model,

using datasheet values or measurements. Depending on the

panel parameters, Rs can even become negative, [14] while

providing good fit of the model with datasheet values. In

order to test the validity of (8), a series of measurements have

been done on a BPMSX120 PV panel, using a commercial

photovoltaic I-V curve tracer, the PVPM 1000C. The

datasheet parameters of the panel are the following:

As it can be seen on Fig. 2, both the commercial tracer and

our method estimates a series resistance of approximately 2Ω.
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TABLE I
PARAMETERS GIVEN IN THE PANEL DATASHEET

Isc 3.87A short-circuit current

Voc 42.1V open-circuit voltage

Imp 3.56A current at maximum power

Vmp 33.7V voltage at maximum power

Pmp 120W maximum power

kv −160± 10mV/oC open-circuit voltage temperature
dependence

ki −0.5± 0.05%/oC short-circuit current temperature
dependence
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Fig. 2. Estimation of the series resistance for the BPMSX120 PV panel,
using a commercial I-V curve tracer, and the slope of the voltage with current
around open-circuit.

In order to verify if the above results, an additional resistance

of 1Ω has been connected in series with the panel.

From the above graphs it can be seen that the method

using dV/dI at open-circuit performs at least as well as the

method used by the commercial tracer [14]. When connecting

a 1Ω additional resistance in series with the panel, it slightly

underestimates the change of resistance, while the PVPM
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Fig. 3. Estimation of the series resistance of the BPMSX120 PV panel, in
case when an additional resistance of 1Ω has been connected in series.
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Fig. 4. Estimation of the series resistance of the BPMSX120 PV panel, in
case when an additional resistance of 2Ω has been connected in series.
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Fig. 5. Estimation of the series resistance of the BPMSX120 PV panel, in
case when an additional resistance of 3.3Ω has been connected in series. In
this case the commercial tracer did not calculate the series resistance, but the
method based on (8) performed well.

overestimates it. As the additional resistance increases, the

commercial tracer tends to overestimate the internal series

resistance more strongly, while the proposed method decreases

its relative error. The main advantage of the proposed method

is that it does not require an entire I-V curve of the panel/array,

neither a mathematical model.

IV. TEMPERATURE ESTIMATION

Another important information about the PV system state

is the PV panel’s temperature. Increase of the effective

temperature of the modules can indicate bad ventilation, or

wrongly connected modules. The temperature can have large

variations over the array, therefore it is difficult to measure the

array actual temperature. On the other hand, the irradiation is

generally stable over the entire array (in case of residential

applications, where the area of the array is not very large).

The irradiation can be easily measured using a calibrated cell,
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or received from satellites [20], [21].

The most affected parameter of the PV panel by temperature

is generally the open-circuit voltage, which is easily accessible

to measure. Thereby this quantity will be used to estimate the

effective temperature of the panel

In STC, the open-circuit voltage can be written as:

VocSTC = VtSTC ln

(

IscSTC

I0

)

(9)

The value of Voc in STC is known from datasheet value. If

one considers that Vt is independent on irradiation, from the

above equation follows that the open-circuit voltage depends

logarithmically on the irradiation:

Voc (G) = VocSTC + VtSTC ln

(

G

GSTC

)

(10)

Adding the temperature dependence to (10), results the

expression of the open-circuit voltage in function of the actual

environmental conditions, based on STC values.

Voc (G, T ) = Voc (G) + kv (T − TSTC) (11)

According to the above, can be calculated the panel actual

temperature, based on measurement of the open-circuit voltage

and irradiance, and knowledge of the datasheet parameters, as

the open-circuit voltage and its temperature coefficient.

T =
Voc (G, T )− Voc (G) + kvTSTC

kv
(12)

It should be noted that the precision of the above estimation

depends on the state of the PV panel. In case it has aged,

and its parameters (especially the open-circuit voltage) are

changed, the above estimation inherently introduces an error

in the temperature estimation. Although in the case of the used

panel, which is approximately 12 years old, the open-circuit

voltage did not decrease compared to the datasheet value, the

authors of the present paper did not find proof that this will not

change as the panel further ages. Nevertheless, the method can

be used for monitoring changes in the panel/array temperature,

and warn the user/operator of the PV system if there is a large

or sudden change.

V. ESTIMATION OF PANEL MPP POWER IN STC

The most obvious sign of a panel/array ageing is the

decrease of its MPP power. Thereby it is particularly useful

to be able to estimate the panel MPP power in STC, based on

the actual measurement, and compare it with datasheet values,

as it is an important characteristic of the overall health state

and performance of the panel/array.

Measuring the entire I-V curve of the panel, and measuring

or estimating the temperature as described in the previous

paragraph, the measured curve can be translated to Standard

Test Conditions, as it is described in the following.

The Rs and Vt parameters by (4) and (5) can be calculated

based on the actual measurements, and than translate them

to STC. It is known that Vt does not depend on irradiance,
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Fig. 6. Estimated and measured temperature of a BPMSX120 PV panel over
17 measurements, in natural environmental conditions. The estimations show
a very good agreement with the measurements.

and it is linearly dependent on temperature. Rs on the other

hand is considered independent on irradiation and temperature

in this case. Taking in consideration the arguments above in

paragraph V,the parameters RsSTC , VtSTC can be directly de-

termined, and using similar approach as in (9), (10), and (11),

also VocSTC , can be found. It is well-known that IscSTC is

directly proportional with irradiation, while exhibiting a slight

increase with temperature, having the temperature coefficient

given in datasheet. Based on the above, the following formula

can be found for the voltage and current at MPP in Standard

Test Conditions:

VmpSTC = VocSTC + VtSTC ln

(

VtSTC

VmpSTC + VtSTC

)

−
IscSTC VmpSTC RsSTC

VmpSTC + VtSTC

(13)

ImpSTC =
IscSTC VmpSTC

VmpSTC + VtSTC

(14)

It can be seen that the expression for VmpSTC is tran-

scendental, thereby no analytical solution can be found for it.

Using a simple Newton-Raphson algorithm, the solution can

be approximated within a few iteration, with an error smaller

than 10−6V .

A. Test conditions

The measurements presented on Fig.3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 has

been produced in the following conditions:

• The panel has been placed horizontally, in order to

decrease the cooling by air convection and obtain a more

uniform temperature over the panel surface.

• The irradiance sensor has been placed right at the edge

of the panel, with the same horizontal orientation as the

panel.
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Fig. 7. Estimations of the MPP power in Standard Test Conditions,
over a series of 17 measurements, in natural environmental conditions. The
estimations by the commercial tracer and by this work show a good fit.

• The temperature sensor has been placed and fixed at the

back of the panel, on the geometrical center

• Measurements took place at random irradiation levels,

between 500− 800W/m2

VI. CONCLUSIONS

Simulation and experimental measurements regarding the

determination of a PV panel series resistance, its MPP power

in STC, as well as its temperature, are presented in this paper.

It is shown that the panel series resistance can be determined

experimentally without needing to perform an entire I-V curve

scan. The main advantage of the method that it does not require

the sweep of the entire I − V curve of the panel, or model

calculations. The panel MPP power in STC and its temperature

- given the irradiance is measured - can be well approximated

using the measured I-V curve, and a simple model of the PV

panel.
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